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A Glimpse at the Whitehorse Copperbelt, Part I
Copperbelt at a Glimpse was updated in 2014 by Jane Gaffin,
based on her April 19, 1995 Yukon News article Copperbelters;
the Whitehorse Star’s special LodeSTAR Mining Edition 1974;
her book Cashing In; and Dick McKenna’s offerings posted on
the Yukon Prospectors’ Association website and published in
The Yukoner Magazine.
Another way McKenna exhibited his dedication and knowledge
about the copperbelt was ingeniously packaging representative
mineral specimens into miniature, wooden gift caches. Each
professionally-crafted identification kit contains six vials of
water-protected chip samples. An accompanying booklet, chockfull of fascinating tidbits, explains everything from mineral care
to a description of each mineral in the display.
Mucho thanks go to Alison and Denise at the UPS Store for their
abilities to make “silk purses out of sows’ ears” when scanning
old black-and-white photographs and contact sheets, some less
than good quality.
This is Part I.
*******
Copperbelt Spelling and Redundancy
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Over the years, the term “copperbelt” has been designated in a
variety of ways, using capitals or lower case, one word or two,
and sometimes simply “Belt”. The preferred spelling throughout
Copperbelt at a Glimpse is “copperbelt”, though an attempt has
been made to retain whatever spelling was fashionable to
specific writers of the day. Also, material provided by various
writers often overlaps in content, creating redundancy, which, to
me, is better than completely omitting the information.
A Lode Deposit
The word Lode indicates quartz or hard-rock mining, i.e., a mineral deposit
consisting of a zone of veins or a deposit in solid rock, as opposed to alluvial
placer deposits as found in the Yukon’s flowing streams and rivers.

Crown Grants
In the the early 1900s, the federal government issued mining
claims that were known as Crown Grants. Besides subsurface
rights, these claims gave full patent to the mines and minerals
plus full title to all surface rights, such as occupancy, building
construction, homestead, and other resources such as
agricultural, timber, water, and so forth.
Crown Grants were granted in fee simple title in perpetuity and
became a taxable property. As long as the taxes were paid, the
property remained in the hands of the person or company. As
spelled out later in the Yukon Quartz Mining Act, Crown Grants
and mineral claims are to be used solely for mining purposes.
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Once a Crown Grant was sold outright to another party, its
unique status was lost and the property reverted to a regular
mining claim.
The Crown stopped issuing these Crown Grants in the 1920s,
but a number of Crown-granted claims are still in operation in
the Yukon to this day.
List of 33 Copperbelt Crown Grants
Names of 33 popular Crown Grant mining claims on the 4-milewide, 18-mile-long copperbelt were, in alphabetical order:
Anaconda, Arctic Chief, Best Chance, Big Chief, Black Cub,
Brown Cub, Buckingham, Carlisle (sometimes Carlyle), Copper
Cliff, Copper King, Copper Queen, Empress of India, Gem,
Golden Gate, Grafter, Hoodoo, Jo Jo, Josephine, Keewenaw
(sometimes Keeweenaw), Little Chief, Middle Chief, North Star,
Ora, Pueblo, Rabbit’s Foot (sometimes Rabbit Foot),
Retribution, Spring Creek, Suburban, Valerie, Verona, War
Eagle, Whitehorse, Yukon Belle. (See Yukon Rails poster that
delineates lay of the land quite nicely.)
See related material Copperbelters, Part II - McConnell 1909
GSC Report.

*******
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Until 1982, the Whitehorse Copperbelt, in a somewhat sporadic
fashion, provided 84 years of employment opportunities and
contributed to the economic health of the community.
In the spirit of celebration, some 300 former Copperbelters and
their families gathered at Whitehorse on the June 30, 1995
weekend to reminisce about the good times.
The copperbelt, a 4-mile-wide, 18-mile-long, crescent-shaped
chain of copper deposits, located west of the Alaska Highway, is
an historic area explored and mined for copper, gold and silver
since 1897-98 when stampeders were on their way to find their
fortunes in the Klondike goldfields.
The first reports of copper in the Whitehorse area came from
those tardy miners who were believed to be too late to stake
good ground on the Klondike creeks, so, instead of pressing on
down the Yukon River in what may have been a futile attempt to
find quantities of gold farther north, stayed behind to stake
copper claims and developed a place into a colourful history that
became known as the Whitehorse Copper Belt.
For some odd reason even modern-day exploration geologists,
using advanced technology, have failed in their attempts over the
many years to extend the copperbelt beyond its known limits
from Cowley on the Carcross Road (South Klondike Highway)
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to Crestview, just beyond the Mayo Road turnoff (North
Klondike Highway).
Those disappointed Klondike latecomers, who had lingered a tad
too long on the gold rush trail, were responsible for a little
settlement soon sprouting into a permanent fixture and quickly
emerged from the Yukon River Valley into an important
transportation centre.
After the July, 1900 completion of a 110-mile narrow-gauge rail
that connected Whitehorse to Skagway, Alaska, White Pass
started laying six- and seven-mile spur lines up to the
copperbelt.
Hardrock miners were busy combing the zone west of
Whitehorse where they recognized paying quantities of copper
embedded along the crescent-shaped belt. One of the main
sulphides discovered was the beautiful, iridescent-blue bornite,
known as peacock copper.
Another sulphide found in massive amounts was the brassyellow chalcopyrite, the most important ore of copper, and
associated with the brilliant-blue azurite and dazzling green
malachite indicator minerals.
Of the original nine important claim groups, the Copper King
was the first staked by William Grainger and Jack McIntyre on
July 6, 1898.
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The partners made the first serious development efforts and
shipped a few tons of bornite to the Ladysmith smelter on
Vancouver Island, British Columbia.
Grainger, who has a mountain and subdivision named for him,
suffocated in the shaft; McIntyre, who also has a mountain,
subdivision and a nearby creek bearing his name, died in a
horrible accident while delivering mail.
William Preston Grainger
According to copperbelt aficionado Dick McKenna, William
Preston Grainger along with partner John McIntyre pioneered
“hardrock” mining in the Yukon.
Their claim and mine, the Copper King, was not only the first
claim located in the Whitehorse Copper Belt, it was also the first
hardrock underground mine of any note in the territory.
Unfortunately, both McIntyre and Grainger met early and tragic
deaths “breaking trail”, so to speak, for others to follow.
Grainger, a Kentuckian, arrived in the Yukon in 1895 bringing
with him a handle bar moustache, a thick southern drawl and an
unwavering determination to “make a go” of the north. At first
Grainger “prospected extensively” in the southern portion of the
territory, particularly in the Wheaton Valley.
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By 1897 Grainger was in Dawson where he first met McIntyre
Soon afterwards, the two had entered into a prospecting
partnership. This partnership culminated in McIntyre’s staking
of the Copper King and Grainger’s adjacent Copper Queen. The
next year, their “prospecting partnership” was elevated to
“mining partners” when they opened the Copper King that
seemed to have more mining promise than the Copper Queen.
John McIntyre
Carrying on with Grainger’s partner, John McIntyre, sometimes
referred to as “Jack”, copperbelt enthusiast Dick McKenna, has
compiled an intriguing story about this gentleman of Copper
King fame.
The Copper King was not only the first claim staked in the
mineral belt but it was also the first one to become a mine. Its
first shipment of nine tons of high-grade ore arrived at railhead
as soon as the narrow-gauge railway was finished from Skagway
to Whitehorse in the summer of 1900.
Be it luck or good judgement -- perhaps a little of both -- it
turned out that the Copper King lived up to it’s name by
becoming not the biggest, but the richest by far, of the early
copperbelt producers.
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McIntyre was born in Pembroke, Ontario and in 1895 he began
his life in the northland, arriving at St. Michael Alaska at the
mouth of the Yukon River via an ocean vessel out of San
Francisco. From there he “prospected and worked” his way up
river to Circle, Alaska in 1897.
In 1898, oddly enough, while hordes of stampeders were
pouring down river towards Dawson, Yukon, McIntyre was still
working his way up river, finally making Whitehorse in July of
1898 where he staked his Copper King.
Shortly after staking the Copper King, McIntyre sold half
interest for $1,000 to Kentuckian William P. Grainger and
together, using hand steels and dynamite, the two new partners
began to develop the Yukon’s first hardrock mine.
McIntyre’s and Grainger’s hard work, faith and perseverance in
proving that hardrock mining in the Yukon could be a paying
proposition encouraged others to develop their copperbelt
properties. Due to their ground-breaking work both pioneers
were looked upon with high esteem and honour by Whitehorse
locals for their remaining years, which were unfortunately too
few.
In late 1902, intending to earn some much needed capital,
McIntyre hired on with Northern Service as a mail carrier on the
Atlin to Log Cabin run on the British Columbia (B.C.) side of
the border.
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On November 29th, McIntyre and fellow carrier Joseph Abbey
along with two dog teams and mail left Atlin for Log Cabin.
When the two failed to reach their destination within reasonable
time a search party was sent out. The sled tracks were followed
to Golden Gate Channel on Taku Inlet where Abbey’s hat and
later the two frozen dog teams and their sleds were found under
the ice.
The exact fate of McIntyre and Abbey remained a mystery until
the following May when their bodies were found in a nearby
shallow bay.
It was said that “there was nothing in the known circumstances
to explain the tragic results”; “Mr. Abbey was on the run last
year and was thoroughly familiar with the route”; and “Mr.
McIntyre was an old hat at this sort of work, but was new on this
route…All that can certainly be known is that both men had
many times previously been in worse difficulties and got
themselves and their dogs out none the worse”.
McIntyre’s and Abbey’s remains were laid to final rest in the
Atlin, B.C. Pioneer Cemetery. John McIntyre’s only known
relative was a sister in San Bernardino, California.
Shortly after his death, local peak Mount McIntyre was named
in his honour. Much later, a Whitehorse residential subdivision
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was developed in the shadows of Mount McIntyre that
commemorates him, too.
Upon McIntyre’s untimely death in late 1902, Grainger
continued on as manager of the Copper King, taking on James P.
Whitney as a new partner.
A Sidebar about James P. Whitney
The Whitehorse grocer and hardware merchant, a
Pennsylvanian, arrived in Whitehorse in 1899 and made it his
home until his death in 1934, elaborated McKenna in his
extensive, illustrated piece, They Moiled for Copper, published
May, 2003, issue #24, The Yukoner Magazine.
By providing much-needed groceries and supplies to the miners
for an interest in the claims, Whitney soon acquired a large
interest in the Copper King, the Rabbit’s Foot and Anaconda, the
Corvette, the Iron Horse and a multitude of other undeveloped
claims.
Whitney’s acquisition of the latest mining equipment from San
Francisco in 1902 enabled the Copper King to be mined and
almost 500 tons of high-grade ore shipped before the end of
1905.
In 1912, Whitney became the first car dealer in the north, selling
Model A Fords and four-gallon cans of gasoline for $1.00 a
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gallon. The price may seem a little steep for 1912, quipped
McKenna. However, at least half went for White Pass freight
charges!
After the copper boom subsided, Whitney became interested in
fox farming. He owned two such farms in town in the 1920s and
‘30s.
“Old Man” Whitney died of pneumonia in 1934 among friends
and family at the ripe old age of 81, still holding his copperbelt
interests.
Returning to Grainger’s mini-bio, it was while J.P. Whitney was
often as far away as San Francisco promoting and purchasing
machinery, Grainger would always be hard at work at the mine.
At any one time, he might be supervising as many as 30 miners
and support staff.
During this period, the Copper King was often referred to as
“Camp Grainger” due to the fine hospitality he presented to
visitors to the mine.
In the spring of 1906, Grainger was back in the Wheaton, or
rather the jumping off point to the Wheaton. He, along with
Herman Vance, staked out the town site of Robinson next to the
railroad siding of the same name.
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The Wheaton Valley during this period was abuzz with
considerable activity mostly due to fellow “copperbelter” H.E.
Porter’s discovery in that area of the “lost Corwin workings”.
In the spring of 1907, after years of barely breaking even at the
Copper King, it appeared that Grainger’s fondest anticipations
were being realised when he optioned the property to a
Pennsylvanian syndicate for $210,000 and a percentage of the
royalties. Within days, however, both Grainger and his young
assistant Gilbert Joice died May 9, 1907 at the bottom of the
Copper King shaft -- the victims of carbon monoxide poisoning,
or as the oldtimers say, “black damp”.
The entire town of Whitehorse showed up at the funeral and for
the burial in the Pioneer Cemetery at Sixth Avenue and Wood
Street, where the men were laid to final rest. Grainger was
touted as “the most ardent believer in a greater Whitehorse”.
Whitehorse Star editor Stroller White continued: “For nine long
years he worked his property as his means would permit, always
and continuously boosting the camp and predicting for it a
glorious future. And now just as his fondest anticipations were
being realised, he is taken to that borne from whence none
return”.
Stroller went on to describe Grainger as “a Typical Kentuckian,
intensely impetuous but generous to a degree that amounted to
extravagance in his willingness to aid and assist others”.
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Not a living relative was known to his most intimate of friends.
His age was thought to be between 46 and 50 years old.
Shortly after his death the tallest peak in the Whitehorse area,
Mount Grainger (actually a misspelled “Granger”, reckons
McKenna) was named in his honour, as was the Granger
subdivision in the 1980's.
To the Copper King goes both the honor of being the first claim
staked in the Whitehorse Copper Belt, and the more dubious
distinction of being the site of the area’s first mining disaster.
The Weekly Star of May 10, 1907 details William Preston
Grainger’s and Gilbert Joyce’s suffocations in the Copper King
under the head of Frightful Accident.
William P. Grainger and Gilbert Joyce Dead as Result of Fire
Damp in Shaft of Copper King Mine -- Mantle of Gloom Hangs
over Whitehorse as Result of First Mine Disaster.
“In the midst of life we are in death.” -- [Book of Common Prayer]
Today a mantle of gloom is spread over Whitehorse such as has
never before in her history been unfolded.
William P. Grainger and Gilbert Joyce are both dead, the result of
what is known among miners as “black damp”. The two men met
death yesterday (May 9, 1907) shortly before 12 o’clock in the
southwesterly shaft of the Copper King mine four miles
[northwest] from Whitehorse.
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The circumstances surrounding this, the most deplorable
happening in the history of Southern Yukon are as follows:
For some days previous to yesterday a fire had been in the shaft
in which no work had been done for several years, for the
purpose of thawing out a thick coating of ice which encased its
sides for the purpose of putting it in condition for inspection by
Mining Expert W.H. Wiley who is here for the Pennsylvania
Syndicate which lately bonded the property at a good price, a fair
cash payment having already been made to Mr. Grainger.
At between 11:30 and 12 o’clock yesterday Grainger and Joyce
left the messhouse for the purpose of investigating the results of
the fire which had been kept going in the shaft for a few days
previous. As they did not return to the messhouse for dinner
Foreman M.H. Gilliam, on finishing his dinner, went to the shaft to
see what was the matter and, after calling down the shaft, which
is but 50-feet deep, and receiving no answer he started down the
ladder. He had gone but a few feet when he scented the deadly
fumes. He immediately retraced his steps and gave the alarm.
One of the men was hurriedly sent to for a doctor and others at
the camp to the number of a dozen or fifteen, went to work at
pumping the gas from the shaft. It was 2 o’clock before the shaft
could be entered. The body of Joyce was found lying on the
bottom of the shaft while that of Grainger was near the foot of the
ladder to which he was clinging with a death grip.
By means of ropes and willing hands the bodies were quickly
hoisted to the surface. By this time Dr. Pare was on the ground
but 45 minutes of most strenuous work and appliance of the
remedies known to medical skill and science failed to revive the
inanimate bodies.
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In the meantime the news of the accident had reached town and it
was a sad and mournful crowd that met the wagon which arrived
with the bodies at 4:30 o’clock. They were taken to their
respective homes where the cause of death was officially
investigated by Dr. Pare [and] Royal N.W.M.P. [North West
Mounted Police].
The body of each man was found to be bruised in several places
and two of Grainger’s ribs were broken, indicating that the gas
overcame them while on the ladder, causing them to fall and
striking on the bottom is supposed to have sufficiently aroused
Grainger to enable him to attempt to start back up the ladder
before being finally overcome.
While no definite arrangements for the funerals have been made
it is probable that both will be held tomorrow and that interment
will be in the Whitehorse [Pioneer] cemetery .
Gilbert Joyce
Gilbert Joyce, the younger of the unfortunate men, leaves a wife
and beautiful baby girl, the latter being six months old yesterday
(May 9, 1907). Mrs. Joyce had just had their baby photographed
at Hamachers Gallery and came out on the street when she was
informed of the heartrending news that made her a widow and her
baby an orphan.
Mr. Joyce had just completed paying for his cozy little home in the
western part of town. He went to work at the Copper King only
four days previous to his death. He was from Newfoundland to
which place he returned about 20 months ago returning with his
bride, now his widow. A brother of deceased is here and is
employed at the shipyards. He was 30 years of age.
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William P. Grainger
The other unfortunate victim of yesterday’s disaster was William
P. Grainger who was born in Kentucky from 46 to 50 years ago.
He was a typical Kentuckian, intensely impetuous but generous to
a degree that amounted to extravagance in his willingness to aid
and assist others.
In 1899, Mr. Grainger acquired an interest in the Copper King
mine with the original staker, Jack McIntyre, who was drowned at
Taku Arm while carrying mail between Log Cabin and Atlin four
years ago. Grainger was the most ardent believer in a “Greater
Whitehorse” the country has ever known and for nine long years
he worked his property as his means would permit, always and
continuously boosting the camp and predicting for it a glorious
future. And now, just as his fondest anticipations were being
realized, he is taken to that bourne from whence none return.
Mr. Grainger has not a relative living that is known of by his most
intimate friends.
Both Will Be Missed
Both victims of the sad accident will be greatly missed in
Whitehorse where both were so well and favorably known.
To Mrs. Joyce and her fatherless babe is extended the united and
heartfelt sympathy of a sorrowing community, while around the
memory of W.P. Grainger will ever hover a deep and lasting
reverence. He was the greatest advocate and believer in our
camp’s future that ever honored it with his presence and
unswerving loyalty.
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Double Funeral
The Weekly Star, May 17, 1907
All Whitehorse truly mourned last Saturday (May 11, 1907), the
sad day being the occasion of the funeral and burial of William P.
Grainger and Gilbert Joyce, the two men who lost their lives
through being overcome by black damp in a shaft at the Copper
King Mine about noon of the preceding Thursday.
At 2 o’clock Saturday afternoon all the business houses in town
were closed and at 2:30 the bodies were taken from their
respective residences to the Presbyterian Church where the
impressive services were conducted by Rev. Turkington, assisted
by Rev. Cody. The church was thronged to the doors and
numbers were unable to get in.
After the services, practically the whole town followed the bodies
to the local cemetery where the services were concluded by Rev.
Cody. The floral offerings were profuse for the season, many
natural flowers having been sent from Skagway. A special choir of
fourteen voices rendered music for the occasion.
Pallbearers
For Mr. Grainger: Harry Baxter, J.P. Whitney, George Armstrong,
J.M. Murray, Samuel McGee, Inspector Fitz Horrigan. For Gilbert
Joyce: J. Saint, W. Mooreside, Capt. S. Martin, Daniel Gillis,
Charles French, Lloyd Hicks.†

Moving on with other copperbelters and their claims, Ole
Dickson’s Rabbit‘s Foot claim was staked on July 7, 1899 and
bonded by a local syndicate along with the high-ranking Grafter,
which William Woodney staked on August 5, 1899.
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In the McIntyre Creek Valley on July 7, 1899, Angus McKinnon
staked the Best Chance that was located near British American
Corporation’s Grafter, Retribution, Spring Creek, Empress of
India and the Carlisle.
The Empress of India shipped out 30 tons of ore in 1916, during
the period when the Empress was owned by Katherine Ryan, a
corpulent Royal Northwest Mounted Police constable who was
the force’s sole woman member, as told in Ann Brennan’s 1990
book The Real Klondike Kate.
This adventuresome lady hailed from Johnville, New
Brunswick, where she was born August 23, 1869, the daughter
of Anne Holden and Patrick Ryan, and struck out for the Yukon
to continue a dramatic lifestyle.
She portrayed a no-nonsensical image that would deter
practically any traveller, criminal or prisoner -- male or female -from crossing her.
That’s not to say she wasn’t a kind and generous woman. But to
be a successful mine owner, restauranteur and politician
operating in a predominantly male domain laced with a quantity
of qualified scoundrels and scofflaws, she would have to be
tough and forceful when such virtues were necessary to call on.
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One of her jobs was jailer, tending female prisoners. And, as the
first woman gold inspector, she collected 10-percent,
government-levied royalties on the precious yellow commodity,
worth about $18.90 an ounce.
One of her policing jobs intended to curb smuggling gold into
America before the owners paid their taxes. That meant a
personal search of all female passengers who were leaving the
Yukon Territory on the White Pass & Yukon Route train bound
for Skagway, Alaska.
H.E. Porter
Back to H.E. Porter, mentioned earlier, who staked the Pueblo
on July 7, 1899 and sold it to Whitehorse Copper Company.
In turn, the Pueblo and 15 other properties were bonded to the
British American Company, which proved the Porter Creek
Valley to have excellent mining potential.
More than the usual amount of mystery appears to be attached to
this pioneer prospector H.E. Porter, wrote history buff Dick
McKenna, who was spellbound exploring the fascinating
copperbelt as a youth and has spent many hours since sifting
through old archival issues of the Whitehorse Star newspapers in
tracking down those prospecting ghosts of the past.
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More intriguing, McKenna noted that “No one knows where
Porter came from and no one knows exactly where he ended
up,” although McKenna later associated Porter with Chicago.
Even his name, wrote McKenna, seems to be some kind of wellguarded secret, as in the past the man has always been referred
to strictly as H.E. Porter; by himself, by the press, and by the
mining recorder.
What is known about H.E. Porter, however, is that he spent at
least a dozen years of his life scouring the rugged valleys and
mountains of south and central Yukon in search of valuable
mineral deposits. Often he found them.
Fact is, there are probably few prospectors in the Yukon’s
history who possess as shining a track record. First to Porter’s
credit is the Pueblo Copper Mine which he discovered and
staked in July of 1899.
The Pueblo was the major producer on the Whitehorse
Copperbelt in the early days by leaps and bounds, out-shipping
the district’s second largest shipper, the Grafter, by 10-to-one.
Between the years 1906 and 1917 the Pueblo Mine employed up
to 200 miners at a time, and they mined upwards of 150,000 tons
of copper-silver ore. This ore, in turn, produced over 9,800,000
pounds of copper metal and over 150,000 ounces of silver
valued at $2,057,400 in 1913 dollars.
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As Porter was working for the Whitehorse Copper Company at
the time of staking the Pueblo, he received no more for his
efforts than a minor staking fee.
Shortly after staking the Pueblo, Porter headed up to the
Carmacks country where he staked up a succession of coal
leases, including the Andesite in 1901, the Losch in 1902 and in
1903 finally hitting the big one, Division Coal, which remains as
one of Yukon’s largest known coal deposits.
By 1906, Porter was firmly entrenched in the Wheaton Valley
where he prospected for gold and silver veins. In August of that
year quite a stir was caused when prospectors working for J.H.
(John Howard) Conrad discovered the original claim posts to the
“lost Corwin gold mine” on ground belonging to Porter.
The mine, supposedly discovered by Frank Corwin, was said to
contain gold valued at $2,000 a ton. Several tons was said to
have been packed out to the Juneau, Alaska mill in 1893. For
reasons of failing health, Corwin did not return and upon his
death bed a few years later he drew a map and told the tale to a
Catholic nun at the hospital.
Apparently the exact location of Corwin’s old workings was
never found. However, Porter did discover a vein on the
property that ran as high as 500 ounces of silver to the ton. For
the next four years Porter worked the vein and with the help of a
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small crew of miners eventually tunnelled 1,000 feet into the
mountain before selling out to wealthy Chicago patent medicine
“millionaire”, W.J. Fleming.
When not prospecting or mining, Porter sometimes hunted as a
profession. In August of 1911, the Whitehorse Star reported that
he bagged and had shipped to town 19 prime Dall sheep that he
shot in the mountains behind his Wheaton home he shared with
his wife known as “Mrs. H.E. Porter”.
The last reference made to the man was in late 1912 when he
was said to be “in the country and continuously prospecting”.
Afterwards, Porter and his wife, who had previously garnered a
fair amount of press coverage, are completely dropped from the
record. A later report states that he went prospecting near the
headwaters of the Stewart River and was never seen or heard
from again.
Porter Creek which runs through the Pueblo property, as well as
the name of one of Whitehorse’s largest residential subdivisions,
are both named in honour of this dedicated pioneer prospector.
Pueblo
As McKenna mentioned, the Pueblo Mine suffered a major
cave-in. (Cashing In, chapter II). Only three of the nine trapped
miners were rescued. For many years, the only evidence of the
1917 tragedy was a deep indentation in the Porter Creek Valley
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where the six skeletons were entombed under the earth and
rubble.
The Pueblo was a soggy mine and the impending disaster was
predicted by some miners who refused to work there. One was
Charlie Brefalt who went on to make his prospecting fame and
fortune in the Keno Hill area of central Yukon.
The Swedish-born Brefalt had surfaced from the Pueblo after an
eight-hour shift one February day in 1917 and picked up his
final pay. Brefalt refused to work underground one more
agonizing day. His fears about safety -- that tons of rock were
going to fall on his head -- had fallen on deaf management ears.
He quit. But he wouldn’t be missed. He was just another Pueblo
statistic for transient worker turnover.
It was 84 years hence, on September 18, 2001, that six
unfortunate miners who could not be rescued from the Pueblo
cave-in were finally put to rest with dignity. A bronze plaque,
under sponsorship of local miners, had been anchored to a
granite boulder earlier.
The project was spearheaded by local underground miner Ed
Andre, author of Heroes of Darkness, a little 1996 book paying
tribute to the special métier of underground miners. One
highlight in the eclectic collection was the March 21, 1917
Pubelo disaster.
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Ed Andre with the bronze plaque that commemorates the six miners eternally
entombed in the Pueblo cave-in of March 21, 1917. (Vince Fedoroff Photo, 2000)

In the words of the veteran Yukon miner, as recorded by Chuck
Tobin in the September 19, 2001 Whitehorse Star, the victims of
the Pueblo Mine disaster have finally been honoured.
After three days of a non-stop push to drill through to the
trapped crew, miners Harry Graham, Tom Davis and Nick
Radovich were rescued from a stope, or ore site, at the 300-foot
level.
Diamond drills clattered overhead, running holes downward
from the 200 level in an attempt to provide an access to feed any
survivors wile rescue operations proceeded. The uselessness was
soon discontinued.
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The men turned attention to another remote possibility of
drifting through 85 feet of solid granite into the stope’s footwall
for entry into the stope’s east end. By the time rescue operations
were co-ordinated and definite plans made, the cave-in was
seven hours old.
By 7 o’clock the first drill bore against the stone, rattling into the
granite at record speeds of a foot a minute.
Fresh recruits replaced drillers too weak to stand up from fatigue
or hunger. For 72-non-stop hours they drilled. Early Saturday
morning they broke into the prospect drift where the three
survivors had listened for the past 24 hours to the staccato of
steel biting into rock.
As far as known, that record has never been equalled.
With his usual panache, Andre organized a commemoration
ceremony that included a blessing by Father Jack Herklotz,
O.M.I. [Oblates of Mary Immaculate] of the Sacred Heart
parish, and Economic Development Minister Scott Kent, as well
as other dignitaries, local miners, citizens and bagpipers.
They gathered on the Fish Lake Road where the Pueblo site is
located some 200 metres (650 feet) off the road, next to the Icy
Water’s Arctic char fish facility.
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Down some 20 metres (65 feet) below the road’s edge is a
pothole of water, not much larger than an Olympic-sized
swimming pool. But it was that very depression that Andre
believes was responsible for the six miners’ demise.
Inspector Arthur Bell of the Royal Northwest Mounted Police
presided over a hearing under the Miners Protection Ordinance,
April 3, 1917, in Whitehorse. (Cashing In, page 212)
Inspectors Bell and Dan McDonald found the Pueblo cave-in to
be an unavoidable accident, the collapse of the stopes to have
been from the many water courses which washed away the silt,
sand, and so forth, which acted as binders.
The Pueblo was rendered a “wet mine” due to the many water
courses throughout the property. The water probably had
accumulated in some unknown chamber in such volume as to
cause great pressure which would find an exit at the point of
least resistance.
The Pueblo’s “square setting” timbering system was considered
the strongest and safest known. The inspectors further believed
the timbering to be done in a scientific and workmanlike
manner. Evidence showed no shortage of timber, tools or
machinery.
It was found that the management of the Yukon Copper, Ltd.,
working the mine, used every possible and known precaution
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they considered necessary to safeguard the lives of employees
and had gone so far by using solid bulkheads of timber.
The Pueblo was the largest producer and shipped in the vicinity
of 140,000 tons of ore. Following the cave-in the mine was shut
down, but was subsequently reopened by Atlas Copper Ltd.
In the opinion of management at the time, all the ore extractable
was removed. The Pueblo resulted in a severe financial loss, due
mostly to the cost of pumping and timbering the wet mine. The
ground, soft and difficult to hold, was taking on 500 to 600
gallons per minute, which is what gave rise to Brefalt’s and
other miners’ concerns.
The pumping accomplished by steam power, using wood for
fuel, was a very expensive process.
A little less than seven months since the cave-in, Atlas Copper
closed down the Pueblo on October 5, 1917. The announcement
came from Herbert Wheeler, General Manager of White Pass &
Yukon Route, an Atlas Copper board member.
In 1927, the company changed over to the ownership of
Richmond Yukon Co. Ltd., sometimes recorded as Richmond
Yukon Mining Company. Afterwards, only two more shipments
went out from the Pueblo; one in 1929, another in 1930.
The Richmond Yukon Mining Company
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Dick McKenna splashed a little extra spice in his They Moiled for
Copper feature with a rollicking yarn about the Richmond Yukon
Mining Company that serves as an eternalized tale when dealing with
the business of mining promotion in the press.

Byron White, a Spokane millionaire mining magnate, died
in 1912, leaving a son, John, who, as a little tyke, used to
tag along to his father’s various mining properties
scattered all over the northwest.
By 1926, John White had grown into a man, and, still
following in his father’s footsteps, grew into a big shot
mining man, as well as heir to the Pueblo.
The year his father died, John White organized a mining
business called the “Richmond Yukon Mining Company”.
This public company (non personal liability) was listed on
the Seattle Stock Exchange and was capitalized at $1.25
million divided into 2,500,000 shares with a par value of
50 cents each.
The company’s goal was to drill the Pueblo, Carlyle and
the War Eagle-Leroy properties to see if sufficient ore was
in sight to justify building a concentrator (mill).
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Well, they pumped and de-iced the Pueblo, sent some
diamond drills down as well as performed surface core
drill programs at various parts of the property.
They built a new head frame and a compressor plant at
the Carlyle, sent core drills down, and actually mined
2,000 tons of high-grade ore.
At the War Eagle, they basically rebuilt the place,
constructed a new bunk house, mess hall and the likes,
and commenced a deep-drilling program there.
According to the Northwest Mining Journal, a paper
conveniently published by a subsidiary of the Richmond
Yukon Mining Company, things were going great.
The White Horse Star, which was always willing to
gamble when other people’s money was at stake, made out
that things were going great, too.
Headlines like “Everything smells of prosperity”, “The
work going on has been on a very encouraging
nature”, “The ore struck at the Carlyle is of a very high
grade“, were soaked up by investors and by White Horse
citizens longing for a return to the old copper-mining
days.
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The War Eagle was heralded as “one of the great mines of
the entire northwest”, the Carlyle a “mint“. This type
publicity carried on for two years. Stocks went up, but,
like everything that goes up, they come down, and on the
way down on September 14, 1928, Richmond Yukon
announced “quietly” in the back pages of the Star, “That
the ore found at the properties was insufficient in size and
grade” to justify them to carry out their plans, and that
they were discontinuing all operations on the copperbelt.
By 1934, the War Eagle, “one of the great mines of the
entire northwest“, could be owned by any interested party
for $64.35, the amount owed in back taxes.
Tommy Kerruish
Tommy Kerruish, as described by Dick McKenna on the Yukon
Prospectors’ Association website, was a knowledgeable and highly
respected “mine boss”, who, at one time or another, was in charge of
mining operations at nearly every one of Whitehorse’s leading copper
mines.
His last job in the mines was with John White’s Richmond Yukon
Mining Company in 1928 as superintendent of drilling operations at the
Pueblo.
Kerruish was born in 1873 at Ramsey, the Isle of Man. In 1892, at the
age of 19, he immigrated to the United States. Continuing westward,
Kerruish first settled in Montana where for a number of years he worked
in the Butte copper mines before crossing the Canadian border into
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British Columbia where he again found work as a miner in the Slocan
Silver District.
Setting his sights northward, in 1903 Kerruish’s trail took him to
Whitehorse, his “home base of operations” for the rest of his life.
By the time he arrived at Whitehorse in 1905 Kerruish’s services were in
high demand as a seasoned miner and mine foreman. At first, he went to
work at the Grafter Mine as foreman, followed with jobs at the Copper
King, War Eagle, Carlisle and Pueblo Mines.
Kerruish brought experience and leadership to the mines. He knew all of
the practical aspects of mining from A to Z — from single jacking to
double jacking to diamond drilling to machinery installation and all
points between.
He knew how to choose and handle a crew and how to keep good one’s
on the job. Above all, he knew how to keep his men safe. In fact, not
once during his quarter century career in the mines did any of his men
suffer a major injury — a commendable record in any era.
He also prospected in the Kluane and later Livingstone Creek districts,
and for the past few years he was in charge of construction of the Teslin
Lake airfield. Harbouring a kinsmanship with his fellow man, he was
always ready and willing to share his wide and varied experience in the
mining industry with others. His passing was lamented a distinct loss to
mining in the Yukon. According to Masonic Lodge records, “He leaves
to mourn his wife, who for years took an active part with him in his
mining ventures, and a host of friends.”
Kerruish’s wife, whom he married in 1918, was herself a very
industrious, handy and versatile lady. Not only could she do every thing
in the order of mining (except blasting), she could handle a team of dogs
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like the best of ‘em, and among other things, she was a “crack shot”, or,
according to Kerruish, “Everything she aims at is in the pot”.
Kerruish died January 27, 1944 at age 71. He was buried in
Whitehorse’s Pioneer Cemetery.

A New Home for the Pueblo Bunkhouse
The three-storey bunkhouse, built in 1914 at the Pueblo Copper
Mine, was the best of its class in the North. It offered
accommodations for 68 men, and, in addition to sleeping
apartments, contained both hot and cold running water, five
baths, flush toilets, a reading room, recreation room and all other
modern conveniences.
In 1942, the bunkhouse was moved into Whitehorse on flat-deck
trucks in 8 foot x 8 foot sections from the mine and was
reconstructed as the Whitehorse Inn’s first annex which
remained there until the “social hub of the city” was demolished
in 1979 to make way for the new home of CIBC (Canadian
Imperial Bank of Commerce) at the NE corner of Main Street
and Second Avenue.
The Pueblo mine was situated in the valley of Porter Creek, near
the northern end of the copperbelt and was connected with
Whitehorse by a good 6.5-mile wagon road. A White Pass spurline connected the railroad with the main line.
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As noted previously, the Pueblo claim was staked July 7, 1899
by H.E. Porter, and soon after staking it passed into the
possession of the Whitehorse Copper Company, and was almost
immediately bonded with 15 other claims owned by Whitehorse
Copper, to the British-American Corporation which performed
the development work.
However, the ore did not prove satisfactory and the bond was
lifted.
Early in 1906 the property was bought by the Yukon Pueblo
Mining Company of Spokane. Although the Pueblo produced
140,000 tons of ore by 1927, other main contributors of ore in
the area, such as the Grafter, shipped only 14,000 tons and the
Copper King and Valerie only several thousand tons.
There were well over 25 claims in the Whitehorse Copper Belt
by 1899, and a rising price of copper by 1906 revived interest
along the Whitehorse Copper Belt. A number of promising
claims were sold or bonded to individuals or companies.
To recap events as a way of leading back to prominent citizen
Robert Lowe, the credit for staking the first claim in the
Whitehorse Copper Belt goes to John (Jack) McIntyre who
located the Copper King on July 6, 1898. The Ora, a nearby
claim, was staked by John Hanley, also on the same date.
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In the following year the district was fairly well prospected on
the surface and most of the important claims were discovered
and staked.
In 1899, trails were constructed to several of the claims from
Whitehorse and development work was started at the Copper
King, Anaconda and Pueblo.
The Copper King was situated about four miles northwest of
Whitehorse, connected by a 4.5-mile wagon road. Besides being
the first claim staked, the Copper King was also the first claim
on which any serious attempt of development work was done.
In 1900, a small shipment of ore was made from the Copper
King, the first from the district of nine tons of rich bornite ore.
A second shipment of 460 tons of high-grade ore was made in
1903.
According to Mining Notes from the Whitehorse Star, February
7, 1903:
Mr. W. P. Grainger, of the Copper King, has not yet
received full return from his last shipment.
For the past few weeks teams have been engaged in hauling
copper ore from the Grafter mine to the depot. Already 100
tons of ore have been sacked and is now at Skagway
awaiting the arrival of the Amur which is to carry it to the
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Crofton, British Columbia, smelter. The local syndicate had
intended to ship 150 tons but the non-arrival of the ore
sacks prevented them from having this amount of ore at the
Skagway wharf.
The City of Seattle brought up the long expected sacks and
shipment will accordingly be continued as the owners are
ready with the ore.
It is intended to ship 200 tons per month until a new plant
is installed when much larger shipments will be made.
Mr. Gus Gervais has commenced work on his claim, the
Valerie.†
The Grafter ranked among the more important mines in the
district. Situated about a mile north of the Arctic Chief, a 7.3mile wagon road connected the Grafter with the White Pass
railway terminus.
The Grafter was staked August 5, 1899 by William Woodney,
and in the following years a shallow shaft was sunk.
In 1901, the claim was bonded to a local syndicate, and the next
year the shaft was continued to the 50-foot depth. Work was
resumed in 1907 by Robert Lowe.
Robert Lowe
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Robert Lowe was a very active and prominent fixture in early
day Whitehorse.
Researcher McKenna tells us in They Moiled for Gold (Yukoner
Magazine, May, 2003, issue #24) that Lowe was born in Brampton,
Ontario. When he arrived at the foot of Whitehorse Rapids in
1899, he was heard to say, “Let those who will, rush on to the
Klondike; this place is good enough for me!”
Lowe quickly became involved in the new community of White
Horse (as spelled in the early days) and became the President of
the Whitehorse Board of Trade in 1900. The Board of Trade was
a coalition that rallied relentlessly for a reduction in the freight
rates charged by the White Pass & Yukon Route Railway.
By 1902, Lowe had been elected with an overwhelming majority
to represent White Horse at the Territorial Council in Dawson,
the-then capital city of the Yukon.
Lowe’s freighting and draying business was often kept busy
hauling freight to and from the mines, and, by 1907, Lowe had
controlling interest in the Grafter and the War Eagle. In 1909,
Lowe was elected speaker of the Legislature, a position that he
held until his resignation in 1920. Regardless how busy, he
always found time to keep his mines going.
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The Grafter became the second largest shipper from the district,
shipping close to 15,000 tons before 1918, at which time the
mines’ ore reserves were declared exhausted and the plant and
most of the machinery were dismantled and shipped south.
The Grafter was unique in that the mine possessed an elevated
tram, a rather clever setup. The ore was hoisted from the mine’s
depths and immediately hauled down the hill on a gravity-fed
tram to a loading platform located immediately adjacent to the
spur off the White Pass Railway’s mainline. The Grafter ore was
averaging about $3.00 per ton at the relevant time.
As a bit of reiteration to lead up to Sam McGee, the Valerie was
another fairly-good producer, staked August 22, 1899 by
Gustave Gervais. The early development work consisted in
sinking shallow shafts on the principal ore outcroppings from
which 40 tons of high-grade chalcopyrite ore was shipped in
1904.
In 1907, A.B. Palmer of Whitehorse did more development work
and discovered more important ore bodies. Located west of the
head of Miles Canyon, about three miles south of the Arctic
Chief, a wagon road, 2.5 miles long to Wigan Station on the
White Pass & Yukon Route railway, was under construction in
1909.
Other claims in the Whitehorse Copper Belt were: the Best
Chance, staked directly east of the Grafter on July 7, 1899 by
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Angus McKinnon in the McIntyre Creek Valley. Adjoining the
Grafter was the Retribution. North of the Retribution, was the
Empress of India, and to the north, the Spring Creek claim.
We’re already heard about the Pueblo and Copper King, and, in
an easterly direction was the Carlisle, owned at the turn-of-thecentury by Yukon Pueblo Mines Company.
West of Porter Creek was the Anaconda, staked by roadhouse
nabob W.H. Puckett near the northern end of the copperbelt.
Rabbit’s Foot was staked July 7, 1899 by Ole Dickson.
And that brings us again to the War Eagle was staked July 16,
1899 by Sam McGee. In 1907, his claim was taken over by
Caldwell, Pyntz, Lucas and Kesler.
With usual story-telling pizzazz, copperbelt connoisseur Dick
McKenna tells the tale of Sam McGee, the same Sam McGee
immortalized by Bard of the Yukon, Robert W. Service, in his
classic, rhythmic yarn, The Cremation of Sam McGee.
Sam McGee
“The northern lights have seen queer sights, but the
queerest they ever did see, was the night on the marge of
Lake Lebarge, when I cremated Sam McGee.” -- Robert W.
Service.
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William” Sam” McGee had no idea that an innocent trip to the
local Bank of Commerce where Robert Service worked would
turn his name into a household word. Upon filling out the
deposit slip, Service noticed a poetic ring to the name and the
rest is history.
Actually the “real” Sam McGee was not from Tennessee, as
noted in the poem, but was born near Peterborough, Ontario in
1867. In 1898, McGee came to the Yukon via San Francisco and
the Chilkoot Pass. In 1899, he built and settled into Whitehorse
in his little cabin, which the local MacBride Museum curators
have kept in immaculate shape.
That same year he discovered and staked the War Eagle copper
deposit which eventually produced over $20,000,000 worth of
copper, gold and silver.
Although Sam liked to dabble in prospecting, his main
occupation, or claim to fame, during his years spent in the north
was building roads. Some of the roads he oversaw construction
of are the Whitehorse-Carcross wagon road (1906), the ConradCarcross wagon road (1905), the road to War Eagle Mine (1906)
and sections of the Whitehorse-Kluane road(1904).
Road building was not McGee’s only line, though. For several
years prior to 1905 he operated a roadhouse at Canyon on the
Kluane Road and from 1905 to ’06, he operated the Racine
Sawmill at Tagish, catering to the town of Conrad during its
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boom. While occupied in that section of the Yukon, McGee
prospected the Windy Arm district for gold-silver veins, staking
the Blue Grouse 2 claim.
By 1907, McGee was back in Whitehorse where he built a rather
“imposing” two-story log home for himself, his wife Ruth,
whom he married in 1901, and their son, believed to be named
Barney, born in 1902, and daughter Emil, born 1903.
By 1909, however, after spending over ten years pioneering in
the Yukon, Sam, who in the poem was said to be permanently
“chilled”, opted for sunnier climes. He and his family moved to
Summerland, British Columbia where he became a fruit farmer.
Upon McGee’s retirement from the Yukon, the Whitehorse
Board of Trade held a banquet in his honour, presenting the
“pioneer pathfinder” with a solid gold watch and chain for his
unwavering service to the north country.
Following a three-year stint in Summerland, McGee and family
moved to a farm in Ferguson Flats near Edmonton, Alberta. In
1923, they relocated again to Great Falls, Montana where he
worked “for quite a long time” as a contractor on road and
railroad grades in Idaho and Montana. During this period,
McGee also worked on the road to Yellowstone National Park.
In his later years McGee did return to the Yukon twice. In 1918,
he was checking on War Eagle Mine interests, still in partnership
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with Robert Lowe. His second revisit was in 1938 for one last
prospecting mission via bush plane into the headwaters of the
Liard River.
On the latter trip north, McGee was rather amused to find his
fellow steamship passengers buying “genuine ashes of Sam
McGee” as souvenirs.
Two years later, on September 11, 1940, Sam McGee died of a
stroke while helping at his daughter’s farm near Calgary,
Alberta. He was nearly 74 years old.
According to his last wishes, rather than being cremated like
Service’s poem says, he was buried in a plot next to his wife.
Thus ended the story of Sam McGee but his spirit and cabin live
on.
Arctic Chief
The Arctic Chief was located near the center of the copperbelt,
connected by a 7.1-mile wagon road with the railway at
Whitehorse.
This claim’s ore body outcropped on rising ground and was
opened via a tunnel. Although development work first started in
1902 it progressed very slowly. Yet, by 1908, it was under bond
to the Arctic Chief Copper Mines Company of Spokane.
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The Arctic Chief was staked July 12, 1899 by the exuberant
steamboat captain of Victoria, John Irving, who evokes quite a
tale.
Captain John Irving
We learn from McKenna (Yukoner Magazine, May, 2003, Issue
#24) that Captain Irving was said to be as skilled at river
navigation as he was eccentric in personality. He would handle
his steamer as if it were a “spirited mare and he an accomplished
rider”.
Nothing seemed to give the flamboyant and energetic Irving
more pleasure than to charge at full speed at some object in the
river and then, just in the nick of time, crank the wheel in an
extremely accurate calculated measure of avoidance.
Irving, the son of a steamboat Captain, had been steam boating
since the early 1880s. He once waged and won a war with
Captain William Moore over control of trade on the Fraser
River in British Columbia.
In 1898, Irving made the best time ever recorded for the St.
Michael-to-Dawson City run when, with his constant male
servant by his side, he performed the 1,500-mile up river
journey in 24 days. The cargo delivery was of apparent urgency,
consisting mostly of wines and spirits and having a passenger
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list composed almost entirely of theatrical people, dance hall
girls and gamblers!
Upon his return trip to St. Michael, perhaps attributed to a little
too much spirits, writes McKenna, Irving miscalculated his
charge towards the docks, “reducing it to match sticks”.
Probably suffering a touch of chagrin, he was forced to load his
crippled steamboat, The Yukoner, onto the Klondiker for
$45,000.
Later, contends McKenna, Irving simmered down a bit and was
elected to represent the Bennett District in British Columbia’s
parliament located in the provincial capital of Victoria,
Vancouver Island.
After taking the edge off his zeal, he became more interested in
mining and mining promotion. Besides majority owner in the
Arctic Chief Mine, Irving held mining interests in the Kluane
and Livingstone goldfields and in the Windy Arm gold-silver
mines.
Other claims along the copperbelt in the vicinity of the Arctic
Chief that were developed only slightly by 1909 included the
Whitehorse, Golden Gate, Suburban (in what’s known as the
Corvette group) and the Verona.
Little Chief
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The Little Chief mining claim, destined to become the most
important orebody on the copperbelt, is situated about 2,000 feet
north of the Valerie and contained important surface showings.
By 1909 practically no work had been done on this claim which
was first staked September 15, 1898 by Andrew Oleson and sold
in 1899 to Josia Collins.
Big Chief
The Big Chief claim, staked on September 15, 1898 by William
McTaggart, adjoined the Little Chief on the north, and also was
bought by Josia Collins. By 1909, the claim had been worked
for several years with no shipments to its credit.
Wages and Fees
Around the year 1909, and previously, the Whitehorse ores were
shipped for treatment to various smelters. Transportation fees
from the mines to the smelters by wagon, rail and steamer
amounted from $8 to $10 a ton.
Despite the persistent urban legend, wages in the copperbelt
were not any higher than British Columbia. Hand miners
received from $3.50 to $4.00 per day, including board, for an
eight-hour shift.
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Labourers received $3.50 for a 10-hour day. Carpenters and
blacksmiths earned about $4.00 to $5.00 while engineers’ pay
ranged from $5.00 to $6.00 per day.
Supplies, expensive because of inward freight rates, were about
$55.00 per ton but could go over $60.00. Drifting with hand
drills usually cost about $15.00 per foot, and sinking a shaft
about $30.00 to $40.00 per foot.
Hand-picked ore shipments were made between 1900 to 1909.
Mine development work and production went on in the
Whitehorse Copper Belt from 1915 to 1920, until a drastic drop
in copper price shut down the producing mines.
Some drilling continued from 1926 to about 1929. But the stock
market crash and the Great Depression brought mining to a
standstill until the 1940s.
From 1946 to 1948, some geophysical work, trenching and
diamond drilling commenced again on the old workings, namely
the Little Chief, Middle Chief, Big Chief, Valerie and Pueblo.
Continued as A Glimpse at the Whitehorse Copperbelt, Part II
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A Glimpse at the Whitehorse Copperbelt, Part II
A glimpse of the copperbelt was updated in 2014 by Jane Gaffin,
based on her book Cashing In, the Whitehorse Star’s special
LodeSTAR Mining Edition 1974; personal newspaper-article
databases and sundry files and other sources, as noted
throughout text.
This is Part II.
*******
For a taste of the copperbelt’s human history as a companion
piece to R.G. McConnell’s 1909 Geological Survey of Canada
Report, see A Glimpse at the Whitehorse Copperbelt, Part I
MCCONNELL, RICHARD GEORGE (1857– 1942)
Richard George McConnell was born in Chatham, Ontario, on March 26, 1857.
He studied at McGill University and joined the Geological Survey of Canada in
1879. Much of his early survey work was done as assistant to GEORGE
MERCER DAWSON [also see] in British Columbia and on the prairies, although
he also participated in mapping in Quebec.
Dawson and McConnell surveyed the coalfields of southern Alberta, but
McConnell also mapped the area further east (now Saskatchewan) between the
MISSOURI COTEAU and the CYPRESS HILLS, again taking particular note of
coal deposits preserved on the Tertiary uplands.
However, he is probably best known for his work in the Yukon and Mackenzie
Valley: he studied the Klondike gold fields and in 1903 investigated the cause of
the Frank slide in the Crowsnest Pass.
After many years of work in the field, McConnell was promoted to the position of
Deputy Minister of Mines in 1914 but, in the face of difficulties in finding adequate
staff to fill the poorly paid positions in the Survey, he applied for superannuation
and retired on May 7, 1921. He died in Ottawa on April 1, 1942.
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He was 85.
Marilyn Lewry
_________________

Whitehorse Copperbelt data excerpted from the 1909 Geological
Survey of Canada Report, #1050, by R.G. McConnell.
(Paragraphing has been altered from original. jg).
Situation and Communication
The Whitehorse copperbelt is situated in the southern part of the
Yukon Territory, about 45-miles north of the British Columbia
boundary, and extends along the valley of the Lewes River -- the
principal feeder of the Yukon River -- for a distance of about 12
miles.
The town of Whitehorse, the distributing point of the district, is a
distance of 110 miles from Skagway, at the head of Lynn Canal,
one of the numerous West Coast fiords.
Easy communication with the coast is afforded by a well-built
narrow-gauge railway, constructed across the Coast Range to
Lake Bennett in 1898-99 to facilitate transportation to the
Klondike.
In 1899-1900 the railroad was extended down Lake Bennett to
Carcross, where it leaves the present waterway, and follows a
wide parallel valley, now occupied for some distance by the
Watson River, to Dugdale (N of #31 on map). Here it rejoins the
Lewes Valley, and continues down it to the present terminus at
Whitehorse, a mile below the Whitehorse Rapids.
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Whitehorse, in addition to being the terminus of the railway from
the coast, is also the head of navigation on the Yukon River. In
the summer season, lasting about five months, steamers sail
regularly for Dawson, a distance of 450 miles, connecting there
with larger steamers, which descend to the sea, a farther distance
of 1,572 miles. In the winter season, communication is kept up by
means of stages.
Topography
The main feature in the topography of the district is the great
valley of the Lewes River. Opposite Whitehorse the valley has a
width, from base to base of the enclosing hills, of fully four miles.
It is bordered on the east by Canyon Mountain [presently called
Grey Mountain], a long symmetrical limestone ridge, rising to a
height of 2,500 feet above the valley bottom and 4,730 feet above
the sea.
The western boundary is more broken, and consists from south to
north, of the Golden Horn, a prominent peak 5,400 feet in height;
a wide irregular ridge culminating in 5,200-foot Mount McIntyre
(named after Jack McIntyre, the first claim holder in the district. It
has been called Mount Granger, but this name is used by Dr. D.D.
[Delorme Donaldson] Cairnes to designate a mountain near
Coal Lake *, only a few miles away) and Mount Haeckel, 5,318
feet in height. These elevations are separated by wide, drift-filled
depressions, extending across the range.
[* Note: Coal Lake, 15 miles southwest of Whitehorse at the foot
of Mount Granger, was named by Surveyor R.G. McConnell who
mapped the area around 1900. Several seams of anthracite coal
from three to 10 feet thick were developed for some years after
1905 to supply the Whitehorse copper mines.]
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The streams of the district, with the exception of the Lewes River,
are all small. The most important creeks are Wolf, Hoodoo,
McIntyre, and Porter.
The derangement of the drainage system during the glacial
period, and the partial deflexion of the streams from their old
courses, is illustrated by the varied character of their valleys.
These are sunk through drift, and are wide and irregular where
the pre-glacial channels are followed, and after leaving them
become narrow rocky gorges.
The Lewes River, like the smaller streams, failed in places to
regain its old channel after the disappearance of the ice. Above
Whitehorse it swings to the west, away from its old course, and
has sunk a new channel, several miles in length, through the
basalt sheet which here underlies the drift. Miles Canyon and
Whitehorse Rapids, with the intervening stretch of rapid water, are
the results of this deviation.
Mining Conditions
The Whitehorse ores at present are shipped for treatment to the
various coast smelters. Transportation charges from the mines to
the smelters by wagon, rail and steamer, amount to from $8 to
$10 a ton.
These charges, as stated previously, will be materially reduced
when the branch line along the belt from the White Pass railway is
completed. The ruling smelter charges for the siliceous ore are
$1.50 per ton, with a deduction of 1.3 per cent of copper for loss.
The iron ores, with a high excess of iron, receive ore-favourable
treatment.
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Wages in the district are not much higher than in British
Columbia. Hand miners receive from $3.50 to $4.00 per day with
board for 8 hours a day work, labourers $3.50 for 10 hours,
carpenters and blacksmiths $4.00 to $5.00, and engineers $5.00
to $6.00 per day.
Supplies of all kinds are expensive, owing to the high inward
freight rates of from $50.00 to $60.00 and upwards, per ton.
Mining expenses are variable, and depend upon the character of
the ore body and accessibility to Whitehorse. With the exception
of pumps and steam hoists, no machinery has so far been
installed.
The altered garnetized rock usually encountered is hard, but
breaks readily. Drifting with hand drills usually costs about $15.00
per foot, and sinking from $30.00 to $40.00 per foot. The total
cost of ore extraction in the large iron masses is not expected to
exceed $1.00 per ton.
Rocks
The old schistose formations, prominent in other parts of the
Yukon Territory, are not represented in the Whitehorse District,
and the oldest rocks known consist of limestones, referred to the
Carboniferous [from about 360 million to 286 million years ago].
Distribution
The copperbelt, as determined by present discoveries, extends
along the valley of the Lewes River, from a point east of Dugdale,
on the White Pass railway, northwestward to the base of Mount
Haeckel, a distance of 12 miles, and in places is confined to a
single line.
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The distribution of the discoveries along the belt is exceedingly
irregular. Where the limestone is absent the belt is practically
barren; and considerable stretches of it otherwise favourable,
such as that extending from the Spring Creek to the Pueblo claim,
a distance of three and half miles, are hopelessly buried beneath
heavy accumulations of drift.
Free gold in visible grains is not common in this district; silver is
universally present in Whitehorse ores. The percentage is low,
ranging from 1 ounce to 3 ounces per ton. A vein of tetrahedrite,
rich in silver, was encountered at the 100-foot level of the Arctic
Chief mine. It assayed up to 147 ounces per ton.
1. Arctic Chief
The Arctic Chief is situated near the centre of the copperbelt, at
an elevation of 922 feet above Whitehorse, and 3,012 feet above
the sea.
A wagon road, 7.1 miles in length, connects it with the present
railway terminus at Whitehorse.
It was staked July 12, 1899, by Captain John Irving of Victoria,
British Columbia. During the past season it was under bond to the
Arctic Chief Copper Mines Company, with headquarters at
Spokane, Washington.
The Arctic Chief ore body outcrops on rising ground, and has
been opened up by means of a tunnel. Development work
commenced in 1902, but has proceeded slowly.
The present owners are making a systematic attempt to define
the limits of the ore body. The principal workings consist of a
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tunnel 230 feet in length, with short cross-cuts at intervals to the
walls of the lode. The tunnel, with exception of the first 65 feet,
follows ore throughout.
Gold and silver values of Arctic Chief importance assay invariably
showing gold in some quantity, from traces, up to over 2 ounces
per ton; the whole lode probably averages over $4.00 per ton.
Arctic Chief ores went to the Ladysmith, British Columbia, smelter.
The average copper percentages lode was difficult to estimate by
McConnell, but probably exceeds 4 per cent, he wrote. A selected
shipment of 140 tons made in 1904 gave returns of 0.39 ounces
of gold; 2.5 ounces of silver, and 7.22 per cent of copper. A
shipment of 83 tons made during 1908 yielded 0.18 ounces of
gold; 2 ounces of silver, and 5.37 per cent of copper.
Claims in the vicinity of the Arctic Chief, developed to some
extent, include the Whitehorse, Golden Gate, the Suburban in the
Corvette group, and the Verona. The two former belong to the
same company operating the Arctic Chief and extend southward
from it.
The Suburban is situated east of the Arctic Chief, on a valley
branching off from McIntyre Creek. A shaft of 50 feet had been
sunk at this time.
The Verona is northeast of the Arctic Chief. No work at this time.
2. Grafter
The Grafter ranks among the important mines of the district.
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It is situated about a mile north of the Arctic Chief, at an elevation
of 730 feet above Whitehorse. A wagon road, 7.3 miles in length,
connects it with the terminus of the railway at the latter point.
The Grafter was staked August 5, 1899 by William Woodney, and
in the following years a shallow shaft was sunk on a small
oxidized area near the eastern boundary of the claim.
In 1901, the claim was bonded to a local syndicate, and, in that
and the following year, the shaft was continued down to a depth of
50 feet, and a southwesterly drift from the foot of the shaft was
carried forward for a distance of 137 feet.
Work was resumed in the spring of 1907 by Robert Lowe, and
present owner, said a considerable quantity of ore was mined,
and shipped during the season.
The workings of the Grafter consist of a shaft somewhat less than
100 feet deep, sunk on the ore body. At the 50-foot level, the ore
body, which here describes a semi-circular course, has been
followed for a distance of 150 feet, and has been stoped out in
places nearly to the surface.
A southwesterly drift, 137 feet in length, has also been run on the
same level, to undercut a second surface showing. No ore was
found in the drift, but more cross-cutting is necessary to prove
definitely its existence, or non-existence, at this depth.
The shipments up till 1909 from the Grafter mostly made during
1908 have amounted to about 2,000 tons. The ore shipped
carried from 6 per cent to 8 per cent of copper and contained
besides, values in gold and silver, averaging about $3.00 per ton.
3. The Best Chance
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This claim was staked on July 7, 1899 by Angus McKinnon as the
Last Chance and relocated July 16, 1900, under its present name.
It is now being developed by the company operating the Arctic
Chief. It is situated in the valley of McIntyre Creek, directly east of
the Grafter, and is reached from Whitehorse by a wagon road
seven and a half miles in length. Its elevation above Whitehorse is
600 feet, somewhat less than that of the Grafter.
Very little development work has so far been done on the Best
Chance. The workings consist of three shallow shafts, one 35 feet
deep, with an easterly drift from its foot of 19 feet, and three open
cuts, two of them in the altered zone bordering the magnetite lens
in the east.
No shipment of ore has been made from the Best Chance, so far.
4. The Retribution
The claim adjoins the Best Chance on the north. The principal
showing consists of a mass of large, angular, copper-stained,
magnetite blocks, 50 feet in length, projecting through the drift.
The blocks appear loose, but have evidently not moved far, and
may be situated directly above their point of origin. They occur in
the strike of a band of garnetized granite, which extends
southward from the limestone contact 240 feet distance, and may
have been derived from it.
Further development work is needed to prove this fact, as the
rocks in the vicinity are mostly concealed by drift. Development on
the Retribution is limited to a couple of shallow shafts, and two
short tunnels driven into the bank of McIntyre Creek.
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5. The Empress of India
The claim is situated on McIntyre Creek, north of the Retribution.
Very little development work has been done on it, and it is
important at present, chiefly from the fact that it is crossed by the
sinuous, main lime-granite contact line, with its bordering zone of
altered cupriferous rocks.
6. Spring Creek
The conditions of the Spring Creek are very similar to those of the
Empress of India. Further discoveries on both the Spring Creek
and Empress of India claims are probable.
North of the Spring Creek claim, the drift covering becomes
thicker, and more continuous, and the important lime-granite
contact line is very well concealed, until the Pueblo claim in the
northern part of the district is reached.
Northern Part of District
7. Pueblo
The Pueblo mine is situated in the valley of Porter Creek, near the
northern end of the copperbelt, at an elevation above the sea of
2,660 feet, and above Whitehorse of 570 feet. It is connected with
the latter point by a good wagon road, 6.5 miles in length.
The Pueblo copper concession was staked July 7, 1899 by H.E.
Porter. The original discovery was made -- so it is stated -- not on
the great copper-stained hematite mass which now gives it value,
but on an unimportant quartz vein situated near the eastern
boundary of the concession.
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It passed, soon after being staked, into the possession of the
Whitehorse Copper Company, and was almost immediately
bonded -- with 15 other claims owned by the same company -- to
the British-American Corporation.
Some development work was done by the latter Company; but the
grade of the ore now proving satisfactory, the bond was thrown
up. Early in 1906, the concession was bought by the Yukon
Pueblo Mining Company of Spokane and a systematic exploration
of the ore body has since been in progress.
The development work by the British-American Corporation
consisted of sinking a shaft 70 feet deep, and drifting across the
lode from the bottom of this. These workings were filled with ice
and water at the time of my visit, and were inaccessible.
The smelter returns from a 700 ton shipment taken from the
different parts of the lode, gave 5-1/2 per cent of copper, and
1-1/4 ounces of silver, 4 per cent in copper.
No shipments were made from Pueblo during the past season
(1908).
8. The Copper King
The Copper King was staked July 6, 1898 by Jack McIntyre, and
has the distinction of being the first claim located in the camp. It is
situated about 4 miles northwest of Whitehorse, and is connected
with that point by a wagon road, four and half miles long.
Besides being the first claims staked, the Copper King was also
the first claim on which a serious attempt at development was
made. It was principally owing to the continued work of the
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owners -- McIntyre and Granger -- on it, and the result obtained,
that interest in the camp was kept alive after the first excitement
had subsided.
Both these miners subsequently lost their lives in the district,
McIntyre by drowning and Granger by suffocation in a shaft.
During the past season this claim, with a large number of others
in the district, was under bond to Col. Thomas, of Pittsburg,
Pennsylvania, and exploratory work -- which had been at a
standstill for some time -- was resumed.
Shipments of high grade copper ores, totalling about 500 tons,
have been made at various times from the Copper King up to this
date (1909) in addition to the considerable tonnage obtained
during the operations of the past season. The ores shipped are
stated to have averaged over 15 per cent copper, and contained
besides, from $2 to $3 in gold and silver.
9. The Carlisle
The mineralized limestone on the Copper King is traceable
eastwards into the Carlisle, and an outcrop of copper-stained
rocks in the northeastern part of this claim has been opened up,
with satisfactory results.
The workings consist of a shaft 50 feet deep, continued
downwards by an incline 87 feet in length. At the 50 foot level a
short cross-cut, 12 feet in length, to the north, encountered a
small lens of rich ore. This has been drifted for a distance of about
50 feet, and 90 tons of ore, reported to average 22 per cent
copper, have been stoped out.
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The Carlisle is owned by the Yukon Pueblo Mines Company. It
was idle during the past season (1908).
10. The Anaconda
The Anaconda is situated west of Porter Creek, near the northern
end of the copperbelt. The principal development work consists of
a long tunnel driven westerly from the bottom of Porter Creek
Valley into the centre of a band of copper-stained limestone which
crosses the claim. During the past season the claim was under
bond to Col. Thomas, of Pittsburgh, and a small amount of
development work, principally stripping and trenching was done.
11. The Rabbit Foot
This claim adjoins the Anaconda, on the southwest. It was staked
July 7, 1899, by Ole Dickson, but has only been slightly
developed. The workings in the Rabbit Foot consist of two shallow
shafts about 90 feet apart.
12. The War Eagle
This claim is situated about one and one-half miles north of the
Pueblo, and is the most northerly claim being developed on the
western side of the granite belt. It was staked July 16, 1899, by
S[am] McGee, but no serious development work was undertaken
until the claim came into the possession of the present holders,
Messrs. Caldwell, Poyntz, Lucas, and Kesler, in 1907.
No important mineral discoveries have so far been made north of
the War Eagle, on the western side of the granite belt, and north
of the Anaconda on the eastern side; although it has been solidly
staked for several miles. This is largely due to the fact that the
drift covering becomes more general, and rock exposures are
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seldom seen. Also, while the granite continues northward, it is
bordered mostly by porphyrites, which do not yield readily to
mineralization, and limestone, the usual ore-bearing rock, only
occurs as an occasional inclusion in the porphyrite.
Discovery of workable ore deposits in this portion of the
copperbelt are, therefore, unlikely, except at the few points,
mostly drift covered, where the limestone inclusions touch the
granite.
13. The Valerie
This is the only claim in the southern part of the copperbelt on
which any considerable amount of development work has been
done. It is situated west of the head of Miles Canyon, and about 3
miles south of the Arctic Chief.
A wagon road, two and one-half miles in length to Wigan Station,
on the White Pass railway, was under construction during the
1909 season.
The Valerie was staked August 22, 1899 by Gustave Gervais. The
early development work consisted in sinking shallow shafts on the
principal ore outcrops. From these, 40 tons of high-grade
chalcopyrite ore were shipped in 1904.
Development work was resumed in 1907 by Mr. A.B. Palmer of
Whitehorse, the present owner, and important discoveries of ore
have since been made.
The Valerie ores resemble those of the Pueblo, in consisting
entirely of chalcopyrite and derivative minerals.
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No shipments have been made from the Valerie since 1904, when
40 tons of selected ore, obtained from the surface workings were
sent to the smelter. This ore is stated to have averaged 18 per
cent copper, and over $5.00 in gold per ton.
The equipment at the mines consists of a 20 hp boiler; an 8 hp
hoist; and a No. 5 Cameron sinking pump.
14. Little Chief
This claim is situated a short distance north of the Valerie. It
contains an important surface showing of cupriferous magnetite.
Practically no work has been done on it, although it was one of
the first claims staked in the camp. It was located September 15,
1898 by Andrew Oleson, and in 1899, was sold to Josia Collins,
the present owner.
The Little Chief claim is not being worked presently. The
development work is represented by a few shallow open-cuts.
The grade of ore is not known.
15. Big Chief
This claim adjoins the Little Chief claim on the north. It was staked
September 15, 1898 by William McTaggart, and is now owned by
Josia Collins.
The copper contents of the magnetite lenses on the Big Chief are
considerable, but the average tenor is not known. No shipments
have been made. The claim has not been worked for some years,
and the early development work consists only of a short tunnel,
20 feet in length, and a few shallow pits and trenches.
16. The Copper Cliff
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This claim is situated on a small stream half a mile south of
Hoodoo Creek. It is underlaid partly by crystalline limestone and
partly by hornblende granite, and both formations are cut by
numerous porphyrite dikes.
The principal showing on the claim occurs at the northern contact
of a small area of limestone with granite, and has been opened by
a short tunnel.
The value of the Copper Cliff ore body depends largely on the
relative dips of the dike and the lode, and this could not be
determined in the present limited workings.
17. The North Star, Keewenaw, and Others
The North Star claim is situated about a mile south of the Valerie,
near the extremity of a deep embayment of limestone in the main
granite area. The workings consist of two pits, about 200 feet
apart, each about 10 feet deep.
One of these is sunk in an ore body about 6 feet in width,
consisting mostly of magnetite and calcite, flecked through with
grains of chalcopyrite and bornite, and enclosing occasional
masses of chalcopyrite, some of them 12 inches in diameter.
In addition to the claims described, the Buckingham, the Hoodoo,
the Jo Jo, the Yukon Belle, the Josephine and others distributed
along the copperbelt, between the Valerie and the Copper Cliff,
contain ore out-croppings of more or less promise. The
development work is limited to a few shallow test pits and
trenches.
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No discoveries of importance have so far been made from the
Copper Cliff south eastward to the Keewenaw claim, east of Wolf
Creek, a distance of nearly three miles. The region between these
two claims is underlaid by granites, porphyrites, and basalts.
Limestones, the usual ore-bearing formation, is absent.
On the Keewenaw the granite is again associated with
limestones, and both rocks are altered and mineralized in places.
From the Keewenaw east to the Black and Brown Cubs, at the
extreme southeastern end of the copperbelt, the country is heavily
drift-covered, and rock exposures, except in the valley banks, are
seldom seen. A few prospects occur in this stretch.
In the vicinity of the Black and Brown Cub claims the drift covering
becomes less continuous, and the underlying rocks are
occasionally seen. They consist of granites and limestones, both
of which are altered and mineralized in the usual manner, along
the contact.
The development work on the claims consists of some stripping,
and two shafts, one 62 feet in depth. The latter is sunk through a
garnet-augite-tremolite rock, carrying some rich bornite ore. †

Subsequent Work on the Copperbelt
Between 1915 and 1920, development was carried out on the
Copper King, Carlisle, Pueblo and War Eagle properties.
On March 21, 1917, the collapse of the Pueblo mine, in which
six miners were killed, forced the closure of the largest producer.
All mines along the copperbelt had closed and only sporadic
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attempts were made in 1927 when the Richmond Yukon
Company once again rallied, drilling the Pueblo and a few other
properties. The upshot was that only two more Pueblo ore
shipments were made -- one in 1929, another in 1930 -- before
the Richmond Yukon Company bowed out.
Mining was brought to its knees on the copperbelt during the
1920s, mainly blamed on World War I.
The probable high point of the Guggenheim mining and smelting
empire’s involvement in U.S. and world mining was circa 1910. At
the outbreak of World War I in 1914, the Guggenheims controlled
about 80 percent of the world’s copper, silver and lead and were
in the enviable position to dictate prices.
By war’s end on the 11th day of the 11th month of 1918, the
Guggenheims were criticized as profiteers. They had refused to
reduce metal prices at the request of U.S. Democrat President
Woodrow Wilson, who took the United States into the war in
1917. If the Guggenheims didn’t obey, Wilson threatened
expropriation. The federal government was having to pay
extortionist prices to manufacturers to supply war munitions.
The Guggenheims were a powerful force to be dealt with during
the late 1800s and early 1900s. Not only did they control silver,
lead and copper prices in certain periods of history, they
controlled the federal government, too. When a U.S. president
climbed into bed with the Guggenheims or an administration
engaged in a sparring match with them, the federal government
lost.
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The Guggeneheims didn’t comply with President Wilson’s threats,
but bent a bit to look as though they were complying. They
pegged copper at a wartime price of about 23.5 cents per pound,
almost double the 12.5 cents per pound pre-war price.
Granted, the already-rich Guggenheims were far wealthier and
more powerful after four years of war than before its start, the
exact reason industrialists love wars. The world consumes more
metals during wartime for airplanes, artillery and other heavy
equipment and munitions. It is plausible that by World War I’s
closure in 1918 they were the second richest Jewish family in the
world next to the Rothschild financiers.
The Guggenheim sons’ late father had a little different version to
the adage that says “You have to make hay while the sun shines”.
The late Meyer Guggenheim’s business motto was, “Get money
but don’t try to do it by walking over the graves of your
fellowmen.”
The perception of the Guggenheims’ racketeering practices cost
the seven Guggenheim sons dearly in terms of the good
reputation painstakingly established by the family patriarch.

While the world exhaled a collective sigh of relief to see the
bloody Great War cease, industrialists were no longer receiving
government requisitions to manufacture war munitions.
Machinery set idle, workers were dismissed, and a glut of metal
fostered another drastic slump in prices. Soon, the already-low
copper price that had dropped to 18 cents a pound, plummeted to
8 cents a pound. When the metal stockpile was depleted, the
fickle commodity prices could go around the circle once again.
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Then the world economy, exacerbated by the staged panic over
the 1929 stock market crash and continuing through the
government-fabricated Great Depression of President Franklin
Roosevelt’s 1930s era, kept mining hushed on the coppebelt.
The exception was Noranda Mines, a multinational, that made a
half-hearted effort in 1936 to reopen the Pueblo mine.
During World War II, copper was treated like a stepchild in
comparison to the highly-sought darling metal, tungsten. It
wasn’t until after World War II was quelled in Europe (V-E Day)
on May 8, 1945 and later in the Pacific on August 15, 1945
when Japan officially surrendered that a wartime depletion in
metal supply needed restoring to reconstruct demolished cities
and infrastructure. A rise in commodity prices was the incentive
for copperbelt activity to rebound.
Noranda stirred again in 1947 and carried out some geological
mapping, magnetometer surveys and diamond drilling on the
Pueblo, Arctic Chief, Big Chief, Middle Chief and Keewenaw,
and Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting drilled Cowley Park
about 1952.
Then activity waned again.
Imperial Mines
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Enter Imperial Mines and Metals Limited. The company
materialized from somewhere in 1954 and lapped up a number
of old copperbelt claims in 1955. Work resumed on familiar
properties, mainly the Arctic Chief and Big Chief, located in the
center of the copperbelt.
One Imperial Mines organizer, James Aubrey Simmons, the
Yukon’s Liberal member of Parliament from 1949 to 1957,
decided in 1956 that the historic copperbelt could be a profitable
venture.
He had stepped into the parliamentary pulpit crowing more than
once for an international agreement that would give Canada’s
Northwest access to a sea port west of Haines, Alaska, at
Pyramid Harbor.
“The north,” he said, “is on the threshold of the most beneficial
and far-reaching development for Canada.” He foresaw
expansive and economic hydroelectric power -- and lots of it -as the essential ingredient to processing metals, minerals and
crude oil.
One day, Paul White was sipping draft and reading a James
Bond adventure novel in the shaft of sunlight streaming through
the swinging doors of the Edgewater beer parlor when Charles
Jewell Brown strolled in from his office across the street.
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Brown’s geological advisory position with White Pass and
Yukon Corporation entailed evaluating Yukon mineral potential
and giving direct and indirect assistance to the mining industry
in an effort to find work to sustain the transportation company.
Brown was looking for a land surveyor.
“You don’t have to look far,” said the nonchalant newcomer,
who had only recently arrived in Whitehorse and declared
himself “open for business”. White offered to talk with the
property owners about locating some old copperbelt Crown
Grants on property belonging to Imperial Mines.
White followed Brown to a log cabin on Lambert Street where
the Imperial chiefs were engaged in a plan of action.
New Imperial Mines had suddenly sprung forth in 1957 from
Imperial Mines and Metals, a company pulled together with
Aubrey Simmons’ package of a 100 Whitehorse copperbelt
claims at a time when low copper prices had caused larger
companies to shun the known mineralized areas as too small for
interest.
Imperial Mines and Metals disappeared and New Imperial had
made a few bucks from selling 10-cent shares, then blown the
wad on an unsuccessful underground venture elsewhere in the
Yukon and was now after better rewards.
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New Imperial had hired Dr. Gus Skerl, a geological engineer
consultant, who seemingly encountered problems locating some
of the old wooden Crown Grant posts surveyed at the turn-ofthe-century.
White was hired for half a land surveyor’s pay of $30 a day.
Monday morning he was dropped off at a spruce tree with
instructions to be at the same spot in the evening. Part of the
deal was for New Imperial to drive White to and from the
property each day for the week’s work. The first day, he
searched the forest, returned to the spruce by noon, ate lunch
from a brown paper bag, and dozed until he heard the truck
grinding along the bush trail in the evening.
He walked the Imperial brass over the property, showing them
the evidence and accepted an offer to continue working.
White sent for a truck and crew from Grande Prairie, Alberta,
where he and his partner Dennis Hosford had been working in
the oil patch. The Yukon branch of White & Hosford
immediately set up shop and started prospecting, surveying and
exploring the copperbelt with Gus Skerl.
Dr. Skerl had faith in the copperbelt’s future. A grade of 1.4
percent copper at 30 cents a pound excited him as “economic”.
He recommended spending $6 million on a pre-production
program.
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But Giant Yellowknife Mines in the Northwest Territories,
owned by multinational Falconbridge Ltd. of Toronto, said “wait
a minute”. The company had shown an interest in participating
but decided the area was uneconomic until additional mineable
copper deposits were discovered.
Dr. Skerl, a graduate of Imperial College, London, and an
associate of the Royal School of Mines, had experienced a
notable career in geological work in Africa and the Philippines
before coming to Canada.
The Vancouver-based mining and geological engineer had been
optimistic about the copperbelt’s potential since starting his
examinations for New Imperial Mines in 1957.
Favorable evidence brought forward by Dr. Skerl was the
copperbelt is only three to six miles from Whitehorse, the
Yukon’s capital; low elevation of 2,600 to 2,900 feet; two miles
from White Pass’ tracks; and only 110 miles by rail to a deepwater port at Skagway, Alaska.
Additionally, the federal government and White Pass were
anxious to assist territorial mining operations.
Copper was selling for 30 cents a pound for 30-percent copper
concentrate with a 90-percent copper recovery. Rail and barge
charges were $10 per ton and smelter charges were $20 per ton.
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Gross copper content in ore would be worth 24 cents per pound
based on 1.4 percent copper.
Dr. Skerl’s recommendations included a requirement of a
probable $6 million capital expenditure to put the property into
production with expenditure of about $60,000 for the 1962
season.
Plans were to place a drill at both the East Arctic Chief and
Little Chief deposits where the drill sites had recently been
located in August, 1962. Further magnetometer and geological
surveying had already been done in June.
Drill sections placed at 100-foot intervals should indicate
whether the expected widths and grades were present to warrant
deeper and also closer drilling at 50-foot spacings in the 1963
season for layout of open pits.
New Imperial Mines owned the majority of claims covering a
swath of land three-miles wide and 16-miles long. As of 1962,
brothers Pete and Harry Versluce and partner Chuck
Gibbons held 23 claims, including the Big Chief, Little Chief
and Anaconda deposits, formerly Crown granted claims. The
prospectors had, through an agreement, allowed their claims to
be rolled into New Imperial’s holdings.
New Imperial was now controlling land three-claims wide for
most of the length of the entire copperbelt which lay within the
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watershed of McIntyre Creek and Porter Creek, the main water
supply for the city of Whitehorse.
The copperbelt looked more promising all the time to J. Aubrey
Simmons who corresponded with several majors in hopes of
interesting large mining companies in the copperbelt’s
development.
One prospective taker was Giant Yellowknife Mines in the
Northwest Territories which did give careful consideration to
optioning the property. Giant’s exploration superintendent
Gordon Brown ultimately turned down the proposal as infeasible
unless one or more new orebodies were discovered to offset high
transportation costs.
Undaunted, New Imperial drilled some of the old deposits,
proving mineralized showings to be plentiful on the War Eagle,
Arctic Chief, Little Chief and Cowley Park but needed better
delineation through diamond drilling.
A “diamond drill” means that the bit used with the rotary-type
rock drill is studded with commercial-grade diamonds so that
the tool can cut into extremely hard rock, like granite.
On the Mohs Scale of Hardness, German geologist Friedrich
Mohs developed a system of 10 “indicator” minerals that are
known to have a specific, constant hardness value.
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Number one, talc, is the softest mineral and 10, diamond, is the
hardest which is why commercial-grade diamonds are used in
industrial cutting tools, like saws, or in this case, rotary drills.
A diamond drill’s work is done by abrasion instead of
percussion.
The diamond-studded bit is attached to the end of long hollow
rods, through which water is pumped to the cutting face, and the
drill cuts a core of rock which is recovered up the barrel in long
cylindrical sections for the geologists, or “core grabbers”, to
examine and log as to hole number, depth, and other
observations.
One set of core is sent to a assay lab where the rock is
pulverized for analysis of various mineral content to get
percentages for exploration and/or development knowledge.
Numbers are sent as required to shareholders and stock
exchanges and information disseminated in public press
releases.
A second set of core is stored usually in a core shack on shelves
in narrow, elongated core boxes for future metallurgical
evaluation, should the exploration prospect be elevated to
“feasible” status that will move the project ahead to mine
production that will require a mill facility for chemically
processing the ore. The metallurgist needs the core to assess the
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best and most-economical processing method for the particular
ore being mined.
Armand Arsenault

Armand J. Arsenault, a prominent diamond driller on the Whitehorse
Copperbelt during New Imperial days. (Jane Gaffin Photo, c. 1974)
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One prominent diamond driller of the day was Arsenault
Diamond Drilling. Armand Joseph Arsenault was a friendly,
outgoing, larger-than-life Frenchman and Catholic, born June
17, 1930. He died at age 77 on November 16, 2007 of an
aneurysm of the heart after lingering three weeks on life support.
According to his obituary, he was lovingly remembered by his
wife of 49 years, Barbara (Macaulay) and children: Cindy
(Derek) Whyte, their children Venesa, Justin, Eric, Jarrid, and
granddaughter Mackenzie of Stony Plain, Alberta; Debbie
(Robert) Wren, their children Amanda, Joseph, and Jesalyne of
Whitehorse; Armand of Whitehorse; Michelle (Douglas) Brown,
her children Copera, Grayson and Ciara of Maple Creek,
Saskatchewan; Arthur of Whitehorse; Nicole (Darrell) Bouvier,
their children Alaura and Alexander of Whitehorse, Yukon.
Armand was predeceased by his parents Joseph and Elioza
(LaVoi) Arsenault, brothers Arthur and Yvon, sisters Liza and
Lorraine; survived by sisters Helda, Julie, Sally and brothers
Marcel and Claude and numerous nieces and nephews.
The family gathered on July 26, 2008 to honour and celebrate
Armand’s life in Whitehorse. They scattered his ashes on
Haeckel Hill “so he could see the Whitehorse Copper Belt where
he drilled the New Imperial Mine and get a good view of the
Whitehorse Valley.” After the Haeckel Hill ceremony, the family
hosted a reception at the Westmark Whitehorse.
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Armand became a diamond driller as a young man living in
Ontario. By age 22, he was already featured in mining
magazines for his accomplishments in the diamond drilling
industry.
He drilled throughout Northern Ontario and Quebec before
going west where he became known as the best of the best, said
his daughter, Michelle, and worked at locations throughout
British Columbia, most notably Britannia Beach near Squamish,
British Columbia (B.C.).
He met the love of his life Barbara Macaulay while visiting his
sister Lorraine in Chilliwack, B.C.
Arsenault drilled around Whitehorse and various locations
around the Yukon, most notably New Imperial Mines and
Cyprus Anvil’s Faro deposit.
According to his daughter, he had a knack for finding the
mineral belt and had been known sometimes to challenge the
project geologist for location as to where to set up his drill.
Arsenault loved the Yukon where there was plenty of bush to
roam in his personal search of the Mother Lode.
The Arsenault couple moved out of the Yukon for the last time
in 1988. They had made a full circle, moving back to
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Chilliwack, where they had met. They relished their Chateau on
the hill overlooking the Chilliwack Valley.
But they made many “inspection” trips back to keep tabs on
their large and ever-expanding brood. In fine style, son Armand
of Whitehorse carried on the family diamond-drilling tradition.

Bob Hilker

Bob Hilker (Jane Gaﬃn Photo, c. 1975)

When Bob Hilker was fished out of Calgary, Alberta to come to
the copperbelt in July 1965 as New Imperial’s chief geologist to
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find additional ore reserves that would enable the properties to
go to production, he had never seen a lime-bearing siliceous
skarn, a descriptor said to originate from an old Swedish mining
term meaning “dung” or “filth”.
Hilker soon found himself facing a rock collection on nearly 700
mineral claims that contained anything and everything from
epidote to magnetite.
Of the scientific laws that govern the universe, Hilker viewed
the one most appropriate to an exploration geologist as: “Any
sufficiently-advanced technology is indistinguishable from
magic”.
But an exploration geologist, in Hilker’s opinion, had to be more
than a magician. “He must have a desire and curiosity to want to
know what is beyond the far horizon and enjoy the hardships.”
Hilker decided there was a need for deep-drill holes, but his
request for a budget to drill them was rejected by skeptical
directors. It took mine manager Ross Kenway a year and a half
to squeeze $35,000 out of the directors for two deep holes at the
Little Chief.
The chief geologist was tight-fisted with the money. He directed
drilling to go down 1,700 feet from surface. Each hole cost
between $15,000 and $18,000.
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“Obviously, I chose the most promising spot for the first drill
hole,” recalled Hilker. “It clicked!”
At the second location more ore, referred to as the Little Chief’s
deep ore, was intersected. “The rest is history,” Hilker said.
“The money didn’t stop coming after that.”
But a geologist does not have time to savor success. He is
expected to give an encore. With the Little Chief strong and
predictable, Hilker looked at the Middle Chief, chose a drill spot
and approached Kenway, who was a bit dubious. But he had
faith in his geologist and once more asked for money and got it
faster this time.
One morning while the drill churned on the Middle Chief,
Kenway confronted his geologist. What was wrong with
Hilker’s calculations? They were all wrong.
Kenway was right, Hilker’s calculations were off. The drill had
intersected ore four feet short of the geologist’s predictions.
About five million tons of underground ore, grading 2-percent
copper and containing minor amounts of silver and gold, were
indicated by the deep hole.
“It was extremely gratifying,” Hilker recalled. “When you’re
successful, things are fun. Everybody’s smiling. It’s a good time
to be around a property.”
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One day a doctor of geology from the U.S. Geological Survey in
Alaska visited Hilker’s office. As the two men casually
discussed basic geology the doctor glanced at the colored maps
of the Little Chief. Something caught the doctor’s attention. He
exclaimed, “By gosh! It’s got to be that way!”
He said that the ore body was like the fingers on the hand, the
main part of the ore body being the arm. Drilling had tickled the
top part, and there was a good possibility that Hilker had
interpreted the down-trend correctly.
The possibility delighted Hilker, as well as another visitor in the
office, Peter Versluce, one of the three independent prospectors
who had optioned a parcel of claims, including the Peter and
Oro, to New Imperial Mines.
Versluce, who had restaked the old claims in his own backyard,
said, “Too often prospectors doggedly hold onto property while
waiting for prices on the metal market to go up. But you have to
do a hundred dollars worth of assessment work on the claims
every year -- trenching, geophysics and so forth. Sometimes it is
impractical. It’s best to get rid of that property then go look for
something else in your own backyard.”
Brothers Pete and Harry Versluce and parter Chuck Gibbons
staked a claim group which included the Little Chief, Middle
Chief and the Big Chief on the copperbelt, which extended into
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their Porter Creek homestead property where a group of
independent prospectors constructed cabins in the densely-treed
nook well-defined as “Bachelors’ Cove”.
In his mature years, Peter, a delightful and gentle person, was
physically capable of outworking anybody in the field.
Bob Hilker said, “Pete and Harry Versluce and Chuck Gibbons
are good prospectors and very responsible people. They’re
extremely honest men who are willing to work out problems and
will bend over backwards giving the benefit of any doubt. You
just don’t find better people.”
Hilker first met the trio in 1965 when they had an option
agreement with New Imperial Mines before the property went to
lease. One day, when all the New Imperial brass were away
from the Yukon, the prospectors ambled into Bob’s office to
quietly explain that the company had defaulted on an option
payment.
Hilker, abrasive and impatient when encountering foolishness,
telephoned the Toronto office to advise that unless someone
made a super-hasty bank transfer, one million tons of open-pit
ore, recently outlined on the Little Chief, would revert to the
prospectors.
“That, of course, was the remotest thing from anybody’s mind,”
Hilker said. He thought it was probably a slip-up by an
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overzealous Toronto lawyer who thought he was dealing with a
group of unprofessional Yukoners and didn’t realize he was
opening the precarious possibility for a complicated legal
entanglement. “It was a good lesson in honouring agreements.”
_______
Peter Versluce, Harry Versluce and Chuck Gibbons
A common thread running through the three prospectors was
personal honesty and integrity and their reluctance to discuss
their personal business affairs. They often worked on
gentlemen's agreements, as did many decent people of the day.
They were good for their word at any time and expected no less
from others they met and did business with.
In his mature years, Peter Versluce was still physically capable
of outworking anybody in the field. When he saw somebody
dragging around, Mr. Versluce would say "he's walking like he
has black sand in his boots."
Mr. Versluce kept going full-tilt, refusing to let a heart condition
inconvenience him. In mid- August, 1980, he died suddenly of a
heart attack while out in the field doing exactly what he loved:
prospecting. He was 73. Mr. Versluce was interred in the
Pioneers Plot #P-120 of Grey Mountain Cemetery on August 21,
1980.
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Mr. Versluce, as well as
Chuck Gibbons whose
death date is unknown,
were inducted into the
Yukon Prospectors’
Association’s Hall of Fame
in 1988. Their names are
engraved in the base of the
nine-foot tall bronze
prospector statue that
watches over downtown
Whitehorse from Main
Street and Third Avenue.
(Jane Gaffin Photo, c. 1992)

Harry Versluce’s name is
engraved in the statue as
Prospector of the Year for 1988.
Both Versluces are credited with Whitehorse copperbelt
discoveries as well as prospecting work that led to the finding of
Canalask Nickel and Canol Mines.
Harry, a long-time resident of Bachelors' Cove in Porter Creek,
was born two years after his brother Pete in 1909. Harry passed
away quietly on August 15, 2002. He was 93. He had given up
his physical labours in the field several years before. But, up to
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2001, his avid interest in the mining industry kept bringing him
out every November to the Geoscience mining conferences.
According to his obituary, Harry Versluce immigrated to Canada
from Holland in the mid-1930s. He worked first as an immigrant
farmhand. Then he turned to mining and was certified as a
powderman. He became a successful mineral prospector and
businessman.
As further proof of his spunk, he was 36 years old when he went
overseas with the 4th Battalion, the Canadian Scottish Regiment,
serving two years, 1945-46, with Occupation Forces Europe. He
earned the Canadian Voluntary Service Medal and Clasp. He
was forever proud of having served with the prestigious
regiment.
Mr. Versluce was laid to rest with a Yukon Order of Pioneers
(YOOP) graveside service at Grey Mountain Cemetery on
August 27, 2002.
Both Harry and Peter Versluce generously shared their wealth
and quietly donated money to individuals and causes they
deemed worthy without any desire for publicity or fanfare. A
Versluce Brothers Memorial Fund was established in 2005 with
the Yukon Foundation to be applied for the benefit of senior
citizens.
_______
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New Imperial Mines had begun open-pit mining the Little Chief
deposit in 1966, following a ten-year sales agreement with
Sumitomo Metal Mining Company in Japan and financing with
the Toronto-Dominion Bank.
Construction of a concentrator allowed for milling of ore to
begin May 1, 1967. The mill, or concentrator, with a 2,000-tona-day processing capacity, is the plant where ore is crushed and
treated in preparation to remove waste, or gangue, material from
the valuable minerals.
The ore was then concentrated into a smaller bulk product for
shipping to a smelter for further processing of the base metal,
copper, and the precious lesser metals, silver and gold.
From those metals would come needful manufactured parts,
components, wire, pipe and other products that would be
marketed to consumers worldwide.
And it all started seven miles south of a little unknown northern
burg that was home to only 6,000 residents, nearly all of whom
were employed at various stages in the mine, mill, maintenance
shop, office, warehouse, or whatever role needed filling.
New Imperial commenced producing concentrates worth a gross
sales value of about $3.9 million. By the next year, the 1968
sales increased to $7 million.
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The company owned 682 mining claims, spread over about 16
miles of the entire 18 miles of copperbelt.
Lewes River Mines, Ltd.
The upper course of the Yukon River, from Marsh Lake to the confluence
of the Pelly River at Fort Selkirk, was originally called the Lewes River,
named in 1843 for John Lee Lewes, a Hudson’s Bay Company agent.
Then it was established that what was called Lewes River was actually a
section belonging to the Yukon River, and the entire water course was
renamed Yukon River in the early 1950s. Regardless of river-name
changes, geological identities still bear such labels as Lewes River
formation, Lewes River group and Lewes River sediments.

Up until this time in copperbelt history, all known copper
showings outlined had been on the west side of the granodiorite
stock.
Whitehorse Trough
The Whitehorse Copperbelt is located on the west side of the
Whitehorse Trough and is considered to be a part of a structural
and eugeosynclinal belt. [Geosyncline refers to a large troughlike or basin-like downwarping of the earth’s crust, in which a
thick succession of sedimentary and volcanic rocks
accumulated.]
The Little Chief deposit developed in an embayment at the
contact between Upper Triassic Lewes River dolomitic
limestone and Cretaceous Coastal Intrusion granodiorite in the
central part of the Copperbelt. Solutions of silica-iron from the
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granitic intrusion combined with calcium-magnesium from
within the intruded body and the Little Chief magnesium-silicate
skarn zone formed.
In conjunction with the formation of the skarn zone, iron and
some copper were deposited. Later, copper solutions added
bornite and chalcopyrite to the previously deposited magnetite.
The quantity of magnesium present in the Little Chief skarn
serpentine-diopside-actinolite rock types, suggests that a
magnesium source other than dolomitic limestone may have
been present in the Lewes River Group assemblage. One
possibility is that an alpine-sized ultramafic body intruded the
Lewes River Group previous to metasomatism by the
Cretaceous granitic intrusion. The Little Chief mineralized skarn
zone is considered to be a characteristic contact metasomatic
type of deposit.
For some curious reason, nobody had tackled a geologic
investigations on the east contact of the granodiorite stock
underlying Whitehorse.
While New Imperial Mines’ drills churned on the copperbelt’s west side of
the granodiorite stock, a new player came onto the block to take a crack
at probing that oft-overlooked flaw.
The principals of Lewes River Mines had come up with the unique concept
to explore the property the company acquired from prospectors along the
eastern side of the copperbelt -- instead of bothering with traditional
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exploration on the west side, where most ground was tied up by New
Imperial Mines, anyway.
Lewes River Mines was incorporated on February 2, 1968 under
directorship of E.B. Krueger, president; Boris Styba, secretary-treasurer;
and D. Freeze and Paul White, of White, Hosford & Impey, surveyors.
Lewes River’s exploration program consisted mainly of geophysical
surveys conducted over portions of the property during the summer and
fall of 1968.
It was rational to expect to find a continuing pattern of mineral
occurrences on the overburden-covered contact of the Whitehorse stock.
The junior company’s exploration approach was, by necessity, almost
entirely geophysical. The claims were first explored by a low-level
helicopter-borne magnetic survey to locate the intrusive-sediment contact
and to define irregularities or embayments along the contact for first
priority ground exploration.
Lewes Mines’ claim belt covered the east side of Yukon River near
Whitehorse. A claim group of 28 known showings, located to the west that
underlies the city of Whitehorse, were held by Paul White; a 500-claim
package was held by Archer and Cathro, a Whitehorse-based geological
consulting firm.
The logical theory was to believe that copper mineralization should occur
on the east contact of the granodiorite stock as easily as it does on the
west side hosting an array of copperbelt showings.
No serious work had been done previously on the eastern sector, mainly
because it is entirely covered by drift and alluvium, probably ranging in a
depth from 20 to over 100 feet.
Lewes River Mines staked its claim block on a two-fold geological hunch
based on a granodiorite-sedimentary contact and a known mineralized
area.
The catch was that the principals of the junior company needed to enter
into an agreement with a major mining company who had the bucks to
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foot the bill for a drill program. They approached Whitehorse-based United
Keno Hill Mines Exploration (UKHM).
Lewes River’s program had a good approach and objectives in mind. A
number of potential anomalies indicated on a granodiorite-sedimentary
contact would definitely require investigation by diamond drill.
Exploration superintendent Dutch Van Tassell was intrigued and
recommended his superiors make a strong bid to participate in future
exploration of the claim group. But, for undisclosed reasons, UKHM’s
terms were not acceptable to the Lewes River principals.
Placer Development eventually carried out some diamond-drill work along
the 20-mile-long property. Drill-tested anomalies were outlined from
geophysical survey work. Yet results weren’t suﬃcient to hold Placer’s
attention. The major company ultimately dropped the property option.
The only signs that Lewes River Mines existed in the area in 1968 is
evidenced only by some old wooden claim-staking posts.
Meanwhile, New Imperial Mines general manager Ross W. Kenway and his
sidekick, chief geologist Bob Hilker, were in Vancouver presenting the lay
of the land to an annual gathering of the Canadian Institute of Mining
and Metallurgy (CIM), April 22 to 24, 1968.
CIM Delegates Hear Glowing Report About Yukon
On the basis of six copper deposits, totaling approximately 5 million tons
of ore reserves spread over a strike length of 16 miles, New Imperial Mines
Ltd. commenced a 2,500 tons per day (tpd) operation on May 1, 1967.
In his 10-page paper, Large-Scale Mining of Small Open Pits, Kenway
provides general details of the company, its holdings and its design
approach to its particular problems. Comments are also made on the term
‘large scale” as applied to ore occurrence and operating flexibility.
Excerpts from Kenway’s presentation opens with a glowing regional
overview of the natural and commercial amenities oﬀered in the Land of
the Midnight Sun, considered to be a remote and primitive setting of ice
and snow by outsiders who often view it as a place to shun.
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Not so, contends Kenway. The Yukon Territory is located in the
northwestern section of North America and extends to the Arctic Ocean. It
is bordered on the east by the Northwest Territories, on the south by
British Columbia and on the west by Alaska.
The total area of the Yukon is 207,076 square miles and with a population
of 18,000 in 1967. The capital city is Whitehorse (populated by 6,000
residents) is located in the southwestern corner of the territory.
The principal settlements are Watson Lake, Teslin, Whitehorse, Carmacks,
Haines Junction, Carcross, Mayo, Elsa, Calumet and Dawson City.
Access to the Yukon is by road, railroad and airlines. The Alaska Highway
runs from the British Columbia border at Mile 620 to Mile 1247 on the
Alaska border.
There are a total of 1,479.9 miles of territorial roads that connect with the
Alaska Highway. The White Pass and Yukon Route, a narrow gauge
railway, links the seaport of Skagway, Alaska, at the head of the Lynn
Canal, with Whitehorse, a total distance of 110 miles.
Whitehorse, Dawson City and Mayo are served daily by Canadian Pacific
Airlines flying DC-6s and a DC-3 from southern points. Wien Alaska flies
daily service between Whitehorse and Juneau, Alaska, with connecting
flights to southern localities. Bus service on the highway is run daily during
the summer and weekly in the winter by Canadian Coachways between
Dawson Creek, British Columbia, and settlements in the Yukon.
Several trucking firms run scheduled hauls into the territory from southern
points and maintain distribution terminals in Whitehorse. The greatest
percentage of petroleum products are transported into the Yukon by the
White Pass and Yukon Route using a pipeline from Skagway, Alaska, and
tanker cars.
The exception is the petroleum products trucked 254 miles to Whitehorse
from Haines, Alaska by the British American Oil Company Ltd.
Hydro-electrical power is supplied to the Whitehorse area by the
government-owned Northern Canada Power Commission that operates a
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11,500 kilowatt plant. The power is distributed by the privately-owned firm
of Yukon Electrical Company, which also maintains a plant with a 1,500
kilowatt capacity. Other Yukon communities are supplied with electrical
power by the two aforementioned companies, using diesel plants.
Climate conditions in the Whitehorse area are relatively pleasant for the
northerly latitude. The yearly mean temperature is 31 degrees F. with an
average precipitation of 10 inches. The long and pleasant daylight hours in
the summer oﬀset the short, cold days in the winter months.
The Whitehorse Copperbelt lies on the west side of the Whitehorse Trough
(Dr. John Wheeler, 1961 GSC report, p. 109) at about north 60-1/2 degrees
latitude and west 135 degrees longitude. There are 28 copper showings
distributed along the northwesterly bearing belt, that is 18 miles long and 3
miles wide.
Whitehorse is located two miles from the northern end of the Copperbelt
and is a city of 6,000 population with a good assortment of business
establishments and living facilities necessary for a mining community.
New Imperial Mines History
New Imperial Mines Ltd. is a company incorporated under the laws of the
Province of Alberta and registered in the Provinces of British Columbia and
Ontario and the Yukon Territory, with its head oﬃce at 355 Burrard Street,
in the City of Vancouver, British Columbia.
Imperial Mines and Metals Ltd. was formed in September of 1954 and
acquired by staking, purchase or option of numerous claims on the
Copperbelt in 1955. In 1956, the company conducted magnetometer
surveys and diamond drilling on the Arctic Chief and Best Chance claims.
In March of 1957, the name of the company was changed to New Imperial
Mines Ltd.
New Imperial Mines was reorganized by Mr. Arnold Pitt and exploration
drilling for copper ore began in June of 1963 on the Whitehorse
Copperbelt.
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By the end of 1964, the company held 348 mineral and Crown Grant
claims and had delineated 2.1 million tons of ore grading 1.20 percent
copper.
In November of 1965, a major feasibility report was favourable for a 2,000ton-per-day mill, based on ore reserves of 5.5 million tons of ore grading
1.2 percent copper to be open-pit mined.
In March of 1966, an agreement for senior financing for the development
of the property, together with a 10-year sales agreement, was signed with
the Sumitomo Metal Mining Company of Japan.
On July 1, 1966, construction commenced on the mill site, near the Little
Chief deposit, located in the central part of the Whitehorse Copperbelt.
Mining started at the Little Chief Open Pit in the summer of 1966. The New
Imperial Mines mill began treating ore from the Little Chief deposit May 1,
1967.
The number of directors is nine; three are persons nominated by
Sumitomo Metal Mining Company Limited.
At the general meeting of June, 1967, the following were elected to oﬃce:
Mr. Arnold Pitt, president; Dr. E.B. Gillanders, vice president; Mr. D.B.
Finlay, vice-president and acting managing director; Mr. K. Kawakami,
president, Sumitomo Metal Mining Company Ltd.; Mr. E.G. Lambert; Mr. K.
Maeda; Mr. Y. Maruo; Mr. P.M. Reynolds; Mr. G.C. Snell.
The Board of Directors operates through a five-man Executive Committee.
The Acting Managing Director maintains the company head oﬃce in
Vancouver and is chairman of the Mine Management Committee. Mr. Ross
W. Kenway [presenter of paper] is general manager and in charge of the
company’s operation in Whitehorse.
On January 1, 1968, the company owned or held under option 523 claims
on the Whitehorse Copperbelt. The claims cover what the company
considers to be the favourable contact zone between limestone and
granite which stretches for the 18-mile extent of these claims.
Whitehorse Copperbelt History and Mineralization
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Whitehorse is about three miles from the nearest property on the
Copperbelt. Copper mineralization, consisting mainly of bornite and
chalcopyrite, along an 18-mile belt was discovered in 1897 by miners
travelling north to Dawson, during the start of the Klondike Gold Rush.
The Lewes River Group -- Upper Triassic in age [lasting from about 245
million to 208 million years] , was intruded by a large igneous batholith of
the Coastal Intrusive -- Cretaceous in age [lasting from about 146 million
to 65 million years ago when the climate was warm, and the sea level
rose].
The sedimentary rocks were changed to calcium-magnesium-silicate
skarn and calcium-magnesium-iron skarns with copper mineralization,
near the intrusive contacts.
The deposits are considered to be contact metasomatic in origin with
siliceous minerals and copper-iron mineralization introduced…
The rock formations consists of quartzite, arkose, greywacke and argillite;
and limestone and dolomite.
On parts of the Copperbelt the Laberge Group, Lower Jurrasic in age [in
between Triassic and Cretaceous periods and lasting from about 208
million to 146 million years ago], overlays the Lewes River Group. The two
groups of rocks were upheaved and intruded by the Cretaceous Coastal
intrusive batholith. The igneous intrusive sequence consists of granite,
granodiorite to diorite rocks.
In very recent times, the Miles Canyon extrusive basalt has covered parts
of the aforementioned rock groups.
The Lewes River limestone and dolomite were the most predominant
original rock types before being metamorphosed by the large igneous
intrusive. The metamorphosed limestone and dolomite with quartzite beds,
were changed to a skarn rock type with various secondary siliceous
minerals introduced.
The skarns were developed due to an addition of silicate between the hot
igneous intrusive and the sedimentary rock types. In places along the
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contacts between the Lewes River Group and the Coastal Intrusive,
copper ores were deposited in mineable-sized deposits.
The deposits are considered to be contact metasomatic in origin with two
types of ore and mineral assemblages occurring. In parts the original rock
types have only been aﬀected by heat and pressure that recrystallized the
limestone and dolomite.
The present deposits can be considered as metamorphosed roof pendants
and huge remnants of sedimentary rock trapped in the igneous intrusive.
Economic Geology
The host rock for the mineral deposits consists of three types: iron-copper
serpentine or diopside skarn; copper sulphide skarn; and barren skarns
are dioritized and in places interbedded with mineralized quartzite.
The wall rocks contacting the skarn and ore deposits are recrystallized
limestone or a fresh to altered diorite. The diorite appears to halo the ore
deposits and grade into granodiorite and granites.
The predominant copper mineralization consists of the sulphides bornite
and chalcopyrite.
On the north and south ends of the Copperbelt molybdenum occurs with
copper sulphides. In the central part of the Copperbelt copper sulphides
are associated with magnetite and lesser quantities of hematite.
Gold and silver are associated with chalcopyrite mineralization in all ore
deposits. From the mineralization observed on the central ore deposits it is
possible that two stages of primary mineralization occurred.
The first copper mineralization deposited was mainly bornite with the
magnetite and the second stage consisted of chalcopyrite and quartz
replacement. It is likely that chalcopyrite and quartz replacement has
occurred in the ore deposits on the north and south end of the Copperbelt.
The copper minerals that occur in the ore deposits are: bornite,
chalcopyrite, vallerite, chalcocite, tetrahedrite, covellite, cuprite, malachite,
azurite, chrysocolla and minor native copper.
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The ore deposits are highly jointed, faulted and with very irregular-shaped
hanging and foot walls. Large and small folds are evident in surface
outcrops with faulting due to folding of the rocks. Slickensides and shears
are present in the diamond drill core and on surface outcrops.
Diamond Drilling and Ore Reserves
Diamond drilling on the various orebodies may be summarized by deposits
with the accompanying reserves quoted as those contained within present
pit design confines.
The...six orebodies -- War Eagle, Arctic Chief, Keewenaw, Cowley Park,
Best Chance and Little Chief -- are those upon which the company
committed to production...Total number of diamond drill holes is 308; feet
drilled is 94,773; 5.11 million tons of 1.10 percent copper.
The economic associated minerals are gold and silver which occur in all
deposits, plus molybdenum sulphide which occurs in Cowley Park only.
These metals...were derived from recoverable quantities during laboratory
milling tests conducted on drill core.
Gold and silver are recoverable within the copper concentrate and are sold
on the basis of concentrate assay. Prior to mining Cowley Park, it will be
necessary to add a moly circuit to the mill circuitry.
Tonnages and grades of copper were computed by independent
consultants using sections and drill-hole assays. In general terms, all
deposits were drilled on 50-foot by 50-foot pattern, with the exception of
Cowley Park which was drilled on 100-foot sections with 50-foot spacing
of holes.
More detailed work was done on Little Chief, the first mining deposit, and
all final grades were computed using 25-foot horizontal mining benches.
Results compare very closely with those using sections.
With the exception of the Little Chief and Keewenaw, all deposits are
considered to be open at the ends and bottom and more drilling will have
to be done in order to confirm that the tonnages shown are the true limits
of the deposits.
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During grading calculations, two criteria were stipulated after appraisal of
drill core results.
In all cases where recovery was 85 percent or more, the assay values of
copper were taken; in cases where recovery was less than 85 percent, all
core lost was considered to be void of copper value.
Where assays were above 5.0 percent copper, they were reduced to either
5.0 percent or to the average of the assay and the two adjoining assays on
either side, whichever was higher.
Mining Dilution
Open-pit mining dilution was computed considering ore-waste contact
inclination, size and shape of ore zones, and the gradational
characteristics of the ore-waste contact. In general, mining dilution was
taken at 15 percent with waste being given a grade of 0.1 percent Cu
(copper)…
Unlike porphyry copper deposits, the copper zones so far discovered are
of a metasomatic type. While not excluding possibilities of porphyry type
ore in the intrusive rocks it is felt that the greatest potential is in the skarn
rock.
No attempt or program has been envisioned for a crash attack of
exploration. The belt has been divided into five prime areas and
the...general sequence of exploration is in progress...
Concerning the Atlas Copco Overburden Drill, firstly, the drill itself is not
self-propelled. It requires a 600 cfm (cubic feet per minute) compressor
and must be towed between drill set-ups.
On the other hand, it can be mounted so as to be mobile and to carry the
compressor as well. It drills very quickly through either overburden, frozen
ground or rock. Both Lornex and United Keno Hill Mines (Chapter V) have
valuable experience in this regard.
Secondly, the drill is normally used dry and as such can drill to the water
table. Lornex achieved excellent results to depths of over 200 feet, using a
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water swivel head and attachment, well below water table. Dry cuttings
can be easily collected for assay. It is supposed that collection of sludge is
as simple though more cumbersome.
Thirdly, sieving of a split portion of cuttings provides a readily logged core
using microscopic binoculars of about 30-power magnification.
Lastly, while using the drill primarily as an exploration tool and desiring
minimum supervision, a riﬄer, flotation reagent, tablespoon and test tube
are provided for the driller. When completing his assigned footage, the
driller samples the bottom cuttings of the hole with the reagent. Since the
search is primarily for copper sulphides, a black froth in the test tube
indicates continuation of the hole.
During the 1967 summer season, 4,200 acres of ground were covered by
mapping, magnetometer and EM (electromagnetic). Of this, 227 acres of
anomalies were discovered in 11 separate areas. These anomalies will be
covered by I.P. (induced polarization), overburden drilled and marked for
diamond drilling in 1968.
Plant
(F)inancial commitment was reached in December, 1965. Design
commenced in January, 1966, construction July 1, 1966, and operation on
May 1, 1967.
The plant was placed approximately at the center of gravity of the known
ore bodies, which also coincided with the center of the known portion of
the Copperbelt. The location was in close proximity to the Little Chief ore
body. It was felt that all ore from the other ore bodies would be hauled to
the central mill by truck. If the belt should increase in reserves as was
anticipated, then the extremities would perhaps be able to support mills of
their own, depending on tonnage, haul cost and other considerations.
The plant is essentially designed to be a cold weather plant, suited to the
severe weather of the latitude (60-1/2 degrees). Briefly, run-of-pit ore
enters the jaw crusher and is separated, the minus 5/8-inch material going
to a fine ore bin, the plus 5/8-inch going to an outdoor coarse ore storage
to be recirculated to secondary and tertiary cone crushers and screened to
1/2 inch before going to the fine ore bin as direct feed to the mill.
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The crushing plant, conveyor ways, coarse-ore storage and fine-ore bin
are unheated. It is felt that if reasonably dry ore can be maintained at
temperatures a few degrees either way of freezing, then lumping and chute
plugging will be minimal.
Crushing is maintained on a two shift, 5-1/2- day week schedule by means
of a 48-inch by 42-inch jaw crusher for primary feed. Minus 5/8-inch
material is screened directly to the fine ore bin while the plus 5/8 inch
minus 6 inch is taken to the coarse-ore storage and recirculated to the
secondary and tertiary crushers and then screened at minus 1/2 inch to
the fine-ore bin.
No freezing has been experienced in the fines-free coarse ore storage.
Under conditions exceeding 2-1/2 percent pit moisture, considerable
trouble has existed in the eight chutes under the fine-ore bin.
Temporary solutions have been to “pre-cool” newly blasted ore by
stockpiling prior to crushing, and scalping of primary screen undersize
from the belt and stockpiling until warmer weather. By way of interest the
minus 5/8-inch material from the pit runs about 6.3 percent moisture and
the plus 5/8-inch about 2.0 percent.
Permanent solutions have not yet been determined but may involve fineore bin chute redesign and a method of feeding primary screen undersize
directly to the rod mill, by-passing storage in the fine-ore bin.
Grinding is accomplished by a 9-foot by 13-foot rod mill and a 10-foot by
16-foot ball mill. Approximately 15 percent more capacity is experienced
by using a seal on both feed chutes.
Under normal operating conditions, the plant is operated by a seven-man
crew, namely, crusher operator, crusher helper, grinding operator, flotation
operator, mill assistant, labourer and foreman. An additional reagent man
is employed on one shift, while crushing is not a continuous operation.
No serious operating problems have been experienced save those of bin
freezing at near freezing temperatures. Because of ore -grade fluctuations,
flotation requires constant attention. If operating during weekends on
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secondary crushed material only, tonnage drops due to lack of pit fines
and consequent grinding capacity.
[Note: a somewhat detailed resumé of reserves, haul logistics, design and
mine-control criteria are listed in the report, as well as mining equipment
and records, and general conclusions drawn as to the terms “large scale”
and “small deposits”.]
Mineralization
The Little Chief pit contains most known minerals of copper in abundance.
The mixture, however, is far from homogeneous and therefore posed some
mining and metallurgical problems.
The copper minerals that occur at Little Chief are bornite, chalcopyrite,
vallerite, chalcocite, tetrahedrite, covellite, cuprite, malachite, azurite,
chrysocolla and minor native copper. Magnetite is associated with most of
the copper mineralization as are gold and silver.
For the first 100 vertical feet, the non-sulphide minerals at time
predominated. It was not unusual to mine 25,000 ton blasts which
predominantly were rich in either bornite, chalcopyrite, vallerite or
malachite and chrysocolla. Gold and silver values were higher on surface.
Non-sulphide ores were diﬃcult to beneficiate, most particularly in
percentages less than 25 percent.
Of particular note is the rare mineral vallerite which is graphitic in texture
and almost impossible to treat. The occurrence was of major proportions
between 50 feet to 100 feet from surface but decreases rapidly at greater
depths.
Ore can be generally classified as: hard bornite and/or chalcopyrite rich;
soft bornite and/or chalcopyrite rich; vallerite rich; and oxide or nonsulphide rich.
All types vary in recovery, grindability and concentrate grade.
Grade Variance and Control
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Although frustrating to all concerned, the ore zones are truly metasomatic
in nature and any attempt at predetermination in detail is apt to meet with
little success.
From a mining standpoint, the ore occurrences are not consolidated and
may occur in extremely small pods. For practical purposes, an occurrence
less than 20 feet wide is impractical to retrieve because of the hard nature
of the ore and the consequent blast displacement. In occurrences less
than 15,000 tons on a 25-foot bench, with total extraction requirements
schedules in excess of 12,000 tons per day, segregation by blasts is
impractical because of the small pit confines.
From a milling standpoint, with mining limited as to digging faces
available, ore grades will vary from an economic cut-oﬀ grade to about 3.0
percent Cu (copper). The best the mill can expect is that these grade
ranges be confined to abrupt changes as infrequently as possible.
A workable solution for both milling and mining techniques is to make use
of extensive stockpiling where varying ore grades can be segregated with
fairly long linear exposure. A 5-cubic-yard front end loader blends a
number of the ore segments to produce an acceptable grade consistency.
Grade variations occur truly at random and from blast hole to blast hole.
This emphasizes the necessity of stockpile double handling.
The essential basis of grade control is the assaying of all blast holes in the
ore zone. Using a cut sample from the drill cuttings, a reasonably reliable
assay is obtained. When drilling in wet holes, it is frequently necessary to
load explosives immediately upon completion of drilling.
In such cases, drill hole sampling is carried on round-the clock. Realizing
the erratic nature of ore occurrence, it is remarkable that the diamond drill
hole predicted grade for the first 1/2-million extracted tons diﬀered from
the cumulative blast hole results for that tonnage by 0.03 percent Cu
(copper).
The most serious problem, of course, is defining ore to waste digging
limits when both are in a common blast. Various methods including colour
stain in the boundary drill holes have been tried but none with great
success.
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The most reliable method is the resurvey of the ore zone, which is then
roped oﬀ with 3/8-inch yellow plastic rope. Ore sorters are trained to
distinguish ore and waste to a good degree of accuracy and are present to
direct shovel operators while working on ore-waste margins.
Large Scale, Small Deposits
When the scale of material movement is considered wholly from the point
of view of the environment of the extraction operation, then a “large scale”
operation may be considered, in this restricted sense, as one which is
approaching an optimum.
While underground operators have been accustomed to giving full
consideration to optimum extraction rate, some open-pit planners tend to
neglect the existence of such phenomena and think more in terms of mill
size and ore reserves.
New Imperial’s rate of extraction is possible for sustained periods only
because of the flexibility by virtue of numerous small deposits.
For sustained operations which approach optimum extraction rates, the
keynotes of concern are sustained linear feet of digging face and flexibility
of scheduling ore and waste extraction.
The intensity of detailed planning multiplies rapidly as the open-pit mine
approaches the point of optimum extraction.†
Bob Hilker’s Geology Report to CIM
Excerpts from New Imperial Mines’ chief geologist Bob Hilker’s
presentation Geology of Little Chief Ore Deposit to The Canadian
Institute of Mining and Metallurgy general meeting, Vancouver, British
Columbia, April 22-24, 1968.
The Whitehorse Copperbelt lies along the west side of the Whitehorse
Trough in the southwest Yukon, approximately 60-1/2 degrees North and
135 degrees West. The Copperbelt extends for 18 miles in a northwesterly
direction and is three miles wide.
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There are 28 copper showings distributed along the belt.
Whitehorse, the capital of the Yukon Territory, is situated adjacent to and on
the east side of the mineralized area. To date, the five principal deposits of
the Copperbelt from north to south are the War Eagle, Arctic Chief, Little
Chief, Keewenaw and Cowley Park.
The Little Chief deposit is located in the central part of the Whitehorse
Copperbelt, and the geology of the Little Chief is the subject of this paper.
Discoveries of copper outcrops in the Whitehorse area were first reported
by miners on their way to the gold fields in Dawson in 1897. The first claims
staked on the Copperbelt were by Jack McIntyre who located the Copper
King mineral claim on July 6, 1898. The Big Chief and Little Chief claims
were staked by William McTaggart and Andrew Oleson in the later part of
1898.
By 1899 most of the Copperbelt was prospected and staked, and to that
time the most important discovery was the Pueblo deposit. The more
interesting mineral claims were awarded title to Crown Grant Mineral
Claims up to the year 1909. Small shipments of selected hand-picked ore
were made from several of the properties and the Pueblo was a producing
mine until a disastrous cave-in terminated operations in March, 1917.
New Imperial Mines Ltd. was first organized in 1954 on property holdings
on the Copperbelt, reorganized in 1963 and commenced open-pit mining of
the Little Chief deposit in July, 1966. Significantly, there was a time lapse of
68 years between the date that the original mineral claim was staked on the
Little Chief deposit and the date that mining operations started.
However, tribute must be acknowledged to the “old timers” who prospected
on the Whitehorse Copperbelt in the early days and to R. G. (Richard
George) McConnell of the Canadian Department of Mines, Geological
Survey Branch, for his 1909 report “The Whitehorse Copper Belt”. The old
showings discovered by the early prospectors and the geological reports
are still valuable at the present as aids in exploration and delineation of
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new ore deposits. These men have created a geological legacy that is
making it possible to expand upon the past knowledge.
The Little Chief mine is accessible by an all-weather gravel road that leaves
the Alaska Highway at Mile 910.4 about half mile north of the [industrial]
settlement of McCrae. The New Imperial Mines Ltd. mill is located adjacent
to and immediately north of the Little Chief open pit.
Geological Setting
The Whitehorse Trough lies within the Teslin-Lewes plateaus and is
bordered by the Coast Mountain Range to the west and Big Salmon
Mountain Range to the east (Bostock, 1948, Map 922A).
The four-mile wide Yukon River Valley at Whitehorse lies between Canyon
[Grey] Mountain on the east and bordered by the Golden Horn, Mount
McIntyre and Mount Haeckel to the west. Elevations of the Yukon River is
between 2,000 to 2,500 feet above sea level and the mountains rise on
either side of the valley floor to an approximate elevation of 5,000 feet. The
valley is floored with glacial silts, boulder clay, gravel and sand; bedrock
exposures are sparse.
Wheeler (GSC Memoir 312, P105) suggested that the Whitehorse Trough
is part of a northwest-trending eugeosynclinal belt that extends from near
the Stikine River in British Columbia to the Carmacks area in the Yukon.
[Note: Geosyncline refers to a large trough- or basin-like downwarping of
the earth’s crust, in which a thick succession of sedimentary and volcanic
rocks accumulated.]
The northern extension of this belt in the Yukon is referred to as the Tagish
Belt. The Whitehorse Trough is a relatively narrow depression lying near
the west margin of the Tagish depositional basin. Accumulation of
sedimentary and volcanic rocks occurred in the eugeosyncline environment
during Palaeozoic times [from about 570 million to 245 million years ago]
and the rocks were subsequently involved in several deformation periods.
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The oldest rocks of the Whitehorse Copperbelt are the Lewes River Group
of Upper Triassic age (Dr. John O. Wheeler, GSC, Memoir 312, Whitehorse
Map Area 105D, 1961, Map Unit 3).
E.T. Tozer (GSC, Bulletin 43, Stratigraphy of the Lewes River Group
[Triassic],1958) suggests the group to be 7,000-feet in thickness. The
group contains two principal assemblages of rocks: (a) quartzite, arkose,
graywacke and argillite; (b) limestone and dolomite.
In places along the Copperbelt, Lewes River rocks are overlain by
dominantly marine sedimentary rocks of the Jurassic Laberge Group
(Wheeler, 1961, Map Unit 4).
The Lewes River and Laberge rocks were folded and intruded by granite
intrusions of the Coastal Intrusive sequence (Wheeler, 1961, Map Unit 8)
consisting principally of granitic and granodiorite rock types. Pleistocene
glaciation deposited silt, boulder clay, gravel and sand in the valley of the
Yukon River. In recent time, outpouring of Miles Canyon basalt-covered
parts of the aforementioned rock types and the unconsolidated glacial
debris.
The contacts between the Lewes River sedimentary rocks and the granitic
intrusions are irregular and sinuous and in places remnants or roof
pendants of sediments are enclosed within the intrusive rocks. Lewes River
rocks were locally metasomatized during emplacement of the granitic mass
and near contacts, the sedimentary rocks are intensely fractured, sheared
and jointed.
Metasomatism of Lewes River limestone and minor dolomite by the granitic
intrusions formed skarn zones in places along the intrusive contact. The
skarn-forming process involved addition of silica, iron and magnesium to
the calcium-rich sedimentary rocks and the mineral assemblages of the
skarn zones reflect these chemical modifications.
The two skarn types that have been developed are composed of one or
more of the following minerals or mineral combinations: (a) Calciummagnesium-silicate skarns consisting of actinolite tremolite, diopside,
wollastonite, epidote, garnet, chlorite, feldspar, calcite and alteration
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minerals; (b) Calcium-magnesium-iron skarn consisting of serpentine,
diopside and 10-to-80 percent magnetite.
Mineralization was introduced into the skarn zone during metasomatism
which consisted of iron with copper and was deposited as magnetite,
bornite, chalcopyrite and vallerite.
Post Cretaceous dykes and sills of either felsic or mafic composition
intruded the skarn zones, unaltered Lewes River rock assemblage and
granitic intrusive.
Little Chief Deposit
The Little Chief deposit occurs within a large (4.38 acres) skarn zone
formed in a local embayment of limestone contained within Cretaceous
granodiorite in the central part of the Copperbelt. The Little Chief skarn
zone is one of a series that lie near the northwest-trending, irregular and
sinuous contact zone between granodiorite and Lewes River limestone.
In this area the contact has been mapped for about seven miles. Other
deposits along this lineament include the Middle Chief and Big Chief
occurrences.
The granitic rocks (granite to diorite) outcrop to the south and east of the
Little Chief zone and form an irregular embayment contact with the skarn
zone. In places, fingers of diorite extend into the mineralized skarn zone
and, in general, the Little Chief deposit is fingered by dioritic rocks that are
transitional between the unaltered granite-granodiorite and the
metamorphosed Lewes River sedimentary rocks.
The contact between the diorite and skarn is very irregular and exhibits
embayments into the intrusive to the east that has a general dip of 75
degrees to the west. This dip is constant to a depth of about 1,000 feet.
Below this, the contact appears to steepen or reverse and the skarn dips
below the diorite. The plunge of the skarn zone beneath the diorite on the
south and east sides of the deposit has been confirmed by diamond drilling.
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To the west, the contact between skarn and the upper beds of the Lewes
River limestone is partially drift-covered, and interpretation of the geology is
not as reliable as that of the east skarn-diorite contact.
The Little Chief and Middle Chief deposits are within a topographic
depression that is underlain by both Cretaceous granitic rocks and Lewes
River limestone. The occurrence of skarn zones along this depression
where limestone lies close to or in contact with granitic rocks suggests that
the lineament may be of structural origin and may have played a role in
localization of the copper-iron deposits of this area….
Ore Mineral Assemblage
The principal metallic minerals of the Little Chief deposit are bornite,
chalcocite, chalcopyrite, vallerite and magnetite. Other metallic minerals
that occur in minor amounts include native copper, djurleite, wittichite with
vallerite, covellite, pyrite and silver-gold minerals.
The mineralized host rocks in the deposit are of two types: (a) Unit 1 -- ironcopper serpentine or diopside skarn; (b) Unit 2 -- copper-sulphide skarn.
The principal gangue minerals are serpentine, diopside, amphibole,
chlorite, calcite and garnet. In addition to being the most abundant ore
mineral, magnetite is also common in gangue material in irregular-sized
grains and crystals. The magnetite contains fracture fillings, veinlets and
partings of bornite, chalcocite, vallerite and chalcopyrite.
The copper-bearing minerals identified in the Little Chief ores are bornite,
chalcocite, chalcopyrite, vallerite, djurleite, wittichenite, covellite and native
copper. The sulfarsenide tennantite was reported in one microscopic
examination, but it was not possible to remove a sufficient sample for
confirmation by x-ray identification.
The copper minerals range in size from submicron to 500 microns and in
the case of bornite to 1,500 microns. Complex intergrowth between copper
minerals is common and is shown by mutual replacement and inclusion
relations…
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Fine-grained inclusions of copper minerals in gangue are common,
particularly in the case of vallerite in magnetite, and to a lesser extent,
bornite in magnetite. Grains of silicates oriented along crystallographic
planes in grains of magnetite are a possible indication of post-ore
hydrothermal replacement. Copper sulphide mineralization occurs mainly in
disseminated form, with an exception in the case of local coarse-grained
bornite and chalcocite…
Rare Vallerite Mineral
...Malachite and azurite are present in the oxidized zone of the orebody
which extends to a depth about 75 feet below surface. Native copper flakes
were observed on fracture faces and in hairline fractures in skarn that is
barren of serpentine and magnetite.
The occurrence of vallerite [sometimes spelled “valeriite” or “valleriite”] in
serpentine-rich rock types is of particular interest as the Little Chief or
deposit is only the fourth or fifth verified occurrence of the mineral. Vallerite
is usually associated with mackinawite, wittichenite and durleite in a
complex mineral assemblage generally only identifiable by x-ray
techniques. Vallerite was described by H.T. Evans (The Crystal Structure
and Crystal Chemistry of Valleriite, 1968, U.S. Geological Survey).
Valleriite was first described and named by Bonstrand (1870) on the
basis of his study of material from Nya Kopparberg, Sweden. It is a
soft, flaky mineral with a texture like that of graphite, and has a dull,
bronzy luster.
Its most striking characteristic is its unusual chemical composition,
consisting of approximately 65 wt.% [percentage by weight] copperiron sulfide and the remainder of magnesium-aluminum hydroxide.
This feature, difficult to reconcile with ordinary principles of chemical
affinity, has been a major stumbling block to its acceptance as a
mineral species up to the present time.
Even though good specimens showed no lack of homogeneity, many
mineralogists have preferred to regard the material as an intimate
interlayering of two separate phases on a submicroscopic scale. On
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the other hand, chemical analyses of samples obtained at such
widely distant sources as Sweden and South Africa show a similarity
of composition that is remarkable if the material is to be regarded as
a mixture…
The association of valleriite with magnetite and bornite is common in
the Little Chief ore deposit. The valleriite occurs mainly layered in
octahedral parting cracks in the magnetite. Specimens show large
areas of a dull-yellow brassy mineral with octahedral cleavage which
is magnetite coated with valleriite.
The volume of valleriite-rich ore in the Little Chief deposit has been
calculated at 631,000 tons or approximately 10 percent of the ore.
Valleriite is commonly interpreted as a secondary product of other
copper mineral such as cubanite and chalcopyrite that formed during
a serpentinization process at low temperatures (<250 ° C).
Pure valleriite contains from 22 to 29.5 percent copper, however,
some investigations have found copper values as low as 4.5 percent.
The difference in copper content is probably due to the hybrid layer
structure of valleriite and its associated minerals….
Ore Genesis
The Little Chief cooper-iron deposit skarns have characteristics of a contact
metasomatic deposit.
The skarn and ore-forming process has involved exchanges of material
between a granodiorite intrusion and invaded sedimentary rocks with heat
and pressure supplied from the intrusion. The principal effect of the
intrusion was the contribution of silica, alumina, and possible iron that
combined with magnesium and calcium in the invaded rocks to form the
skarn assemblages.
The magnesium in the skarn zones may have originated in the invaded
dolomitic limestone, however, the abundance of the magnesium-rich
material in the skarn zones (in the form of serpentine, diopside and
actinolite) appears too great to have originated from this source. The
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composition of Coastal Intrusion rocks suggests that the necessary amount
of magnesium probably could not have been supplied from this source.
The metasomatic process involved a combination of silica, iron, alumina
and magnesium to form the magnesium-silicate assemblage in the Little
Chief zone. The invaded impure limestone, with heat and the addition of
chemical elements formed tremolite, forsterite, diopside, wollastonite and
garnet. The temperatures at which these silicates formed would be
between 400-1100° C.
Various authors have pointed out that contact metasomatic deposits are
usually formed from a felsic source rather than a mafic source. Silica-rich
magmas have relatively-high water contents and magnesium-rich magma
are usually “dry” in comparison.
The groundmass of the skarn rocks are crystalline and are not dense or
glassy-textured and several of the constituent mineral types developed to
coarse sizes notably tremolite, actinolite and garnets.
The features suggest that the formation of the skarn zones developed at a
deep enough level to inhabit rapid cooling of the environment. Movement of
solutions originating in the magma probably took place along bedding
planes, fractures, joints, shears and finally around grain boundaries and
interstices in the host limestone. Repeated movement by the intrusion
during emplacement would aid in the migration of solutions carrying silica,
iron and alumina…
In summary, ore deposition at the Little Chief mine was probably influenced
essentially by three main factors; a major northwest-trending structural
element, a contact between granitic intrusions with impure limestone, and
the possibility of the existence of an ultramafic body contained within the
invaded sedimentary assemblage.
This hypothesis is one suggestion as a possible answer to the problem of
the large volume of magnesium contained within the skarn-rock types and
sequence of events during mineral deposition.†
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By 1969, New Imperial mill feed was extracted from above surface in a
truck-and-shovel open-pit mining method on both the Little Chief as well
as the nearby Arctic Chief.

At the farthest northerly end of the copperbelt, development
work was nearing completion on the War Eagle in preparation to
start mining that pit. By November, 1970, additional
development work was carried out in anticipation of employing
an underground method to mine the War Eagle ore.
Death Knell Begins Pealing for New Imperial
By January 28, 1971, shareholders investing in copper producers
were warned in investor sections of news publications to brace for
bad news.
With the price of copper tumbling in both the domestic and
overseas markets, producers of the red metal are having to batten
down the hatches for what promises to be a rough ride.
Warnings are filtering to shareholders from the copper producers.
One story included in the handwriting on the wall tells of the
temporary suspension of milling at New Imperial Mines‘ copper
operation in the Yukon.
According to President D.M. Morgan, the substantial decrease in
copper prices has rendered presently-developed open-pit ore
reserves uneconomic.
Regardless, the company is barging ahead with underground
work, which involves the putting down of a new 1,400-foot vertical
shaft to develop known higher-grade reserves.
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Unless it gets a lot worse, most of the larger mines appear to be
in a position to weather the storm, but some of the smaller and
newer operations will be finding the going rough.
The storm signals are already flying over mines in the more
remote and high cost areas, such as the Yukon.
During the last week of January, 1971, the Canadian copper price
dipped to 51 cents a pound; the overseas price tumbled as low as
46.5 cents.
Some of the potential new producers are finding it difficult to even
get smelter contracts, much less sales contracts. But some
experts feel that the price of copper may now be bumping bottom.
By February 25, 1971, New Imperial Mines planned to resume
milling operations, one week later than originally intended,
announced President D.M. Morgan.
Bad weather during the past three weeks was given as the reason
for the delay in stripping overburden on the Black Cub orebody
which is designated as the new source of ore for milling.
A month previously (January 22, 1971), President Morgan had
announced suspension of milling for three weeks because a large
portion of New Imperial’s developed open-pit ore reserves
became uneconomic due to low copper prices.
Mining operations were switched to the economically viable Black
Cub orebody which has an estimated lifespan of four months.
While Black Cub is being mined, feasibility studies will be carried
out to determine whether mining operations should be continued
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thereafter until such time as the underground development of the
higher grade Little Chief orebody has been completed in 1972.
By June 24, 1971, New Imperial’s new president, John Bruk,
announced the company was operating at a loss that threatened
to force the company to suspend mining.
During the month of May, New Imperial Mines encountered
additional difficulties in the mining and milling of ore from its
Keewenaw orebody, President Bruk reveals in an interim report.
The difficulties arose mainly due to grade. Also, copper recovery
was lower than anticipated.
As a result, operating loss for May, 1971, amounted to $254,000,
compared with a loss of $44,552 in April.
“We are now mining higher grade ore and are hopeful that mill
recoveries will also improve. It is estimated that there is still
330,000 tons of ore remaining in the Keewenaw orebody,
averaging 1.22 percent copper after 15 percent dilution. This will
be sufficient to provide feed for the mill until mid-October 1971,”
Bruk states.
The Cowley Park orebody feasibility report, prepared by the mine
staff, points out questionability whether it will be economical to
mine the Cowley Park orebody after the exhaustion of the ore
reserves from the Keewenaw and Black Cub orebodies,
especially if the current copper price should stall at a low level.
A substantial increase in the copper price would change the
economic feasibility, in which case the Cowley Park orebody
could be operated and would provide sufficient ore needed for
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mining and milling until the two underground orebodies are
brought into production by January 1, 1973, Bruk stresses.
Apart from the Cowley Park orebody, there are no other sources
of ore which could be mined economically at the current copper
price after the completion of mining Keewenaw, with the exception
of some 70,000 tons of ore remaining in the Black Cub pit, which
is estimated to have a grade of 1.24 percent copper after 25
percent dilution.
Mining of the Black Cub orebody was prematurely terminated
because of slides. It would probably not be possible to mine the
remaining ore until after the ground freezes at year-end.
Suspension Possible
“We consider that it is of paramount importance to assure that we
avoid the current drain on the company’s cash resources arising
from operating losses,” Bruk says.
“If, therefore, it appears at any time that we will be unable to
operate at a profit until the underground orebodies are brought
into production, we will have to consider suspending operations,”
Bruk predicts.
“Every effort has, and will be, made to avoid this as we are very
conscious of the adverse effect that such action would have both
on personnel and on the local community,” Bruk continues.
“It is essential, nevertheless, from the point of view of the
company, that the financing of operating losses should not
jeopardize the overall economics of raising finance to bring the
Little Chief and Middle Chief orebodies to production and to
finance a continuous exploration program.”
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Financing Difficult
While financing for the Little Chief and the Middle Chief
underground developments has been made more difficult by the
fact the company expects a loss for this year, and the company is
uncertain as to its ability to operate the mill in 1972, officials
nevertheless hope to be in a position to obtain the financing
required.
As reported previously, the exact amount and the manner of the
financing will depend upon the profitability of the open-pit
operations during the balance of the current year, and on the
decision as to what will be done during 1972.
In Bruk’s opinion, development of the Little Chief and the Middle
Chief orebodies is proceeding satisfactorily, and work on the
sinking of the shaft is well under way. The vertical hole is
expected to be completed by the end of this year (1971).
Recent diamond drilling has delineated approximately 100,000
tons of additional good-grade ore of an approximate 115-feet
width, averaging 3.15 percent copper, Bruk adds.
Total reserves of the Little Chief and Middle Chief orebodies are
estimated at 3,137,802 tons, averaging 2.6 percent copper, before
dilution.
Present difficulties are to a great extent caused by the fact that
sufficient ore reserves have not been developed in advance to
assure continuous production at the current copper price, says
Bruk.
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Even with the development of the two underground orebodies, the
company does not have proven ore reserves for continuous
production much beyond 1976, he adds, although indications are
that additional reserves will be developed.
As a result, the company is going to proceed with a systematic
exploration program on its properties. Therefore, any
arrangements that may be made for the financing of the two
underground orebodies will have to provide for sufficient funds to
maintain a continuous exploration effort for a period of
approximately five years.
Current exploration is centered primarily in the areas near the mill
where known anomalies will be tested on the Little Chief, the
Valerie, the Best Chance and the Copper King mineral claims.
Additional geophysical work also is to be carried out.
On July 6, 1971, news was released that New Imperial Mines
arranged financing upon reaching an agreement in principle with
Anglo American Corporation of Canada and Hudson Bay Mining
and Smelting Company, both substantial shareholders of New
Imperial since 1969.
Funds provided will allow for completing development on the Little
Chief and Middle Chief underground orebodies, advises President
Bruk. Sinking of a production shaft is currently underway to allow
for opening these deposits.
Details of the financing are still being ironed out, but will be made
public as soon as the agreement is finalized, Bruk promises. †

However, in late June, 1971, New Imperial Mines had already
been forced to accept reality and shut down due to an extreme
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slump in metal price. The copper prices tumbled below 45 cents
a pound on the international markets and dictated an 18-month
production hiatus until prices struggled upward in 1972.
Additionally, it could be surmised from looking at the track
record toward the end that the mine management might not have
been competent, supporting too many bureaucratic layers in the
hierarchy.
By the time New Imperial Mines closed, chief geologist Bob
Hilker had seen the signs and already tacked up his shingle -R.G. Hilker Ltd., consulting geologist.
_______
Continued as A Glimpse at the Whitehorse Copperbelt, Part
III
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A Glimpse at the Whitehorse Copperbelt, Part III
A glimpse of the copperbelt was updated 2014 by Jane Gaffin,
based on her book Cashing In, the Whitehorse Star’s special
LodeSTAR Mining Edition 1974; personal newspaper-article
databases, transcripts of interviews, sundry files and other
sources as noted throughout text.
This is Part III.
_____________
Whitehorse Copper Mines, Ltd.
Good fortune blessed the copperbelt when the price of copper
struggled upwards in 1972.
After a year-and-a-half closure, New Imperial was reorganized
into an underground mining operation and reopened in
December, 1972 under a new banner. Whitehorse Copper Mines
was a joint-venture between Hudson Bay Mining & Smelting
Company and Anglo-American Corporation of Canada.
In a daily, round-the-clock operation, Little Chief’s underground
mining provided feed for the 2,000-ton-a-day concentrator. It
used conventional flotation methods to produce the copper
concentrate that was packed in 25-ton containers and transported
by White Pass & Yukon Route trucks to the company’s nearby
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rail facility where containers were transferred to narrow-gauge
train for the 110-mile haul to Skagway, Alaska, then by ship to
Vancouver, British Columbia, and ultimately by train to the
smelter in Noranda, Quebec.
Meanwhile, Hudson Bay was conducting extensive and
aggressive exploration on the copperbelt in the summer of 1974.
Re-examination of some old-known properties, containing
lower-grade deposits than the producing Little Chief, were in the
areas of the War Eagle, Valerie and Black Cub.
In 1973, Whitehorse Copper had produced $5.6 million worth of
copper, compared with $9.5 million worth of copper in the first
half of 1974. The significant increase was due to a higher grade
ore mined, as well as a greater percentage of mill recovery of the
copper.
And, yes, the market price was higher, but it was an unknown as
to how long the unexpected bonus would continue. On another
optimistic note was the announcement that additional ore
reserves had been found at the south end on the 1830 level of the
producing Little Chief orebody.
The unique, marginally-profitable company was progressing
gracefully. One reason it could stay afloat was because
Whitehorse Copper did not maintain a townsite. If the
community of Whitehorse hadn’t provided the ideal arrangement
of housing, shopping, recreational facilities and other amenities
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for the 200 local workers who could live a normal lifestyle and
commute seven miles to the jobsite each day, the mine could not
have afforded its existence.
One of the residents was Dave Tenney who first
came to Whitehorse to work for New Imperial. It
didn’t take long for the mine geologist to see that
the tonnage was smaller than the interpretation.
By mid-summer of 1971, all the pits were
dormant.
“From the day I arrived, New Imperial didn’t make
a profit. It’s a matter of the efficiency of the operation.
Nevertheless, it didn’t make me feel very good,” he said.
Hudson’s Bay Mining and Smelting, which held a strong stock
position, decided to develop the Little Chief, where reserve
grades were a bit higher than in the pits.
An 18-month hiatus ensued. New Imperial reorganized into
Whitehorse Copper Mines and started milling underground ore
in December, 1972.
“The mine ran quite successfully for 10 years.” During those 10
years that lasted from December, 1972 to December 31, 1982,
Tenney was the chief geologist.
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His sentiments echoed other geologists and miners about
Whitehorse Copper days that were as close to exemplary as a
mine gets.
Wages kept pace with inflation. Jobs were plentiful and long
term. The minesite, located seven miles south of town on the
west side of the Alaska Highway, allowed industry people to live
normal lifestyles.
“Whitehorse Copper was my favorite job, actually,” admitted
Tenney. “From a family perspective, Whitehorse is a fine place
to raise my three children. It was a very sad day when we had to
shut down on December 31, 1982. If Whitehorse Copper were
still running, I’d probably still be there.”
Whitehorse Copper exploration geologist Andy Hureau was a
member of the Edgewater Hotel hockey team. “Then we would
come down to the lounge after the game to recuperate,” he
remembered.
Those were the stable days when the Yukon was strong with four
major mines. One was Whitehorse Copper, where Hureau
worked from 1971 at the tailend of New Imperial’s tenure,
almost to Whitehorse Copper’s finite date of December 31,
1982.
“Whitehorse Copper offered industry people a normal lifestyle
in the community.” He remembered the good set up. “There was
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no townsite or camp. There are not many jobs where a geologist
can work and live a normal life, too.”
Hureau was running the copperbelt exploration program when
Caron Diamond Drilling was contracted in 1974 to put down the
deepest hole drilled in the Yukon -- more than double the depth
of another deep hole of 1,700 feet put down on New Imperial’s
Little Chief in 1966.
Caron’s record 3,558-foot hole went into the Valerie, a next door
neighbor to the Little Chief ore body. Caron bored another deep
hole into the Little Chief in 1975, a bit shorter than the Valerie
hole the previous year.
Regrettably, neither feat bore significant results. Further, it is
unfortunate the driller and helper on shift, who accomplished
this momentous achievement, are unidentified.
It is a triumph to drill a hole over a half mile deep (.67 mile). At
those depths, a hole tends to drift off in a direction the driller
doesn’t want it to go; or he loses the bit in the hole that may or
may not be able to be fished out. The Caron driller was
obviously an expert who knew exactly what he was doing, and
perhaps drilling in good ground further obliged him.
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E. Caron Diamond Drilling’s Wesdrill 60 ready for action.

	


	


	


	


	


	


	


(Jane Gaffin Photo, 1976)

Progressive Yukon Company Operating New Wesdrill 60
on Contract by Jane Gaffin, Northern Miner, June 10, 1976
General Manager Tony Caron and his 9-year-old nephew [Konn Caron]
returned to E. Caron Diamond Drilling’s homebase after an inspection of a
new hydraulic Wesdrill 60 diamond drill which was working on the
Whitehorse copper belt.
Waiting for the report were Office Manager Foster Doering, Shop Manager
Ray Caron and his wife, Linda, who is secretary.
Tony Caron coached his nephew to report, “The casing’s down 42 feet, so
are the rods -- and we’re into bedrock. We’re good for 150 feet today.”
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With a serial number 5, Caron’s Wesdrill 60 is the first to be used on
contract. It drilled its first 730-foot contract on Whitehorse Copper’s Jay
claims, two miles north of Whitehorse on the Alaska Highway.
A second contract put down 1,596 feet on the copper belt’s North Star
claims [in the vicinity of the Valerie and Little Chief].
Preliminary testing has been accomplished with the Wesdrill 60 which was
assembled in Vancouver, but indications of performance can be evaluated
better after a June start-up on Cyprus Anvil’s Faro pit where ground
conditions will be a challenge and an efficiency test.
While the first four Wesdrill 60s have been demonstrated extensively,
Caron Drilling is thought to have the first drill of this type in Canada on
contract.
Designed for 6,000-foot holes, an instrument panel indicates rod feet, head
pressure, torque and ground changes. A driller can see what’s happening
underground with the instruments, and bits can be pushed almost to
maximum with less wear. Holes can be put down faster than with a
mechanical drill, according to Caron Drilling.
A geolog graph machine can be attached for controlled drilling.
Tony Caron, who mobilizes and demobilizes all equipment, said that the
Wesdrill 60 required less bullwork and guesswork, and the inexperienced
drillers will be able to learn techniques quicker.
Several Firsts
Caron has several first accreditations in northern mineral exploration
drilling.
The company was first in the Yukon to replace tri-poles with derricks on
diamond drills, utilize hydraulic chucks, hydraulic rod breakers and
hydraulic mud mixers.
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Also Caron holds the 1974 record for the deepest hole put down in the
Yukon, to a depth of 3,558 feet west of Whitehorse Copper’s Little Chief
orebody [near the Valerie].
Striving for few breakdowns during the short drilling season, everything
must roll in the summer.
United Keno Hill Exploration Superintendent Dutch Van Tassell said he
sometimes wishes that Caron’s drills would break down when the geology
is unknown and time is needed to sort things out.
He said once, while hammering out 53,000 feet on United Keno’s Minto
copper property, a transmission went out on a drill. A replacement permitted
operations to continue within three hours.
In 1966 Caron introduced itself to the Yukon with its first contract for
International Mine Services for 55,000 feet of drilling on Arctic Gold and
Silver. Before coming to the Yukon, Ray had been drilling in Eastern
Canada with his dad, Eugene Caron, who started the diamond drilling
company. (See below)†

Jane Gaffin photo caption, Yukon News, June 2, 1976 reads:
Caron Diamond Drilling’s new hydraulic Wesdrill 60, pictured
working on the copperbelt, is the first drill of this type to be used
in Canada on contract.
After completing some drilling work on the copperbelt, the
Wesdrill will be moved in early June (1976) to Cyprus Anvil’s
Faro pit where ground conditions will be a challenge and better
evaluation can be made as to the drill’s efficiency.
Designed for 6,000-foot holes, the Wesdrill has an instrument
panel which indicates rod feet, head pressure, torque and
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ground changes, and a driller can see what’s happening
underground with the instruments. Drill bits can be pushed
almost to maximum with less wear, and it’s thought that holes
can be put down faster than with a mechanical diamond core
drill.
General Manager
Tony Caron said
the Wesdrill
requires less
bullwork and less
guesswork, and the
inexperienced
driller will be able
to learn techniques
more quickly.†
An unidentified driller’s
helper pulls core barrel
from Caron Diamond
Drilling’s new Wesdrill
60 while working on
Whitehorse Copperbelt’s
Grafter mineral deposit,
1976. (Jane Gaffin Photo)
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Eugene Joseph Caron
As Jane Gaffin published in theWhitehorse Star, July 4, 1978
and the Norther Miner, August 24, 1978, the Whitehorse-based
E. Caron Diamond Drilling was founded by Eugene Joseph
Caron who passed away Sunday, July 2, 1978 in Vancouver
General Hospital after a lengthy illness. He was 63.
Born August 1, 1914 in Buckingham, Quebec, he grew up in the
Cobalt, Ontario, mining area and spent many years in the
Quebec and northern Ontario regions as an independent
diamond driller.
More than 20 years of his 50 years of experience in the diamond
drilling business were spent as a field man for Morissette
Diamond Drilling in such places as the Maritimes and
throughout Ontario. In the early 1960s Mr. Caron struck out on
his own in Haileybury, Ontario, moving into the Quebec and
northern Ontario mining areas.
From Eastern Canada, Mr. Caron came to the Yukon, forming E.
Caron Diamond Drilling, Ltd. in 1966. The Whitehorse-based
company’s first contract was with International Mine Services
for 55,000 feet of drilling on the Arctic Gold and Silver property
on Montana Mountain, near Carcross.
Since its beginning, E. Caron Diamond Drilling expanded its
operations and was the first in the Yukon to replace tri-poles
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with derricks on diamond drill equipment and also drilled the
deepest hole of 3,558 feet in the territory in 1974 on the
Whitehorse copperbelt.
Mr. Caron’s entire life revolved around the diamond drilling
business. It was his career as well as a hobby. Through company
affiliations he was a member of the Prospectors and Developers
Association in Toronto and the Canadian Diamond Drillers
Association.
Eugene Joseph Caron is survived by his wife, Mary Louise, of
Vancouver; two sons Antoine and Raymond, and three
grandchildren who reside in Whitehorse; one brother, Aurele of
Cobalt, Ontario; and five step-brothers and six stepsisters in
Ontario and Quebec.
Funeral services will be held Friday, July 7 at 11:00 a.m. in the
Sacred Heart Church, followed by interment at the Grey
Mountain Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Art Rennison, Ken Mathews, Dave Howard,
Dave Waugh, Dutch Van Tassell and Jim Stephen.†
His two sons carried on the business from 7 Roundel Road in the
Hillcrest subdivision above the Whitehorse Valley. Tony, general
manager, was responsible for mobilization of equipment and
crews; Ray ran the maintenance shop; his wife Linda was office
administrator.
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_______
Tony Caron
Caron, known for his trademark laugh, was touted as a great guy
and key player in the Yukon’s mining industry for 47 years. He
fell ill from a stroke and died March 6, 2014, exactly three
weeks before his 74th birthday.

Antoine (Tony) Eugene Joseph Caron
(Photo by Jane Gaffin, 1976)

A memorial service was held in his honour at the Yukon
Transportation Museum on March 11, 2014, and, later, a
deserving tribute was paid him during Mining Week in the
Yukon Legislative Assembly on May 8, 2014.
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Dutch Van Tassell, United Keno Hill Mines exploration
superintendent (1969 to 1982), remembered Tony Caron’s
excellent performance at providing drills and crews for UKHM’s
exploration work. It was his company who drilled off UKHM
Exploration’s DEF copper property, 50 miles (80 kilometres)
northwest of Carmacks in the Dawson Range, that was
developed into the very productive Minto mine for the Yukon.
“Tony had a great sense of humour and certainly enjoyed a
good joke,” Dutch said. “He was also a very giving person and
was responsible for the annual fishing excursions to the Nakina
River in northwestern British Columbia. It was never dull when
Tony was around. He always enjoyed a great laugh.”
The son of Mary Louise and Eugene Caron, Tony was born in
Kirkland Lake, Ontario, March 27, 1940. His father moved the
Caron family around the country, mainly Ontario and Nova
Scotia, to accommodate his diamond drilling work.
Tony was independent, bursting with good nature and
enthusiasm and a contagious laugh that attracted friends
wherever he went. When a young man, he struck out on his own
to experience the world, working road construction throughout
the eastern provinces.
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He and his first wife, Betty, lived in Montreal where their first
daughter, Ann, was born in 1964; their second daughter, Sharon,
was Yukon-born in 1974.
The entrepreneurial daughters owned the popular Sam ‘n Andy’s
restaurant on Main Street for 10 years, where their dad often
came to rub shoulders with friends. (Eatery Ends Three Decades
by Giving City its Just Desserts, Whitehorse Star, June 20,
2014). The sisters cited cause and affect of shuttering to be: an
old building, lease renewal coming due for long-haul committal,
and an overabundance in restaurant competition lately.
Tony had come to the Yukon in 1966 with his father to carry out
a drilling contract of 55,000 feet for International Mine Services
on the Arctic Gold and Silver property near Carcross. After
fulfilling that assignment, E. Caron Diamond Drilling landed
more jobs and the company took up permanent Yukon roots.
When his father passed away in 1978, Tony assumed the role of
general manager for what was truly a family business, drilling
throughout the Yukon, northern British Columbia and Alaska.
E. Caron Diamond Drilling, an integral part of the Yukon mining
scene for 47 years, carried out drilling contracts at Faro’s Anvil
mine, United Keno Hill Exploration properties, Minto,
Wolverine, Brewery Creek, Whitehorse Copper, Rancheria,
Wellgreen Nickel, Grew Creek and Casino, among other
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properties, and managed to survive the buffeting of every critical
downturn in the industry.
Tony was often considered a workaholic, on call round-theclock to go take care of problems at a drillsite, or wherever a
problem chose to manifest itself.
Booming with good nature, openness, and a hearty laugh,
personality traits which his daughters inherited, he was the
problem-solver people turned to when something went wrong.
Outwardly, nothing seemed to daunt or faze him. He just dove in
and got the job done.
Tony liked serving as ambassador at Yukon and mining industry
functions. These events also were conducive for networking. He
was a regular attendee and donor to the annual Yukon
Geoscience Forum, staged in Whitehorse, and the Vancouverbased Cordilleran Roundup.
E. Caron Diamond Drilling always sponsored sports teams
around the territory, specifically hockey, one of this Canadian
born-and-bred lad’s favourite sports. He had to forgo the game
when his knees betrayed him, an affliction to which industrial
workers are prone.
An unwavering Yukoner, Tony remained at his managerial post
to the last moment. His nephew Konn, a licensed heavy-duty
mechanic, had taken over duties of running the shop for a
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number of years and his wife Maureen was carrying out the
office administrative duties.
Tony’s dementia, a condition he tried to hide from family
members, finally forced his retirement. His death spelled the end
of the long-standing E. Caron Diamond Drilling fixture in the
Yukon. In early 2014, the company went into wind-down mode
and was dismantled while the Hillcrest building at 7 Roundel
Road was readied for sale.
_______
Whitehorse Copper Mines was first set on a positive course by
the talented Peter Steen, Vice President of Cassiar Asbestos
Corporation.
The results of his financial flair were evidenced on the ledger
sheets as recorded circa August, 1974 by Cam Ogilvy, Yukon
Chamber of Mines manager.
Whitehorse Copper is Paying the Mortgage
Like a lot of us, many of the 200 Whitehorse residents who go to
work each day at Whitehorse Copper Mines are paying off
mortgages.
It may come as some small comfort to realize that so is their
employer $7,750,000 of it.
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And it may come as some inspiration to know that, due to good
management, and good workmanship, they’re meeting it.
On July 31 (1974), the company wrote a cheque for $3,208,000,
reducing the mortgage to a mere $4,542,000, and it hopes to
own its own home by next year (1975).
Tons Down, Pounds Up
The Whitehorse Copper Mine produced 11,088,000 pounds of
copper for a gross income of $6.1 million in the first half of
1974.
This compares with 10,596,000 pounds ($2.6 million) in the
same period last year.
The increased output of copper was due to a higher grade of ore
and a higher percentage recovery of copper in the mill, rather
than an increased volume of ore treated.
In fact, the through-put was 309,000 tons for the period, down
from 355,000 tons from January to June, 1973.
The increased dollar value was due to record international
copper prices. Whitehorse Copper directors say that copper
prices may have peaked during the period, and may drift lower.
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Whitehorse Copper Mines Ltd. is part of a joint venture, with
one-third of the profits split by Hudson Bay Mining and
Smelting, and a Canadian subsidiary of South Africa’s AngloAmerican Corporation. Whitehorse Copper uses its two-thirds of
the profits to pay back loans from the two senior companies used
to develop the mine.
As of December 31 [1973], the debt stood at $7,750,000.
On July 31 [1974], Whitehorse Copper paid off $3,208,000 of
this leaving $4,542,000 outstanding.
(Last April 23, [1973] President David Taylor told the
company’s annual meeting that he expected to see the debt
completely retired by the end of September next year [1975].)
Recently (June 24, 1974), Whitehorse Copper re-opened its
union contract, and agreed to substantial wage increases as of
June 16, 1974 and January 1, 1975. The contract runs to
December 31, 1975.
As of December 31, 1973, underground ore reserves stood at
more than 2.6 million tons of over two per cent copper, enough
to see the mine through to mid-1978 at the present rate of
production.
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In April (1974), the company announced that exploratory
drilling at the south end of the (Little Chief) ore body on the
1830 level had indicated additional ore reserves.
Unsung Conservationists
It is interesting to note that although it mined 700,000 tons of
ore during 1973, it ended the year with 103,000 tons more ore
underground than it began the year, a fact which might suggest
that local conservationist groups are perhaps under-estimating
the virtues of mine geologists.
Left untouched is 2,637,680 tons of 0.91 per cent copper on
surface.
Whitehorse Copper and Hudson Bay continue to carry out
aggressive exploration programs on the company’s 682 claims
on the historic (1898) Whitehorse Copper Belt. †
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Exploration
Whitehorse Copper
exploration geologist Andy
Hureau’s job was trying to
extend the mine’s life by
expanding the copperbelt’s
known extremities in
northwesterly and
southeasterly directions.
Nobody believed it was
feasible for both ends of
the 4-mile-wide, 18-milelong, crescent-shaped
copperbelt’s mineralization
to stop abruptly without
rhyme nor reason.
Andy Hureau, Whitehorse Copper Mines
exploration geologist, on the Cowley

Yet the geological riddle had puzzled prospectors and geologists
for 77 years.
“We’re interested in any contact area between the sediments and
the diorites,” explained Hureau on March 25, 1975. “We’re
postulating that this is dependent on the sediments into the
diorite. If so, then we’d do more detail work on the contact areas”.
The explorationist didn’t know with certainty but could easily
extrapolate skarn and planned on putting down a deep diamonddrill hole on the old Valerie Mine, located about 2,000 feet south
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of the Little Chief open pit, found during the turn-of-century. Yet
very little work had been carried out on it.
Hureau, who described himself as “a 4-month carry over from
New Imperial Mines”, said the ore’s gold content looked fairly
high, roughly 0.1 (point one). The hole he planned to drill in 1975
would have to be deep because the continuation may not have
been picked up on the underground workings.
Also, the company had optioned the property of prospectors E.
Kreft-S. Takacs in the Fish Lake area, another magnetite skarn a
couple of miles west of Jackson Lake outside Whitehorse. The
mineralization was similar to the copperbelt’s.
“We’ll be doing a mag [magnetometer] survey on (the KreftTakacs property); mapping and probably drill it,” offered Hureau.
“It’s not far away; 12 miles from Little Chief. The rock types are
similar. Skarn occurs in contact of the Cretaceous intrusives with
Lewes River sediments and can be called a continuation but (Fish
Lake) has not been looked at as part of the copperbelt before.”
Hudson Bay Mining optioned the Whitehorse copperbelt north of
the mine. Part of the agreement was should the mining company
find anything worthwhile, Whitehorse Copper would be cut in on a
piece of the action.
“We sometimes provide what information we have to (Hudson
Bay). Whitehorse Copper has access to any info they come up
with,” he said.
“Cowley Park is considered the last known copper showing on the
southeast end of the copperbelt,” Hureau continued. “We’re got
claims a couple miles southeast of the last known showing, but
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most of the areas are covered in overburden. Nobody knows if
there’s any more mineralization or not.”
The Cowley Creek anomaly being drilled at the time was 1,500
feet east by southeast of the Cowley Park showing. On March 25,
1975, the hole was down to 60 feet. “No idea of how far it will go,”
said Hureau. “It could be 100 feet. Caron Diamond Drilling has
one drill churning on it. If it’s at 2,000 feet, we’ll never find it! We’d
abandon it first.”
Hureau thought it possible the anomaly was an old, deeply-buried
river channel in that valley.
If so, it didn’t correlate with the work going on at the present time
in a swamp-area topography.
Diorite normally has a higher magnetic background than the
sediments.
_______
As a sidebar, there was also interpretation troubles with the War Eagle [the
mined out Crown Grant mine on the copperbelt’s north end that Hudson
Bay bequeathed to city of Whitehorse in 1974 for a $1.00 to use as the city
dump].
(Also, See Justice Served Up Yukonslavia Style, Chapter 5, City and
Territorial Lands Bully the Miners, pages 82 to 86.)

_______
“The rock was really hard,” said Hureau. “Silicate skarns. With
Cowley Park, mineralization is similar to War Eagle skarn. In an
open pit, drilling cost would be fairly high...silicate skarns are
much better than that of the Little Chief serpentine skarns.”
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There are two types of skarns: the magnetite serpentine skarns at
Little Chief, Arctic Chief, Black Cub South and garnet diopside
chromolite skarns at Cowley Park and Grafter. “To date (1975),
magnetite serpentine skarns have provided the best
mineralization. It seems to be more continuous,” noted Hureau.
Whitehorse Copper put in the road leading to the drill site at
Cowley Park. A trail was probably there 40 or 50 years before.
Some work was done by Hudson Bay on Cowley Park in the early
1950s called the Dugdale option.

Andy Hureau (l) and Tony Caron have a field chat at the Cowley
property, March, 1975. (Jane Gaffin Photo)

The mapping, geophysics, geochemical were all Whitehorse
Copper’s work. But the company only found the Arctic Chief East
and Black Cub South orebodies. All others were already
developed and known showings, including the Little Chief. Lots of
people had looked at the Little Chief, including Noranda, and
some holes were drilled into it.
The Little Chief orebody’s interpreted geology 700 feet below
surface was that mineralization dipped about 70 degrees in skarntype rocks with alteration of sediments occurring by intrusives.
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Caron Diamond Drilling’s 3,558-foot Valerie hole was postulated
as quartzite and limestone, and thought possibly to be a repetition
in that mineralization that might have contact between limestone
and diorite. Unfortunately, all the quartzite and limestone just
wasn’t there on the Valerie.
Regardless of what was found at Cowley, an IP survey would be
done. [Induced Polarization is a geophysical imaging technique
used to identify subsurface materials, such as ore.]
Then plans were to drill another Valerie hole, closer to the Little
Chief, then cease drilling until July or August (1975) when they
would move on to the Fish Lake property, optioned from
prospectors Erwin Kreft and S. Takacs. That property
examination, plus examining other prospects outside the known
copperbelt area, would exhaust the whole exploration season.
Mineralization is quite similar to that at MacTung, Watson Lake
and Wolf Lake [Teslin area]. Nobody found anything on Haines
Road and British Columbia. Hureau talked to the company that
did the initial drilling on the Kreft-Takacs Fish Lake property.
“We would have suggested they drill at least one more hole
before giving up and pulling out,” he said. †
Below is an extract about the 1975 mineral exploration program
on Whitehorse Copper’s property as appeared in Jane Gaffin’s
article Everything’s Great North of 60 as 150 companies Open the
1975 Field Season: The Yukon -- Canada’s Exploration Hot Spot,
Canadian Mining Journal, May, 1975.
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Whitehorse Copper Mines produces copper, silver and gold from
the Little Chief underground mine seven miles south of
Whitehorse, milling 2,000 tons per day.
First reports of copper in the Whitehorse area came from miners
on their way to the Klondike goldfields around 1897-98, during
which time presently-known showings were staked in a strip some
4 miles wide and 17 miles long. This is known as the Whitehorse
Copper Belt.
Whitehorse Copper has optioned the Kreft-Takacs magnetite
skarn property in the Fish Lake area 10 miles west of Whitehorse.
The mineralization is similar to that of the established Copper
Belt. The skarn occurs at the contact of a Cretaceous intrusive
with Lewes River sediments, and can probably be considered a
continuation of the Copper Belt but has never been examined
previously.
Magnetometer surveys, mapping and drilling will be done on the
newly-optioned property this season. The 34-claim group is near
the United Keno Hill Exploration King Lake claims.
At the opposite end of the Copper Belt Caron Diamond Drilling
started drilling March 24 (1975) on the Cowley Creek claim. The
anomaly on the Cowley Creek claim is possibly a deeply-buried
old river channel in the valley, Andy Hureau, Whitehorse Copper’s
exploration geologist, speculated. Regardless of what he finds,
Whitehorse Copper plans an induced polarization survey.
The company also holds claims past Cowley to the south, but the
ground is covered in heavy overburden and has not been
examined thoroughly at this stage.
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In the centre of the Copper Belt the Valerie claim, discovered
during the turn of the century, will be drilled this season. The gold
content of the mineralization looks fairly high, and deep-hole
drilling may reveal a continuation not picked up on underground
workings.
While Whitehorse Copper conducts its own exploration programs
south of the Little Chief producing mine, Hudson Bay Exploration
has optioned the Copper Belt north of the Little Chief…†
Structure of the Little Chief Deposit
The Little Chief deposit occurs within a large, 4.38-acre, skarn
zone formed in a local embayment of limestone contained within
Cretaceous granodiorite in the central part of the copperbelt.
The Little Chief skarn zone is one of a series that lies near the
northwest-trending, irregular and sinuous contact between
granodiorite and Lewes River limestone. [A portion of the Yukon
River in this vicinity was once known as the Lewes River.]
In this area, the contact has been mapped for about seven miles.
Other deposits along this lineament include the Middle Chief and
Big Chief occurrences.
The granitic rocks (granite to diorite) outcrop to the south and east
of the Little Chief zone form an irregular embayment contact with
the skarn zone.
In places, fingers of diorite extend into the mineralized skarn
zone. Generally, the Little Chief deposit is fingered by dioritic
rocks that are transitional between the unaltered granite-
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granodiorite and the metamorphosed Lewes River sedimentary
rocks.
The contact between the diorite and skarn is very irregular and
exhibits embayments into the intrusives to the east that has a
general dip of 75 degrees to the west.
This dip is constant to a depth of about 1,000 feet. Below this, the
contact appears to steepen or reverse and the skarn dips below
the diorite. The plunge of the skarn zone beneath the diorite on
the south and east sides of the deposit has been confirmed by
diamond drilling.
To the west, the contact between skarn and the upper beds of the
Lewes River limestone is partially drift covered, and interpretation
of the geology is not as reliable as that of the east skarn-diorite
contact.
Physiography and Glaciation
The Whitehorse Trough, between Teslin and the Lewes Plateau,
is drained by the Yukon River. The broad Yukon River Valley has
an elevation of 2,000 to 2,500 feet above sea level. Mountains
rise on either side to an approximate elevation of 5,000 feet and
are within the northern extension of the Coast Mountain Range.
The copperbelt is located on the west side of the valley from the
Yukon River.
The area was once covered by the Cordilleran ice sheet and the
latest valley glaciation is Pleistocene, an epoch lasting from
1,640,000 to about 10,000 years ago, marked by great
fluctuations in temperature that caused the ice ages, with glacial
periods followed by warmer interglacial periods. Thick glacial
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debris deposits are scattered along the east side of the Yukon
River Valley opposite Whitehorse.
The west side of the valley has about 75 percent glacial cover but
within lesser thickness of glacial debris than on the eastern side
of the Yukon River.
Chronology
Noranda Mines Ltd. acquired claims and conducted geophysical
surveys, geological mapping, trenching and diamond drilling in
1946 through 1948 on the copperbelt, in particular the Little Chief,
Big Chief and Valerie area. The company gave up the search due
to low grade of copper ore outlined by the drill program.
Under direction of Aubrey Simmons, Imperial Mines & Metals, Ltd.
was formed in September, 1954 and acquired by staking,
purchase or option of numerous claims on the copperbelt in 1955.
In 1956, the company conducted magnetometer surveys and
diamond drilling on the Arctic Chief and Best Chance claims. In
March, 1957, Arnold Pitt reorganized the company into to New
Imperial Mines, Ltd.
Exploration drilling for copper mineralization worthy of
commercial-grade ore began June, 1963 on the Whitehorse
copperbelt. At the end of 1964, the company held 348 mineral and
Crown Grant claims and had delineated 2.1 million tons of ore
grading 1.20 percent copper.
In June, 1964, the first feasibility report proved an open-pit mining
operation to be possible with a 1,000 tons-per-day (tpd) mill that
could be increased to 2,000 tpd.
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In November, 1965, a second feasibility report was favorable for a
2,000 ton-per-day mill, based on ore reserves of 5.5 million tons
of ore grading 1.20 percent copper to be mined open-pit.
In December, 1965, an agreement for senior financing for the
development of the property was signed with Sumitomo Metal
Mining Company of Japan. By July 1, 1966, construction
commenced on the mill site near the Little Chief deposit, located
in the central part of the copperbelt, and open-pit mining started in
the summer of 1966.
The New Imperial Mines, Ltd. mill began treating ore from the
Little Chief deposit at the end of March, 1967.
Lithology of Copperbelt Skarns
According to a report written by New Imperial chief geologist Bob
Hilker, the two skarn types developed are composed of one or
more of the following minerals:
(a) calcium-magnesium-silicate skarn made up of: actinolite,
tremolite, diopside, wollastonite, epidote, garnet, chlorite, feldspar
and alteration minerals; (b) calcium-magnesium-iron skarn
consisting of: serpentine, diopside, magnetite and specular
hematite [often referred to as “black diamond”].
The skarns are usually light in colour and very-fined grained, but
occasionally with good crystals of all the previously-mentioned
minerals.
The contact between the skarn and unaltered but recrystallized
limestone is sharp and abrupt.
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The diorite grades form a fresh black and white coloured variety
to an altered greyish diorite and then into a “dioritic” skarn. The
contact between skarn and dioritic skarn, or diorite, is often
marked by abundant pink epidote or zoisite.
By the end of 1964, New Imperial hammered out 169 diamond
drill holes that aggregated 43,000 feet and had proven 2.1 million
tons of open-pit ore grading 1.20 percent copper.
In August, 1964, Sumitomo Metal Mining Company of Japan
purchased a small equity and was granted an exclusive option to
purchase concentrate and supply senior financing.
In December, 1965, a letter of intent was signed between
Sumitomo Metal Mining Company of Japan and New Imperial
Mines, Ltd.
Milling commenced May 1, 1967 at a rate of 2,500 tpd, based on
5.5 million tons of reserves. During 1968, the mill treated 732,095
tons at 1.03 percent copper from the Arctic Chief and Little Chief.
New Imperial remained an open pit mining operation until the
grade was getting lower and lower. A slanted shaft was dug
underground, but things were not looking great. A vertical tunnel
was dug, also, and the company changed to an underground
mining method.
With both the ore grade and copper prices slumping, New
Imperial was forced to close in June, 1971. Reorganized into
Whitehorse Copper Mines, the mine reopened in late December,
1972.
Whitehorse Copper produces 2.5 percent copper, consisting
mainly of the sulphides chalcopyrite and bornite.†
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*******
Following are extensive excerpts extracted from a July 4, 1974
staff-written Northern Miner article, titled Whitehorse Copper
Mines Target 25-Million Pounds of Metal a Year, an informative
account rendered historically significant with age. Paragraphs
have been altered for easier digestion of the many numbers that
pepper the piece. The same article was repeated under the
headline Whitehorse Copper Plans to Improve Operations that
appeared in the Northern Miner’s Vancouver-based Western
Miner magazine of August, 1974.
The account corroborates words and attitudes portrayed by mine
employees under separate, non-related interviews that are
recorded throughout the Glimpse at the Whitehorse Copperbelt
series.
___________________
While tonnage milled may be slightly below capacity, copper
production at Whitehorse Copper Mines is expected to be higher
in 1974 than last year due to better grade of ore and improved
recovery, says the world-renown Toronto-based mining
newspaper.
Actually, the objective for 1974 and 1975, Visco V. (Vic) Jutronich,
general manager, told The Northern Miner during a recent visit, is
an annual output of 25 million pounds of copper.
Mr. Jutronich is optimistic that the objective will be achieved in
view of operating improvements being incorporated, which are
directed toward bringing the milling rate to capacity. Designed
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capacity is 2,000 to 2,200 tons of ore a day (tpd), depending upon
the type of material being milled.
During our one-day visit, Robert Giegerich, mine superintendent,
took us on a tour underground, Doug Linzey, mill superintendent,
escorted us through the milling operations, and Clark Van
Steinburg, general foreman, underground maintenance, showed
us the workshop.
All these key people and other mine personnel with whom we
chatted exuded competence, enthusiasm and pride in their work.
In 1973, the mine produced 21,563,064 pounds of copper, 13,888
ounces of gold and 250,627 ounces of silver from milling 700,054
tons of ore, an average of 1,960 tons per day. Mill heads * in 1973
averaged 1.83 percent copper; concentrate grade was 39.23
percent copper and recovery 84.33 percent.
[* Note from Jane Gaffin: Mill heads indicate the average grade of ore
fed into the mill. At the mill head, usually after crushing but before
grinding, a mill head sample is taken by a mechanical sampler. The
machine cuts out a portion of the feed at regular intervals and again
provides a determination of the whole. The study of all the samples
tells the mine manager what the average grade delivered to the mill is
at all times.]

The mine is being operated by Whitehorse Copper under a joint
venture agreement whereby operating profits are divided twothirds to Whitehorse and one-sixth each to Hudson Bay Mining
and Smelting Co. (Hudbay) and Anglo American Corp. of Canada
(Amcan).
Production from open pits, about seven miles south of
(Whitehorse), commenced in May, 1967, and was suspended,
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largely because of low metal prices, in June, 1971. With financing
and technical assistance from Hudbay and Amcan, production
from underground commenced in December, 1972.
Currently, the milling rate approximates the 1973 average of
1,960 tpd (tons per day), but in the second quarter to mid-June it
has averaged 1,805 tpd.
The only addition to the concentrator when production resumed
was the introduction of a Maxwell cell to increase flotation
capacity.
A tertiary mill has now been added which, when modification in
the circuit has been completed, is expected to be in operation
toward the end of July (1974). This unit will enable an increase in
production if the grade of ore drops, and, in the case of higher
grade ore, it can be used as a regrind mill.
Mr. Jutronich pointed out that ore production from underground
this year is in the “same ball park” as last year. However, in 1973
the mill also handled about 40,000 tons of ore which was on
stockpile.
A smooth flow of mill feed from underground production zones
has been hindered by problems connected with oversized
material.
The ore is gathered from draw points by five-yard load-haul-dump
units, dumped over grizzlies into storage raises, loaded from the
raises to five-ton Granby cars and trammed to a central ore pass.
Six-ton skips are used for hoisting. A pneumatic rock breaker is
used to size material at the grizzlies. At times this machine is not
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adequate for the volume of work, necessitating secondary
blasting.
In order to overcome the situation and even out the flow of ore
and increase the tonnage milled, the company plans to install an
underground crusher. This would first be located on the 1,700-foot
elevation and fed from the main production level at 1,750-feet.
The crushed ore would then be transported by conveyor to the
1,750-level ore dump from where it would be transported to the
shaft on its journey to the mill.Total cost of the crusher and related
conveyor system would approximate $70,000.
The unit would require about four months to install. In following
the orebody downward, the plan is later to change the location of
the crusher and conveyor system to the 1,350-foot elevation.
Mr. Jutronich expects that the underground crusher would operate
on the 1,700-foot elevation for 15 to 17 months before it would be
shifted to the lower level. The primary crusher, presently installed
on surface, would remain in location for processing surface or
custom ores.
Another step being taken in the direction of bettering the flow of
ore is the current test work on blasting. The hope is to improve
fragmentation of the blasted material.
An offset to the below capacity milling rate is the higher grade of
ore being treated and the rising recovery. The result is that metal
production for the first five months of 1974 averaged about 1.8
million pounds of copper a month, which was the 1973 monthly
average. June output is heading for 1.9 to 2 million pounds and
the remaining months should see further improvement.
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In the transition of mining from the 2,050-foot elevation to the
1,750-foot elevation, the grade of ore has improved. The mill head
grade averaged 2.40 percent copper in March, 2.38 percent in
April and 1.85 percent in May as compared with the 1973 average
of 1.83 percent. During May [1974], mining encountered a leaner
section, but, in the next week, is expected to be in better grade
ore and remain there for at least the next three months.
Recovery, which in 1973 averaged 84.33 percent, was up to 91 to
92 percent in April and remained at that level until June 3 when it
dipped to 88 percent.
Mainly accounting for this slip back is the reclamation of the ore
on the 2,050 pillar removal. On the upper levels, Mr. Jutronich
explained, minor amounts of a rare mineral, vallerite, has
occurred in the ore and this has been difficult to deal with in the
metallurgical process. The vallerite, fortunately, seems to be
disappearing in the deeper ore.
Mining is underground in the Little Chief ore deposit beneath the
Little Chief open pit. The deposit strikes north-south and dips east
at 70 degrees and below the 1,700-foot elevation it is steepening.
The mine is serviced by a decline which starts at surface at an
elevation of 2,639 feet and follows a zig zag course to just below
the 1,700-foot elevation.
The decline from surface to the 2,000-foot elevation is at a 15percent gradient and covers a distance of 4,314 feet; from the
2,000 to the 1,700-foot elevation the dip is 20 percent and the
distance 1,530 feet.
The projection for the decline from the 1,700 to the 1,350-foot
elevation is a 20.5 percent gradient and a distance of 1,743 feet.
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A 1,250-foot shaft runs from surface with stations at the 2,000-foot
and 1,700-foot elevations. The loading pocket is at 1,518-foot
elevation.
Apart from cleaning up the pillar on the 2,050-foot elevation, ore
production is being conducted on the 1,750-foot elevation from
the No. 7 stope.
This stope, 200-feet high between the 1,950 and 1,750-foot
elevations, 190-feet wide and 40 to 160-feet thick, contained
about 400,000 tons of ore, which will be mined out in September
[1974].
As production phases out in the No. 7 stope in September, mining
will commence in the No. 8 stope separated by a 90-foot pillar to
the south. The same size as No. 7, the No. 8 stope, between the
1,950 and 1,750-foot elevations, contains an estimated 371,000
tons of ore, sufficient for about seven months of mill feed.
Including the remaining ore in the No. 7 stope and in the No. 7
and No. 8 pillars, production will continue on this level for 18
months to two years.
Underground equipment includes two Goodman electric trolleys.
One is employed hauling six ore cars on 1,125 feet of track from
the ore pass to the ore dump on the 2,000-foot elevation. The
other pulls nine ore cars on 1,225 feet of track between ore pass
and ore dump on the 1,700-foot level.
One three-boom Jarvis Clark development jumbo is employed
driving drifts; two two-boom Gardner-Denver twin ring drills are
operated on production drilling. Two Eimco 912 two-yard and
eight Eimco 915 five-yard, load-haul-dump units are used in
moving ore and for mine development.
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Conventional methods are employed in primary grinding and
floatation in producing the concentrate which grades 37 percent to
40 percent copper. The concentrate is packed in 25-ton
containers, which are trucked to Whitehorse, transported by train
to Skagway, shipped by boat to Vancouver and thence taken by
train to Noranda, Quebec.
All maintenance and rebuilding of equipment are done on the
property. This includes all types of diesel engines, power shift
transmission differentials and hydraulic and electrical
components.
Twenty-six men, including heavy duty mechanics, automotive
mechanics, welders and machinists, are employed in this work.
The workshop covers an area of 15,000 square feet.
Ore reserves at January 1, 1974 are reported at 2,585,640 tons of
2.09 percent copper (diluted) for the Little Chief deposit and
596,748 tons of 1.79 percent diluted for the Middle Chief.
The orebody is still open to the south below the 1,700-foot level.
In addition there are low-grade zones presently considered
uneconomic.
Mr. Jutronich said that an economic study is being conducted on
the lower-grade deposits, which are close to the mine. Indications
are that, at present, metal prices, the Keewenaw zone with
estimated reserves of 223,387 tons of 1.06 percent grade would
be economic.
The company will be conducting an extensive exploration
program on and around the main mine property during the
summer. Several induced polarization anomalies located in
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previous years will be drilled, and deeper holes to test for
geological structure are also scheduled for the Valerie, and
Cowley Park to Black Cub area. Exploration outside the vicinity of
Whitehorse will be limited this year to the examination of a few
interesting properties.
Along with the key personnel already mentioned, the people
working in close conjunction with Vic Jutronich in maintaining
efficient mining and milling operations are Jack Walsh, assistant
general manager; D. Bent, chief engineer; S. Gilroy, general
foreman, surface maintenance; W. Scott, electrical
superintendent; Dave Tenney, chief geologist, and Orvin
Chippett*, administration superintendent.†
Other pertinent personnel included in a photo accompanying the
article are: Dan Kennelley, mine captain; Barrie Simoneau, blast
hole engineer; and Bill Andres, mine clerk.
___________________
And let us not forget the personable Bill Briggs who started out with New Imperial and
carried over to Whitehorse Copper in the important role of security guard and industrial
first aid man. He also gave tour guides of the property.
His constant companion, Pluto, worked the same shifts at New Imperial as her master,
dogging his heels on her short legs as he made his property rounds. Pluto became a
sort of mascot for the personnel, all very fond of the little basset hound. It was a sad
loss when she was accidentally killed in a workplace accident.
Briggs, born November 6, 1925, died September 18, 2006 in Victoria, British Columbia,
where he retired in the mid-1980s. He was 80 years old. Immediate family members
brought his ashes north in June (2006) for a Celebration of Life at Shadow Lake, south
on the Alaska Highway, the home base of one of his sons, Ken, daughter-in-law Liesel
and grandchildren, Rosemarie and Bernard.
* Orvin Arthur “Chip” Chippett, 65, born January 3, 1941, wore out and died suddenly on
the morning of March 19, 2006. He first moved to Whitehorse from Newfoundland in
1967 and began working for New Imperial cum Whitehorse Copper. According to his
obituary, he took pride in his role serving as Alderman on City Council. His love of
Yukon’s outdoors and scenery led him to build his home at Tagish Lake. Chip worked
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from his Tagish home as a self-employed accountant with a diverse clientele who also
became his friends. He is survived by wife Mickey, a daughter and two sons. He was a
man who saw pleasure in simple things, had a great sense of humor and loved to read.

____________________
Whitehorse Copper Earnings Up 42% in 1974, Whitehorse Star,
February 12, 1975
Whitehorse Copper Mines earned its shareholders $5,656,000, or
26 cents each in 1974. Earnings to the end of 1974 show an
increase from 62 cents in 1973 to 88 cents in 1974, for the twothirds interest with Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting.
Whitehorse Copper’s share of revenues rose from $5,266,000 to
$5,656,000, and expenses dropped from $940,000 in 1973 to
$875,000 last year. Net earnings rose from $2,085,000 to
$2,981,000 in 1974.
Fourth quarter earnings were $356,000, or 11 cents per share,
and were favourably affected by a reduced charge for
depreciation and amortization that resulted from recalculation of
ore reserves at year end.
A press release stated that the managements was pleased with
discovery of new ore reserves. Reserves were up from the
beginning of 1974. Also in the fourth quarter, the mine milled
160,000 tons of ore at an average grade of 1.55 per cent copper
for 4,549,000 pounds. Final payment of $1,073,000 was made
last year on a $4,900,000 bond debt, and $2,850,000 is still owing
on another series.†
_______
Continued as A Glimpse at the Whitehorse Copperbelt, Part

IV
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A Glimpse at the Whitehorse Copperbelt, Part IV
A glimpse of the copperbelt was updated in 2014 by Jane Gaffin,
based on her book Cashing In, the Whitehorse Star’s special
LodeSTAR Mining Edition 1974; personal newspaper-article
databases, transcripts of interviews, sundry files and other
sources as noted throughout the text.
This is Part IV
The Intricate Mill Process Made Simple for Dummies
Doug Linzey, Whitehorse Copper’s very knowledgeable mill
superintendent, presented a brilliant and enlightening discourse
in April, 1975 about the mill equipment and operation.
Everybody will find something of value in his message.
Linzy was hired in August, 1972 prior to mill start-up with a job
description to employ and train a crew for the scheduled startup.
“I had an assistant superintendent who had stayed here from
New Imperial days,” Linzy explained. “That was the only staff.
Shortly thereafter, in October, we hired four foremen and a chief
assayer; and shortly afterwards, 20 hourly men. Between
October and the end of December, 1972, we held formal training
courses, partly paid for by Manpower.”
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Start-up happened on December 18, 1972, on schedule and
within budget, complete with a fairly well-trained crew, he noted
proudly.
The Crushing Circuit
At the headframe, where the ore is hoisted to surface from
underground, there is a 500-ton course ore bin. Directly below
this bin is a vibrating feeder which feeds what we call the 1-A
conveyor.
The 1-A conveyor belt system was built in 1972 to bring the ore
from the headframe to the old-truck bin at the crusher.
Previously, this conveyor was not necessary because ore was
mined from open pits and dumped from trucks into the crusher.
The conveyor belt is 42 inches and approximately 650-feet long.
The ore is dumped into the old-truck bin. It falls directly onto a
reciprocating pan feeder which moves back and forth while
moving forward.
Muck, or the waste rock, from above is able to fall onto the rear
portion. As it moves back, muck on the front falls off the edge
and into the crusher.
Directly preceding the primary crusher is a grizzly consisting of
a number of steel bars which are set at angles ahead of the
crusher so that most of the pieces of ore that are less than about
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3/8 inch in diameter will fall directly through and onto the No. 1
conveyor.
The remainder of the ore falls into the jaw crusher, a 42-inch by
48-inch Canadian Allis Chalmers.
The crusher consists of two large steel plates which are set fairly
wide apart at the top and converge toward the bottom.
One plate is fixed; the other one moves back and forth about one
and-a-half (1-1/2) inches. As the ore moves down through the
crusher, it is crushed to about four-and-one-half (4-1/2) inch
maximum diameter, as this is the size of the opening at the
bottom.
All the ore falls onto the No. 1 belt which carries it to primary
screen, a double-deck screen, five-feet wide by 12-feet long,
driven by a motor that causes the whole screen deck to vibrate.
The top deck is a piece of punched plate with two-inch square
holes in it. Any ore less than two inches falls through the holes
onto a second deck that consists of wire screen with 3/8-inch
opening by about three-and-a-half (3-1/2) inches.
Anything less than 3/8-inch falls through onto the No. 7 belt
which carries ore to the fine-ore bin. All ore which does not pass
through the screen ends up on the No. 2 belt which carries it to a
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secondary stock pile, located outside the crusher building which
has a 5,000-ton storage capacity.
Beneath the stock pile are two more vibrating feeders which
feed the No. 3 belt. It carries ore past a metal detector. If metal is
detected in the ore, the belt stops. A worker removes the foreign
material and starts up the belt again.
The belt discharges the ore into a secondary crusher, a four-andone-quarter- (4-1/4) foot standard cone crusher that consists of
two cones verging toward the bottom, much like the jaw crusher
does.
In this particular case, the ore is discharged evenly all around the
crusher. To be discharged from the bottom, the ore must be
reduced to about one-half (1/2) inch to one-inch size.
The ore from the secondary crusher falls onto the No. 4 belt,
which carries it to No. 5 and No. 6 belts. These transfer belts are
used to elevate the ore up to secondary screen, which is similar
to primary screen, only a bit larger -- six-feet wide by 16-feet
long -- and has a single deck.
This deck is similar to the bottom deck of the primary screen, a
Wiredex screen with 3/8 inch by three-and-a-half- (3-1/2) inch
openings. Once again, anything that is smaller than 3/8-inch
falls onto the No. 7 belt and joins the product from the primary
screen and goes to the fine-ore bin.
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Anything larger than 3/8 inch is discharged directly to the
tertiary crusher -- a five-and-a-half (5-1/2) foot shorthead cone
crusher, very similar to the secondary crusher, only a little bit
larger. The discharge opening is set smaller, to about 1/8 inch.
The discharge from the tertiary crusher joins that of the
secondary crusher and returns to the secondary screen. Anything
still too large will go through the crusher again.
All the equipment in the crusher is operated from a central
control room where an operator can manage everything. The
instruments tell him if everything is working properly, or not.

Whitehorse Copper mill control panel (Jane Gaffin Photo, 1975)
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Normally, another person works in the crusher. A helper’s job is
mainly to do clean up and keep an eye on all points which tend
to become clogged with muck, or whatever.
One other feature in the crusher is the magnet which is
suspended over the discharge end of the No. 1 conveyor. Any
metals which are magnetic will be picked up by the magnet and
be cleaned up once during a shift.
Workers have to be extremely careful about picking out metals.
Metal in the ore can damage the crusher, or at least plug up the
crusher, causing damage, which requires work to free the
machinery again.
All the conveyors in the crusher are either 30-inch width or 36inch wide, depending on the material being carried.
Also, in the crusher is a dust collector attached to all the
discharge points of the conveyors, wherever dust tends to
accumulate. This, in effect, sucks all the dust out of the crusher
building itself and separates it from the air.
In turn, the dust is slurried with water and sent down to the mill.
The whole crusher building, the conveyor galleys, stock pile and
the fine-ore bin are heated with a 4-1/2 million BTU oil-fired
furnace. The purpose of heating the building and keeping ore
warm is to prevent freezing. Any moisture in the ore at all would
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freeze, causing trouble with it sticking to everything and
forming large lumps.
The fine-ore bin is a large concrete-base structure with steel bin.
It has a holding capacity of about 5,000 live tons of 3/8-inch
material.

Whitehorse Copper mill feed is conveyed to the ore-storage bin. (Jane Gaffin
Photo, 1975)
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At the bottom of the bin are eight 3-feet-by-3-feet holes.
Beneath each hole is a Mexican Feeder. These gravity feeders
feed onto No. 9 and No. 10 belts. By changing the variablespeed drives, the belt can be controlled precisely as to how much
feed enters the mill.
The No. 9 and No. 10 belts feed the No. 11 which feeds No. 12
belt which feeds the rod mill. On the No. 12 belt is a
weightometer which tells how many tons per hour is entering the
mill and totals the number of tons which has entered the mill.
This is the way operators keep track of the milling rate.
The rod mill is a Canadian Allis Chalmers 9-foot diameter x 13foot long mill, charged with three-inch steel rods, 12-1/2-feet
long, about the length of the whole mill.
At the head of the rod mill the ore is mixed with water to form a
slurry in the mill. As the ore discharges from the rod mill, the
ore is 80 percent solids (or 20 percent water). The slurry is
pumped to a Dorr-Oliver-Long 24-inch cyclone.
This is a classifying device which separates coarse particles
from fine particle. The coarse particles come out the bottom of
the cyclone and are fed directly to the ball mill, a Harding
10-1/2-foot diameter by 16-foot long mill, charged with 1-1/2inch steel balls.
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The discharge from the ball mill is 80 percent solids and joins
the discharge from the rod mill and is pumped back to the
cyclone overflow which consists of the finer particles transferred
over to the flotation circuit.
The mills are rotated at such high speed that the grinding media
is lifted part way off the side of the mill -- about 1:30 or 2
o’clock position -- at which point gravity takes over.
The charge falls down and most of the crushing takes place at
the bottom where the rods or the balls contact each other.
Flotation Circuit
The first stage of the flotation circuit is the Maxwell cells, a
large capacity flotation cell which was originally a Denver
conditioner. In 1971, New Imperial changed over from the
Denver conditioner to a flotation cell, as the time for
conditioning (recovering sulphides from ore) was not really
required at that point in the process.
This flotation cell removes approximately 60 percent copper
from the ore at about a 45 percent copper concentrate grade.
The tailings from the Maxwell cells proceed to a bank of 10
Denver DR 30 cells, 100-cubic-feet each.
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This bank is known as the roughers. The rougher tailings
continue on to the scavenger circuits while the rougher
concentrates are sent to the cleaners.
The rougher tailings are once again classified in a cyclone, the
same type cyclone used in the grinding circuit where the slimes,
or very fine particles, are separated from the sands and
subsequently floated separately.
The slimes are floated in another bank of Denver DR 30s -- eight
of them this time. The final tailings from that bank are sent on
their ultimate journey to the tailings pond.
The underflow from the cyclone are sent to the sand cells which
are a bank of 14 agitators No. 24s. The tailings, which join the
tailings from the slime scavengers, go to the tailings pond.
The concentrate from the sand cells is sent to a small regrind
mill, a six-foot-diameter x seven-foot-long trailer ball mill,
charged with 7/8-inch steel balls.
The discharge from that mill joins the concentrates from the
slime scavenger and enters a bank of middling cells, which
refers to particles which are partly ore, partly copper mineral
and partly waste.
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The reason for sending the concentrate to the sand cells to the
regrind circuit is to try to break down these particles so that the
copper minerals and waste can be separated.
The middling cells are an upgrading process for this material.
The tailings is returned to the head of the circuit of the roughers
and the concentrate which joins the rougher concentrate at the
cleaner cells.
The cleaner cells are a bank of Denver 24s. The cleaners are
merely an upgrading process which the concentrates running
anywhere from five percent to 25-percent copper are upgraded
to 35-percent to 40-percent copper.
The tailings from the cleaner cells return to the regrind mill and
so on through the middling circuit. The concentrate from the
cleaners joins the concentrate from the Maxwell cells and enters
a thickener. The purpose of the thickener is to remove water
from the concentrates which have about 80-percent water, or
moisture content.
The thickener is a large settling tank in which the concentrate
settles to the bottom and the clear water is decanted from the
top. The water is then used in other parts of the circuit.
The thickened concentrate, ranging between 60-percent to 65percent solids, is removed from the bottom of the thickener and
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stored in a stock tank with the purpose of keeping the
concentrates in suspension.
The thickener has a large rake which revolves slowly around the
bottom of the conical-shaped bottom and slowly drags the
concentrate in towards the center of the cone where it is drawn
out by pumps.
From the stock tank the concentrates are pumped up a couple of
floors to the filter deck. The disc-vacuum filter removes another
portion of the water down to about 15 percent, at which point,
the concentrate is a filter cake which is dropped onto a conveyor
belt which feeds the dryer.
Dryer
The dryer is a four-foot diameter x 28-foot long Lochhead
Haggerty rotary dryer.
It has an oil-fired furnace at one end. The whole dryer is on a
slight decline so that as it rotates the concentrates gradually
work from one end to the other.
Lifters on the inside of the dryer lift the concentrate up and into
the warm air. When the concentrate is discharged from the far
end of the dryer it is at about six-percent moisture. At that point,
another set of conveyors -- a screw and chain conveyor --
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distribute the concentrate into concentrate trays which hold
about 25 tons of concentrate each.
They’re setting on a sea of weigh scales on which a direct read
can be made from the weight setting on the scales which allows
the mill employees to know exactly how much concentrate is
going into each container.
The containers are completely lined with polyethylene to ensure
all the concentrate comes out when dumped and to reduce loss
as much as possible on the rail-sea journey to Vancouver.
The containers are transported from the mill to downtown
Whitehorse by White Pass and transferred to narrow-gauge train
for the trip to Skagway, Alaska, where containers are transferred
to a container ship and sailed to the White Pass Neptune
Terminals in Vancouver. There, the containers are dumped and
the empties returned to Whitehorse Copper.
At Vancouver, the concentrates are loaded onto railway cars with
a front-end loader and transported to Flin Flon, Manitoba, home
of Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting, where Whitehorse Copper
concentrates are sold.
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White Pass gantry at Utah siding, south of Whitehorse on Alaska Highway,
is used to load ore containers from trucks to flatbed, narrow-gauge train
cars. (Jane Gaﬃn Photo, 1975)
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White Pass freight train heading down the track toward Skagway, Alaska, hauling
Vancouver-bound ore containers. (White Pass & Yukon Route Photo, 1975)

The mill is operated by a flotation, grinding, filter and dryer
operator and one labourer. The total number of men on any one
shift would be one foreman, four operators, a helper in the
crusher and a labourer in the mill. Generally, during the day
shift, a foreman is usually on duty in the crusher.
Three automatic samplers -- one on the heads just before the
Maxwell cells -- automatically takes a cut of the slurry flow
about once every 10 minutes. The material is stored in a bucket
until the end of the shift, at which time it goes to the lab for
assaying. The same routine is true for the concentrates and for
tailings.
With the three assays and with the tonnage recorded from the
weightometer on the No. 12 belt, calculation could be made as
to how much concentrate was made, how many pounds of
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copper was produced for the day, and any other particulars
necessary to know in order to control production.
The assay lab is maintained by one chief assayer and an
assistant. The dayshift consists of an hourly-paid sample bucker
who reduces samples to a form in which they can be assayed.
A goodly number of samples, taken from underground, are
delivered to the lab from the geologist who wants to know what
is ore and what isn’t ore.
Assays are done on the heads and tails just for copper.
Concentrate also is assayed for gold and silver, as the mine is
paid for those metals at the smelter.
Metallurgy
Whitehorse Copper ore consists mostly of bornite, a copper-iron
sulphide, and also traces of an uncommon mineral called
vallerite.
Waste, or gangue, minerals are magnetite, limestone and
serpentine. The grade of the ore runs anywhere from 0.01
percent to .03 percent copper, with a high copper recovery rate
ranging from 90 percent to 93 percent.
The rest goes to the tailings pond.
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Once the ore is ground to a point where the copper minerals are
liberated from the waste minerals, there is the problem of
separating the two with reagents which come in three main
classes: collectors, modifiers and frothers.
Collectors used are a sodium isopropyl xanthate and a sodium
ammon xanthate. They attach themselves preferentially to the
copper minerals. When air is introduced to the system, the slurry
creates small bubbles. The copper minerals have an affinity for
air, as opposed to the gangue minerals which will have an
affinity for water. So, the copper minerals will attach themselves
to the bubbles and float to the top.
The frother is added to aid in the formation of small bubbles and
to create stability. A froth remains long enough for the minerals
to be carried off the top of the pulp.
Modifiers used are a slime dispersant, Arrow 633, to prevent the
fine slimy particles of magnetite and talc or whatever is in the
ore, from coating the copper minerals and keeping the collector
from doing its job.
Another modifier is lime which varies the pH. Certain minerals
float at certain pH factors. It was determined that Whitehorse
Copper’s copper floats in a pH range from about 9-1/2 to 10-1/2
pH.
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The natural pH of the ore and water combination seems to be
around 8, so just enough lime is added to increase the pH to give
maximum recovery.
Most reagents are added in the grinding circuit so they have
enough time to work on the ore before they reach the flotation
circuit.
In the flotation machine, the low-pressure air is introduced, as
much as can be introduced into the pulp. The design of the
flotation machine is such that the stream of air is sheared and
broken into very small bubbles.
The air bubbles and the pulp are agitated together in hopes that
every copper mineral has a chance to contact at least one air
bubble and be carried to the surface. What comes off in the froth
is the concentrate and what is left behind is the tailings.
Tailings Pond
The tailings pond is a large area which acts as a big settling
pond -- 130 acres.
The pieces and particles of waste settle out and the water
decanted and flows down into a small lake alongside the access
road from where the water is pumped back and used as process
water. Some fresh water is pumped up from the Yukon River and
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used for domestic water and for any extra water needed in the
mill.
As the present tailings pond is just about full, a second one will
be built downstream from the old one in the summer of 1975.
The new one should hold another eight years of storage. [By the
time tailings ponds are treated, water is safe enough to dip a cup
in for a drink.Toward the mine’s 1982 closure date, tentative
plans were proposed to seed the richly mineral-laced tailings
ponds for conversion into a community golf course. For
unknown reasons, the project never materialized.]
There is a mill maintenance department with a general foreman,
who also looks after the surface work, and a mill maintenance
foreman, with six men, working mostly day shift, who handle all
the regular mill maintenance.
Materials and supplies are purchased as much as possible from
Whitehorse. Most specialty items have to be purchased outside,
however, and are brought in by White Pass truck or by air,
whichever is more convenient.
Just about all the hiring for the mill is done from Whitehorse.
There are plenty of applicants. Most of our labour force is
unskilled, who have never worked in mills before.
Everybody is started at labour stage and worked up into
operating positions.
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At present, five women are working in the mill. †
Some were profiled as Women Wearing Blue Collars by Miriam
Showalter, Whitehorse Star, November 13, 1974
The past year in the Yukon has seen women moving into bluecollar jobs that have traditionally been totally male. Not only are
the women pushing to get into the jobs, but at least one company
advertises specifically for female laborers.
There seems to be one main reason why women want these jobs
-- money. The difference between $2.50 an hour as a waitress
and $5 an hour as a laborer reflects the status of job as much as
the extra amount of strength involved in lifting a shovel, the
women say.
Apparently the companies who hired women in these capacities
have been pleased with the results, since many went on to hire
more women and to allow them to advance if they wanted to.
One company official said that women operating the fork lifts
have turned out to be better than the men. They are more careful
with the machines and seem to have more interest in them, he
said.
Others said the women were “a good bunch’ or fun to have
around, and no one voiced any complaints.
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There don’t seem to be too many obstacles in the way of a
woman wanting to get into a blue-collar job, if she is qualified.
A Manpower spokesman said they discourage employees from
being discriminatory on the basis of sex, and will refuse to
service their orders if they are. However, he continued, this
hasn’t happened yet.
One employer said no female mechanics had ever applied for a
job, but if they did, they would be looked at the same as any
male who applied for the job.
This year, the Vocational School reported no differentiation is
being made between men and women for application and
acceptance to any course. So a woman could conceivably take
the heavy equipment operators course and help build a road up
Haeckel Hill this year, although none have applied.
The only stumbling block to hiring women voiced by several
mining companies was the lack of washroom and housing
facilities for women. But even that should be no problem if
every woman’s opinion was the same as the one who said, “I
don’t see why we should have separate cans, so long as there is
a lock on it.”
‘They’re so helpful, they don’t talk down to me,’ says
copper mine assayer
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Buying steak instead of hamburger and investing in a new car is
almost reason enough for Janeane MacGillivray to enjoy her
work in the assay lab at Whitehorse Copper Mine.
But she also enjoys meeting the challenge of seeing if she can do
a “man’s job” and “getting sick of preaching women’s lib b.s.
and not doing anything about it.”
Several women had preceded her in getting jobs at Whitehorse
Copper when she applied for a laborer’s job this summer. She
started in shovelling and sweeping ore in the crusher near the
end of June. After a month of that, taking a jump in pay and
working steady day shifts, she started “sample bucking” in the
lab.
She had a few disillusions about her laborer’s job [being] a
man’s job “with a capital M”. [It] wasn’t as difficult as it was
made out to be, she says and she had no problems keeping up
with the work. Her only complaint was that she started losing
weight on one side and not the other.
“I had to quit shovelling,” she laughed. “I was getting lopsided,
and I just couldn’t change hands for shovelling, even though I
tried.”
When the lab position was posted, a foreman recommended the
job to her, so she applied, attracted by the change from shift
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work to steady day shift and the raise in pay from $5 to $5.35 an
hour.
Besides having worked as a receptionist, sales clerk and ticket
agent, MacGillivray once tried “being a saleswoman on the
road,” but didn’t enjoy it because she felt she was looked down
upon by the men she worked with. Not so in her present job.
“It’s fantastic,” she says. “Nobody ever made a discriminating
remark. They’re so helpful, don’t talk down to me and don’t treat
me with kid gloves. It’s so different compared with office
psychology where he’s the boss and you’re the secretary.”
Besides the money which is twice what she was making as a
ticket agent, MacGillivray chose the job because she wanted the
protection of a union.
“Before, they could just fire you, you had no bargaining rights,”
she said, referring to her previous jobs.
MacGillivray hopes to stay at Whitehorse Copper for several
more years, but has no definite plans after that. Because her
work in the lab is a “dead-end job” with little chance of moving
higher, she hopes to change to something else in the spring.
And although she professes to have no great ambitions as far as
the mining industry goes, she adds, “I can see myself as a
foreman.”†
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Mill superintendent Doug Linzy eventually was slotted into the
assistant mine manager position, ultimately replacing the general
manager when Vic Jutronich accepted another posting near the
end of Whitehorse Copper’s life.
The following commentary is based on a conversation with Vic
Jutronich, General Manager and V.P. of Whitehorse Copper on
May 17, 1977
_____________________

Mines aren’t forever. Whitehorse Copper, a marginally-profitable
mine operating on three-year ore reserves, has to be innovative in
its approach to cost while simultaneously looking at future
diversifications and expansions in an effort to keep 200
employees working should a hiatus occur due to the lack of
finding a sufficient block of mineable ore reserves.
Crusher-Conveyor System
The crusher-conveyor system improved Whitehorse Copper’s
rock-handling systems underground which translated into tonnage
increasing extensively from 2,000 tons a day to an average milling
rate of 2,800 tons a day on a regular basis.
“We’re dropping into the lower block,” Jutronich said about the ore
body, “and seeing good productivity for the next three years which
is roughly the ore reserves that we have in the mine.”
Whitehorse Copper has worked on a consistent three-year ore
reserve for the past six years.
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He proudly added that the whole crusher-conveyor job was done
by the mine’s own crews.
Whitehorse Copper approached a manufacturer in the Toronto
area with specified needs. It was the U.S.-based company, Joy
Manufacturer, who ultimately designed the conveyor system.
Technically, Joy has a book. If a customer wants a certain length
conveyor, they haul out the components and assemble it. It’s not
rocket science nor a technical design, per se, but Joy has
previous experiences to do custom design.
The conveyor cost $50,000.
Then the mine bought a crusher for $80,000 which the
Whitehorse Copper engineering staff, together with other
employees, assembled and installed.
Roughly, the total cost, including the initial outlay for the conveyor
and crusher, cost $200,000 to render the system operational.
The system saved the problem of having to go down into the
mine, mine back toward the shaft, deepen the shaft, then drop the
loading pocket down to the lower level.
“Deepening the shaft is a major undertaking”, explained Jutronich.
“The system saved us that. We have declined down, enabling
going down to depth, loading on at the conveyor belt, and coming
up.”
A Second Job Done By Employees
Included in the process is an underground Scooptram 915. [This
video shows a later model Scooptram 915 demonstration on
surface.]
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Whitehorse Copper’s policy of the day is to have more
mechanized equipment than is really necessary, albeit the idea
has been countered by other mines as basically insane.
Instead of costing money, it saves time. And time is money.
Having extra equipment at the ready, the mine doesn’t have to
constantly scramble, fretting about machinery breakdowns and
availability. As soon as the mine was in a no-worry zone, crews
could work flat out underground while maintenance shop
mechanics on surface were doing the same.
The reasoning is that if mechanics have enough equipment to
work on, then it isn’t a problem when a piece of equipment has to
be left standing idle.
The Scooptram in the shop is the second rebuild and nearly ready
for action. It is anticipated the Scooptram will be on the beat by
month end. As of mid-May, 1977, it is coming to the final stages of
rebuild for a cost estimated between $25,000 to $30,000.
“When the Scooptram goes on the run, it will be as good as a
brand new one,” assured a confident Jutronich.
The first Scooptram the Whitehorse Copper boys rebuilt show
availability figures as the highest in the mine. It has not been
plagued with any maintenance ailments. In fact, nobody could
want for a better record than that faithful Scooptram 915 that
averages a pick up of six tons of ore every time it loads a fiveyard bucket.
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The second Scooptram, better than the first, has additional
features and facilities as ingeniously
designed and installed into the rebuild
by Clark Van Steinburg, the 35-year-old
maintenance superintendent (r) (Jane
Gaffin Photo, 1974).
Roy Watson is shop foreman; Jack
Monet looks after rebuilding
Scooptrams, the welding and machine
sections.
In the welding section are four workers:
two natives; two whites. When building
the Scooptram, they drew a line down the middle, natives vs
whites in competition with each other, one team building one side;
the other team on the other side. At this point, the winner had not
yet been declared.
Most other mining companies couldn’t afford to keep a second
Scooptram on a run like Whitehorse Copper’s because other
mines wouldn’t have the equipment availability, stressed the
general manager.
With extra equipment on hand, Whitehorse Copper management
doesn’t have to worry about getting the thing back on the beat
straight away.
The whole operation is based on people, emphasized Jutronich.
When the Scooptram is finished at the end of the month and goes
down on the run, the workshop will start rebuilding other
Scooptrams.
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Based on the first two Scooptrams, templates were made of
everything. The next Scooptram rebuild won’t be a tram pulled off
the run. The mechanics simply take the Scooptram, which is
there, build up the parts, and, when ready, pull a tram in, whip it
apart, and within three to four months, it will be put together again
and be back on the run again.
Having more equipment at the ready than really needed is an
ideal arrangement. Yet other mine managers question the logic
because it’s costing money, they say.
Jutronich differs in opinion. “It isn’t costing me money at all
because of the policy we are following. It is actually saving me
money because I’m getting full utilization out of the mechanics as
well as the [other] people.
People Part
Whitehorse Copper’s modus operandi gives employees incentive,
an interest in what is going on at their workplace. The operators
down under know that when the Scoop comes down, they’re
going to have a good, reliable unit which their friends worked on.
The case has been proven that the underground guys take pride
in caring for the piece of machinery.
In the workshop, it’s a unit in which individuals have a chance to
have a say in what they do. It also provides a training facility, plus
a chance for people’s own inventive ideas to be incorporated into
whatever project they are working on.
Another way Whitehorse Copper’s policy has proven sound is
revealed by outside mechanics asking for work at the mine, either
because other Whitehorse organizations are suffering union
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strikes, or a service industry is shut down due to the mine on
strike.
Oddly, the mechanics, expected to return to their previous jobs
once the strikes were settled, as a rule do not go back to their old
posts. They stay with Whitehorse Copper, although the pay scale
is not on parity with some of the Yukon’s larger outfits.
When Whitehorse Copper returned to work after a strike in 1976
[which, incidentally, was not a strike against the company], a
couple of White Pass mechanics approached Whitehorse Copper
for work.
The Cyprus Anvil Mine at Faro was still on strike, which, in turn,
had the White Pass transportation company paralyzed.
Jutronich phoned Jim Ryan at White Pass and told him the
situation. Ryan supposedly predicted, to effect, ‘you’re doing a
good social service for these guys who have been technically laid
off. But when the strikes are settled and White Pass starts up
again, those men will be back to White Pass where wage
structure is better.’
Even though mechanics rates at Whitehorse Copper were a bit
lower than White Pass, Jutronich speculated his two new
mechanics would not return to their White Pass jobs...Bob Little
and Don Mackenzie did not.
They liked being part of the team process.
For instance, at virtually every other organization, a broken part
goes to Vancouver for repair or rebuild. The mechanic never sees
the part again; or, at least, he never sees what is done with the
part. The work is based on an assembly-line procedure.
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A mechanic specializes and passes the part on to another
specialist down the line until the product is finished. The work of
the mechanic back home, who may never see the part again, or, if
he does, he won’t recognize it. The part most likely will have been
radically ripped apart or changed indefinably before the unit’s
refurbishing is completed and returned to its origin where another
mechanic will most likely receive it.
If Whitehorse Copper has trouble with spare parts, or any major
problem or breakdown, the crew actually fixes those parts in their
own workshop. They can fabricate something to get machinery
mobilized again. So far, in Whitehorse Copper’s four years in
business, the company has never been caught in a snag.
The mechanics and machinists have an interest in what they are
dealing with. If they see a way to take a shortcut or improve the
product, they have free rein to test drive their concepts. Not too
many companies allow that freedom.
As a bonus, they received recognition, albeit usually a “Thank
you” or other utterance of appreciation. Sometimes a little notice
is all that is needed. A manager can extract a lot of energy from a
staff simply acknowledging their accomplishments.
The use of a few simple courtesies are almost a guarantee that
those two maverick mechanics weren’t going back to a company,
regardless of pay scale, where they are merely a number,
punching in and out of work every day. They preferred a manager
who knew their first names and commended their individual
talents.
Engines
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While other mines are shipping mechanical problems south for
rebuild, Whitehorse Copper is on a rebuilding spree on home turf.
Engines. Axles. Basically everything.
It’s a difference in philosophies of the mines.
Pine Point claimed it couldn’t get mechanics over in the Northwest
Territories lead-zinc mine on Great Slave Lake. The reason
they’re shouting a shortage is because they’re not training
mechanics, submitted Jutronich.
Although Whitehorse Copper has no formal training school, the
mine’s earn-while-learn program is training miners, mechanics,
electricians, second to none.
A bright young mill laborer, a hard worker and quick learner,
worked his way up through the ranks for six years. In 1976,
Nanisivik, a new zinc-lead mine on Baffin Island in the eastern
Canadian Arctic, came through on a recruiting program. The
young labourer and his wife moved up to Nanisivik.
A year later, Whitehorse Copper approached the former labourer
on the quiet with a foreman’s job. “Jim grabbed it with two hands
and is coming back to us,” said Jutronich.
Training
Whitehorse Copper does a lot of training on site to ensure that the
set up is structured to offset any calamities. If the mine manager
walked away tomorrow, the mine doesn’t have to look for a
replacement outside. A qualified person is already on the property.
The only mine job where outside recruiting might be essential is in
the electric division. People can and do move around and change
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positions if they qualify for another. The man who has to be
replaced by outside help was heralded as a “gem in his job” and
doesn’t even have a degree.
Post Mine Closure Possibilities
Here is where advantages of northern development enters the
equation.
Development of other mines would open jobs for 200 Whitehorse
Copper employees when this mine closes.
“Unemployment is the biggest headache in our nation,” maintains
Jutronich. Like everybody else, he wants a job when the mine is
mined out. And he wants jobs for his two sons when they enter
their careers within the next 10 years.
In the event that Whitehorse Copper should exhaust its known ore
reserves over the next three years, there is no reason for the
facility to crumble and perish. The structure is established to shift
gears and transform into a mine-related business.
The strategy is for the mine to keep business and jobs in the
Yukon by concentrating on building and repairing mining
equipment for other mines.
For instance, engines could be rebuilt for, say, Cantung (Canada
Tungsten) on the Yukon-Northwest Territories border. It would
preclude the inconvenience and extra expense of other
companies’ dependence on major cities to perform overhauls.
And, for sure, Whitehorse Copper could contract experienced
crews to other underground operations. If Whitehorse Copper
owner Hudson Bay Mining has a job at its MacMillan Pass
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Mactung (tungsten) deposit that will, say, cost $2 million,
Whitehorse Copper’s personnel could be contracted for half the
price, a suggestion that maybe shocked Jutronich’s boss from
Hudson Bay.
Whitehorse Copper has roughly three to four years reserves and
is battling to find extra ore. Unless new reserves are found,
present ore reserves are finite and the mine is coming toward the
end of its life.
In view of the looming dilemma, what should the company do?
Just shut up shop and sell assets and pay shareholders back? Or
diversify and expand?
Whitehorse Copper is not at the moment finding new orebodies.
Without those new reserves, ideas for the company are
stagnating. Yet, optimistically, Whitehorse Copper has worked on
three-year reserves for the past six years.
The ore may shoot off in a entirely new direction. Three years
ago, there were still open sections. The only one left now is
toward the north. But that won’t be known until after another
year’s development phase is completed.
The 200 employees are cognizant of the threat that the mine will
come to a halt within the next year.
The union president is well apprised of gloomy circumstances.
However, the end of summer (exploration season) will give a
firmer indication of which direction events are heading, and it
might be a favorable prognostication.
The point remains. Whitehorse Copper can’t carry on without
millable ore. Does the company pay everything back, waving a
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final good-bye to the shareholders? Or, does it morph into another
form?
Lots of mines diversify, going into expansions.
Whitehorse Copper has a good mining crew put together and is
already starting to toy with the process of contracting them out for
occupation elsewhere.
Whitehorse Copper never has complained about not being able to
get underground miners. Most of those miners on the list were
trained by Whitehorse Copper. Any time a few qualified miners
come through, Whitehorse Copper grabs them. The mine has the
facility for them. Now the challenge is making sure it can retain
them.
Getting productivity is always a worry for mines. Most achieve it.
Yet Jutronich maintained there was one Yukon mine which could
easily cut staff and workers by half and still up its productivity,
obviously referring to the wasteful Cyprus Anvil.†
[Vic Jutronich, 71, died in September, 2004 of a massive heart attack. He
was born in 1933, an Afrikaner, from South Africa. The mining engineer’s
home was Oakville, Ontario; wife’s name Jill; two sons. He was a rugby
keener, and, at time of death, was coaching an Oakville team.]

Continued as A Glimpse at the Whitehorse Copperbelt, Part V
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A Glimpse at the Whitehorse Copperbelt, Part V
A glimpse of the copperbelt was updated in 2014 by Jane Gaffin,
based on her book Cashing In, the Whitehorse Star’s special
LodeSTAR Mining Edition 1974; personal newspaper-article
databases, transcripts of interviews, sundry files and other
sources as noted throughout the text.
This is Part V.
_______________________
A goodly portion of Whitehorse Copper managerial staff’s time is
devoted to public relations, the entertaining of salesmen,
journalists and giving group mine tours to geologists, engineers
and prospectors’ classes.

SUITED UP. Robert Dunlop, an F.H. Collins teacher, regales other
members of the Advanced Prospecting Class who are suited up, ready to
go on an underground tour at Whitehorse Copper’s Little Chief mine (See
Yukon News article below). (Jane Gaffin Photo, 1975)
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One example of tours given at Whitehorse Copper is provided in
Jane Gaffin’s article 14 Advanced Prospectors Graduate that
appeared in the Yukon News, April 24, 1975
George W. Graff of Whitehorse attained a perfect score of
100 percent to lead a field of 14 graduates of the Yukon
Chamber of Mines “Advanced Prospecting School” Monday
night (April 21).
Dorothy Howett, former secretary of the Chamber, and John
Pierce tied for second place with scores of 95.
Of 16 people registered, 14 completed the course and they
all passed with flying colours.
“They were an enthusiastic group,” said course organizer
Dutch Van Tassell, Exploration Superintendent for United
Keno Hill Mines and a former Chamber president. “The
lowest mark was 73.”
Saturday (April 19) the group toured Whitehorse Copper
Mines, guided by Chief Geologist Dave Tenney, President of
the Chamber.
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Chief geologist Dave Tenney (l) explains structure of Whitehorse Copper’s
orebody to graduate advanced prospectors Joan Bailey, Stevie Fordyce
and George Graff. Graff got 100 per cent marks in the recently completed
course offered by the Yukon Chamber of Mines. (Jane Gaffin Photo, 1975).

First stop was in the geology office where the prospectors
studied plans and sections showing the structure of the Little
Chief copper orebody, and its relationship to skarn zones
near the contact between limestone and granodiorite.
The group then walked down the mine’s “decline” (an
inclined tunnel) to a depth of 1,000 feet to see what an
orebody looks like from the inside. They examined “faces” of
high-grade copper mineralization, including bornite,
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chalcocite and the rare mineral vallerite, a complex copperiron sulfide-silicate found only in a few places in the world.
Organizer and chief lecturer of the course was Dutch Van
Tassell. Other lectures and labs were given by Dave Sinclair,
Ron Granger, Mike Phillips, Dave Tenney, Dave Stefanek
and Cam Ogilvy.
The course covered use of geological and other maps,
prospecting techniques, claim staking and mapping,
sampling and evaluating prospects, geochemistry and
geophysics, option agreements, mining economics and
porphyry and metamorphic deposits.
Graduates were: George W. Graff, John L. Pierce, Dorothy
A. Howett, Richard Law, Odiel Vandenberghe, Wayne
Lerner, Jane Gaffin, Joan Bailey, Robert Dunlop, George
Privett, Karen Byrne, Stevie Fordyce, Linda Macdonald and
Doug Wootten. †
*******
Roy Watson
The following insight into Whitehorse Copper is based on a
conversation with Roy Watson, Whitehorse Copper Maintenance
Foreman, and a few men in the shop, May 17, 1977.
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Roy Watson, Whitehorse Copper Maintenance Foreman. (Jane
Gaffin Photo, 1974)

“Various representatives come through and tour the property,”
offers Roy Watson. “They ask, ‘Where do you get your workforce?
Your welders?’
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Watson tells them five welders are presently on board, three of
whom he taught to weld during the several years he instructed
night classes at the Vocational and Technical Training School
while he worked full-time day jobs, first with the Department of
Public Works and then switched in 1966 to New Imperial Mines.
Two of the trio are natives, says Watson, who eventually quit his
teaching avocation because the government bureaucracy drove
him crazy.
It’s interesting, he comments. A couple of his students had
difficulty finding work. One welder left the mine a couple of times
during shut down in-between New Imperial open pitting and the
company’s reorganization into Whitehorse Copper’s underground
operation in 1972.
The fellow has eight years of experience. He went to school in the
same class where Watson initially learned to weld. Three years
later, he returned to classes because he couldn’t get a job, mainly
because he’s native.
“As a welder, we have the same amount of time in, and he is
equally as good a welder as I am. The other day we were
discussing it again. He and I went to the same places looking for
work.”
Watson had trouble, too. It took six months to a year to get steady
work. At the relevant time, they both worked for the Yukon
government. The big difference was that Watson was welding,
and the other chap was mowing lawns.
The hiring reluctance was because the other welder wanted to be
an apprentice, for which experience is needed. “But if nobody
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gives you a chance, how can you get experience?” questions a
perplexed Watson.
It is the classic conundrum, the constant circle, the Catch 22, like
parents not allowing a child to go swimming until he learns to
swim.
One of the lead hands got his start with the water line, says
Watson. There is still that opportunity in maintenance, the mill and
the mine. But if a crackerjack flotation operator came to
Whitehorse Copper looking for a job in his field, the applicant
might wait a long time in the line-up before landing the coveted
top-mill position. The turnover is light, and laborers are learning
trades while working their way up through the system.
General Manager Vic Jutronich won’t hire anybody who has no
more ambition than a gnat. A person who plans on coasting as a
professional labourer the rest of his life won’t be hired by
Whitehorse Copper. Jutronich scouts out people with ambitions,
then he provides the incentives.
Watson, the union president for seven years, worked out
something that more or less resembles a line of progression. If a
person works hard, and, providing there are openings, he can
work himself into a good position. But it doesn’t happen overnight,
he warns.
Together, the company and union established a program years
ago. It was a protective cover for union members who hadn’t
given much thought to it. The company did it out of necessity to
keep workers happy and the mine productive. Nevertheless, it
reflects a good system on both sides of the equation.
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Few Yukoners had expertise as shovel operators, drillers, or other
mine trades. Whitehorse Copper offered people what they want in
life. Workers tend to stay where they have a job, security, and a
chance to better themselves through promotion.
It’s frustrating, however, for people who come in from outside with
their four or five years of experience in a specific top job and have
to wait a long time to be slotted into their specialty.
Employees do make noise about the money sometimes. But the
complaints are a facade covering up signs that something else is
lacking.
Money just won’t buy happiness or contentment on a job.
Recognition, a pat on the back, smoothness in an organization,
no red tape are what comprise a happy work crew. Whitehorse
Copper is not bureaucratically-structured, inundated with
managerial levels. And, basically, people are given latitude.
While no recognition is a frustrating put down to people, by the
same token, if an employee does something bad, it can’t be
ignored. The supervisor must say something. He can’t just walk
around for days, snubbing the negligent person. Without
communication, the person may not understand the wrong he
committed and may repeat his sin.
Watson likes to tell his staff, “You did a good job. But the
necessity is for them to take the good with the bad.”
It’s a kid-glove exercise, for it is easy to extract enthusiasm from
people.
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In some departments, a certain amount of overtime is involved.
Simply expressing appreciation and recognition with a “thank you”
that a good job was done is the most important thing.
For example, a Caterpillar was needed in a hurry to build a new
dam. The mechanical work was a huge job that had to be done
over a weekend. Yet the men willingly came in on their two days
off. Without supervision, they worked out their own problems and
went about their jobs. The Cat was ready to go early Monday
morning.
“It’s our relationship, I guess,” Watson muses. “I’ve never been
stuck. I’ve had people come in on Sunday although it was a
beautiful day. The amazing thing about it is I work Saturday which
is unusual for a foreman. I work six days a week. But from
Saturday at 4:30 to 8 a.m. Monday, there was no supervision.
They carried on. Where they had other jobs to do, their work was
covered by others in those areas. Everything went smooth as
clockwork.”
Watson’s curiosity, probably too strong to contain, prompted him
to pop into the shop unannounced for 30 minutes on Sunday on a
“how’s it going?” visit. He saw he wasn’t needed, so returned
home where he was suppose to be on the first day of the week,
anyway.
Three 10-year employees, who date back to New Imperial, were
being recognized with gold-nugget cufflinks and a celebratory
dinner. The oldest chap on the roster is Cliff McLeod, a native,
who is the senior, Number One employee.
There are about 35 variables in any given department, half as
many as during New Imperial. Under the old system there was a
clutter of five supervisors plus a superintendent. Currently,
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Whitehorse Copper has one superintendent and a foreman with a
few lead hands at any one time.
Some people have to be absent while away for heavy-duty
apprenticeship training at Burnaby or Terrace, British Columbia, in
conjunction with a Yukon Government program, working up to
their journeyman tickets.
The program, set up a few years ago, is invaluable for an
employee and the mine. Within the next few months, after final
exams, four or five apprentices will be journeymen. Two other
apprentices are just starting the course. There can only be a
certain number of apprentices for every so many journeymen.
Whitehorse Copper originally purchased four Scooptrams. The
last three purchases were secondhand machines picked up from
Inco, a multinational nickel company, mining in Sudbury, Ontario.
Clark Van Steinburg bought what everybody else considered
worthless junk that had logged 10,000 hours each.
“What Clark thinks is junk and what other people think is junk are
two different things,” proclaims Watson. “From working with Clark
all these years, I’m equally as bad. I can’t stand to throw anything
in the garbage. If heavy equipment is well looked after, it shouldn’t
wear out.”
For instance, the hybrid No. 80 Scoop suffered some damage
underground and came up for a rebuild. The mechanics quickly
cannibalized the front from No. 80 for installation on No. 81 that
was sitting in the shop. It could then be sent swiftly back to work
while No. 80 underwent a face lift.
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Even lighter equipment, like the company’s fleet of 1970 pickups,
doesn’t have to wear out either when indulged with care and
attention.
The men have sweated over creating this machinery before
returning it back to its rightful place on the job. They have
absorbed their imaginations in the work, constantly coming up
with new and better ways to do things, which remiss
manufacturers have overlooked for years.
When a piece of machinery comes back to the shop smashed,
bent and broken, there is an emotional reaction from the creators
who might have painstakingly made a fender from start to finish.
When someone crinkles that part, the fender fabricator won’t talk
to the reckless operator for days.
It was noted that the Scooptram has weak structural points that
would consistently break. A frame on one loader would break in
the same place on another loader. “I know because I welded
enough of them back together,” adds Watson.
He worked on the loader that was underground at the moment
and, of course, started to know where problems are. This one will
get a going over with the proverbial fine-tooth comb because after
other conversions a mechanic can see where things could have
been altered slightly different to provide a better overall unit.
“Experimenting all the time,” he says.
It was difficult to evaluate the beneficial returns of this program
until assessing operating hours, equipment availability, the work it
does, and iron out out a few kinks and bugs. Then the benefits
were obvious.
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Whitehorse Copper owns ten big Scoops, of which five to six are
needed underground per shift. Seven are 915 loaders, various
styles, manufactured by Eimco, and two smaller 912s.
The Wagner ST 5A loader that came from the bungled
construction of the NCPC (Northern Canada Power Commission)
Aishihik hydro-generating plant is in the shop now undergoing lots
of modifications.
The one under rebuilding will be out of commission for quite a
period for modifications. It was taken out of the fleet to modify and
partially because it was suffering mechanical problems. The end
result is unknown at this point, but it proved itself underground for
one-and-a-half years.
The Clarkmobile, the namesake of designer Clark Van Steinburg,
is a service vehicle and crew-mover. The original came to the
shop as antique equipment purchased from Texada Mine near
Powell River, British Columbia. Some people called it junk. But, as
the old adage goes, ‘one man’s trash is another man’s treasure’.
The prototype Clarkmobile is still operable; second one is in
operation; and the shop is working on three more. Underground
also has a purchased Ensign service vehicle.
Two first-rate mechanics, Malcolm Shaw and Harry Taylor, who
don’t need an iota of supervision, drive around on the Clarkmobile
doing mechanical errands and tough jobs. They surface to
retrieve parts, which are moved down an approximate 1,000-foot
zig-zaggy decline course into the gaping mine hole.
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The prototype Clarkmobile, a namesake of designer Clark Van
Steinburg, Whitehorse Copper Maintenance Superintendent,
underground equipment. (Jane Gaffin Photo 1974)

Equipment value has increased considerably because of
manufacturers’ modifications. Usually, companies, wary of buying
second-hand equipment, zero in on bright, new shiny everything.
Whitehorse Copper seldom buys new. Instead, it opted to buy
three, 10,000-hour Scoops from Inco, plus miscellaneous parts,
for less price than would have covered the cost of one brand-new
machine.
Whitehorse Copper, the next best thing to a tool-and-die
business, is one of the few company that builds its own motors,
transmissions, alternators, starters, in a relatively-small rebuild
room compared to other plants.
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But even they draw the line at regrinding crankshafts and
recalibrating fuel injection pumps, which are sent to major cities
for attention.
By improving on costs, Whitehorse Copper can even rebuild for
less than outside companies charge. The people are more than
just parts or motor changers, as they were during open-pit days,
but are actually involved from start to finish.
Policing Themselves
If a scatterbrained operator, who has his head up his armpit, lets
the motor run out of oil and sends the burnt-out machine up for
repairs, there will be backlash, maybe off-property when a gang
gathers for beer, or wherever, direct or indirect.
Nobody cries to management. The men police themselves. The
mechanic is going to be quite hostile. He has to be removed from
an interesting new job to re-do the one he did proudly and
perfectly in the first place. His time, energy, imagination and
creativity have been wasted due to some knucklehead’s
negligence, and he is not going to be pleased.
Basically, operators down under learn smartly to care for the
equipment their friends on surface have conscientiously created
piece by piece, or they will be ostracized from the mine’s social
network, the cruelest punishment of all. The worker will get lonely
if his co-workers won’t talk to him.
Second Tailings Pond
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Whitehorse Copper’s second tailings pond construction, (Jane Gaffin Photo, c.
1975)

Any other company would undoubtedly contract construction of
the second tailings pond and have it ready within a year, Watson
continued. Not Whitehorse Copper. It’s doing its own job. It may
take a few years longer, but will be done to Whitehorse Copper
standards and cost half the amount.
Also, some experimental seeding projects are being
experimented with for the possibility of converting the tailings
pond into a community golf course later.
Union Workers and Company Are One
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The employees have become a part of company. They know
what’s going on because word comes straight from the top. Vic
Jutronich is a people-person and he’s not judgmental. He comes
through the shop, stopping to talk to any one of the guys about
anything. And he knows everyone by first and last name.
“I’ve worked in places where I only knew the manager’s name but
he didn’t know mine,” Watson confided. “I may see him once in a
while but we never spoke. I’d see him every Christmas. He’d have
to ask my name again because we haven’t seen each other since
last year.
“Vic is outgoing, personable, knows everybody in the mine, can
speak to them on street or in mine by name. That’s the secret. If
they have a problem, he encourages them to unload it right on Vic
who will take it from there. If a new guy’s on the job he hasn’t met,
he’ll walk up and introduce himself to him. A few days later, he
may come back to see if he has housing, is he settled in, and so
forth. Emits a “someone-cares” feeling.”
Management-union relationship is good; straighten out problems,
but got caught up in a Yukon-wide United Steelworkers strike
last year (1976).
The Aishihik Power-Politics Ruckus
When union president Roy Watson accepted the offer of the
maintenance shop foreman’s job he bequeathed the leader’s
baton to Ray Osborne. The new president immediately faced a
tough, overwhelming, high-profile assignment.
The Northern Canada Power Commission (NCPC), a Crown
corporation, had falsified assurances that the Aishihik hydro
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project would meet the maximum 32-megawatts of power on
command.
Talk is cheap.
Completed in September, 1975, NCPC’s 30-megawatt Aishihik
dam, 80 miles northwest of Whitehorse, was estimated to cost
$15 million in 1971 but jumped to a questionable completion
figure of $44 million for a dam operating at half-capacity.
Yukon Commissioner James Smith, doing double duty as the
NCPC chairman, said, “The money for Aishihik has to come from
somewhere, which means from the taxpayers.”
He neglected to mention the money would be charged back to the
customers and ratepayers, who were penalized for the overruns
over which they had no control nor responsibility.
Within a year, wholesale power rates shot up 80 percent with
another 160 percent hike on the horizon for April, 1976.
Whitehorse Copper Mines, working close to the wire seven miles
south of Whitehorse, predicted that a $300,000 increase in annual
power rates would cause a premature closure, eliminating 200
jobs.
The mine financially supported the United Steel Workers Local
926 who spearheaded the protest movement against the Crown
corporation to demand an investigation into NCPC’s affairs.
Mines, unions, organizations, elected council members and
individual taxpayers united. Correspondence flooded Northern
Affairs Minister Judd Buchanan’s Ottawa office. He yawned and
went back to sleep.
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Union President Ray Osborne said, “We want to know how much
was inflation at Aishihik and how much was bungling. We are not
against power projects. We need cheap power to develop the
Yukon. World figures show that hydro generation provides the
cheapest electricity possible.”
The dam was designed with two turbines, supplemented in the
underground power house with two diesel generators. Each backup unit was rated for 14.4 megawatts and a continuous overload
of about 10 percent.
An 80-mile transmission line was constructed to integrate Aishihik
into a power-grid system, known as the WAF--an acronym for
Whitehorse-Aishihik-Faro.
By the time Aishihik was completed, Cyprus Anvil Mining
Corporation, newly-formed from Anvil Mining Corporation, was
ready to push 10,000 tons of ore a day through the ball and rod
mills, flotation cells and fluff the concentrates powder-fine in the
four huge dryers; only one was coal-fired.
Any interruption in production would reverberate around the
world. Down time would result in tens of millions of dollars in
losses. If the gigantic chemistry set ground to a halt, it would take
weeks to return to full production.
Meantime, ore trucks would be idle; concentrates couldn't move
by train to Skagway or be loaded into ships for foreign markets
from the Alaskan deep-sea port. Contracts would be breached;
overseas smelters and manufacturers would be waiting
impatiently for concentrate shipments; and exchange would be
lost in the international monetary markets, while banks continued
to charge interest on loans.
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A power outage would have extremely devastating, wide-spread
consequences.
To coordinate efforts with the round-the-clock mining operation,
the Aishihik power project was scheduled to go into service in the
summer of 1975.
When the Big Switch was flipped with great ceremony to connect
Aishihik to the WAF grid, it blew the whole Whitehorse system.
A lot of people were unhappy.
The two hydro turbines could not churn out 32 megawatts of
power as promised.
As predicted, the Aishihik power plant experienced severe lowwater problems. To meet the load demands, the diesel generators
were put into constant service. To offset the high cost of burning
diesel fuel, NCPC levied an offensive low-water charge against
customers.
In early 1976, Yukoners' anger was splashed across newspaper
pages from British Columbia to Nova Scotia. They had launched a
hot attack against NCPC, demanding an investigation into
exorbitant power-rate increases; the takeover of Yukon Electrical,
a private-enterprise subsidiary of Alberta Power; and the
mismanagement of Aishihik.
Cyprus Anvil, buyer of the majority of power, had suffered
numerous and expensive power outages since Aishihik staggered
into operation. The zinc-lead producer threatened to generate its
own power with coal from its Carmacks mine.
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A petition circulated the territory. Each of the 4,400 signatures
was backed up with a personal letter to the Northern Affairs
minister in Ottawa.
The federal government's promise that NCPC would prepare a
report analyzing the reasons for high costs was rejected by the
seven-member steering committee. It wanted a complete judicial
inquiry with subpoena power into NCPC operations, and the
findings tabled in the House of Commons.
Further, the committee wanted no more rate increases without
approval from the Yukon Utility Board. NCPC was not subject to
regulation but agreed to keep rates reasonable if it were granted
an extra six feet of water fluctuation.
The Yukon Native Brotherhood protested that raising Aishihik
water levels would cause more environmental damage. And the
Archaeological Survey of Canada wanted to delay the raising of
water levels until salvage work was completed at the Aishihik
Indian village.
NCPC ran into another tempest when heavy runoff from the
previous spring pushed water levels above allowable limits and
caused erosion. The planners in NCPC's Edmonton office blamed
the flooding on sparse information.
Since the Aishihik project was part of a major power development
scheme, NCPC had updated the study that would provide a deepsea port for northern Canada, as Aubrey Simmons, New Imperial
Mines organizer and member of Parliament, had urged in 1956.
Federal politicians and industry people said inflation made it more
economical to build now rather than later. They said exporting
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hydro power to outside markets would result in billions of dollars
in annual revenues.
The upshot was that Yukoners won the battle. NCPC did not buy
Alberta Power's northern assets. And Yukon Electrical, with a
freshly-signed franchise, went back to conducting business as
usual in the territory.
Recognizing that hydro development was the cheapest source of
energy and essential for the Yukon's future, Yukoners were
resigned to pay for Aishihik -- but only if they owned it.
In a flip flop of events, Yukon politicians began to investigate ways
to take over NCPC and to form a Yukon power corporation owned
by and for Yukoners, which came to pass in due course.
In his retirement, former NCPC chairman James Smith, a top
bureaucrat who had to fib a bit to the public while serving his
Ottawa political masters during the Aishihik fiasco, finally got to
say his piece. He admitted to and gave valid reasons why all
Crown Corporations should be dismantled.
Read the whole exposé.
Or see Jane Gaffin’s Northern Miner article of February 12, 1976
Federal Commission Under Fire:Yukoners Fight Steep Hydro
Rate Increase.
Roy Watson continued his thoughts about management-union
congeniality, saying, in an age when people have become
numbers, machines, and unindividualistic, the progressive,
cookie-cutter-mold assembly-line approach the way of doing
things, Whitehorse Copper can get people working overtime
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without problems; schedule them for one day of overtime a week;
working six days a week, if need be.
On the flip side, it’s not necessary to go through channels, a pile
of documents to get a few hours or a day off. It’s as easy as
saying “okay”, agreeing to it when a person asks -- doing
something nice for an employee who will repay it in kind later with
a favor when the company needs some overtime.
It is that simple.
If something is wrong, which it usually isn’t, it would be expected
the worker would follow protocol and see the superintendent. No.
If a worker has something to say and sees the manager on the
property, he can unload and Vic will follow up to see if a complaint
has been rectified.
Knowing how to deal with people is the secret. It’s a peopleoriented company. Workers are involved in the company.
It has to be more than a job, stresses Watson. Workers must be
given what they want: a job, security and a purpose. It’s a chance
for them to be creative, imaginative, challenged, figuring out
things for themselves.
Unlike company towns, where housing is subsidized, Whitehorse
Copper workers supply their own housing, which is probably a
happier arrangement, even though it costs more cash outlay. Yet
employees seldom leave Whitehorse Copper to go where they
might think the grass looks greener. A little investigation and they
tend to stay put.
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They’re able to earn a salary at Whitehorse Copper that affords
them a decent means to pay their own housing, pay their own
way. They look forward to coming to work everyday.
“I look forward to coming to work every morning,” confides the 38year-old Watson, who started as lead hand, graduated into
foreman in the maintenance shop where he’s learned to read the
35-year-old shop superintendent Clark Van Steinburg like a book.
“I know what he’s thinking before he’s thinking it.”
Since 1966, when he first came to New Imperial Mines as a
welder in the days before a machine shop existed and the mine’s
mill was still in construction stages, he estimates he’s taken
maybe three days sick leave.
“In just about all cases, it’s been the type of thing where you
enjoyed coming into work,” comments Watson who has watched
the mine grow from the days of small open-pit mines into the
larger Little Chief underground operation.
Meeting repair and maintenance requirements of a mine like
Whitehorse Copper is demanding. And it brings Watson into
frequent personal contact with both mine management and union
workers.
Watson is now a staff employee, where he was once a union
worker which has provided plenty of two-way street experience.
He was instrumental in the formation of Steelworkers Local 926 in
1966-67. As president, he negotiated the union’s first contract.
The first negotiated increase was a 15-cent top up to union
workers’ $3.50 per hour base rate -- a big accomplishment in
those days.
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After he accepted an appointment as shop foreman, Watson left
the union executive four years before, in 1973.
”Being on both sides of the fence really gives you insight into (the
mine),” explains Watson. “Actually it has been a rewarding
experience, financially and experience-wise. I didn’t know a mine
from a hole in the ground when I started here; now I’m familiar
with the whole operation.”
Watson is proud of the fact that during the years he was union
president there was never a strike or a formal grievance against
the company.
“Troublemakers weren’t tolerated to some degree, and, if there
was a problem between union and management, five to 10minute discussions could sort out a grievance,” says Watson.
Mine workers were never treated like numbers by company
management, notes Watson, which is probably why the friendly
atmosphere prevails.
He points out that management-labor relations at Whitehorse
Copper have more often than not been exemplified by
consultation trumping confrontation.
A friendly atmosphere does pervade the maintenance shop as a
bunch of long-haired guys, both staff and hourly-paid workers,
trail in and out of supervisory offices to consult on equipment
needs and desires for their various jobs.
As maintenance foreman, Watson’s day doesn’t allow the luxury
of too many idle moments.
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A ringing phone continually commands Watson’s attention. A
mechanic is asking his advice about a piece of machinery brought
into the maintenance shop to undergo meticulous care and
attention.
Just beyond his office is the expansive 15,000-square-foot
workshop, stashed with a collection of tools, where a fraternity of
mechanics, machinists and welders tackles the equipment
rebuilds and repair jobs.
Jim Graham, senior mechanic, has been with company 11 years.
He came with New Imperial. As one of the oldest guys in the
shop, he will be ready to retire in four years. He’s in charge of the
shop that repairs underground drills. Another key drill doctor is
Ray Osborne.
Two other mechanics are Bob Little and Don Mackenzie. The pair
stayed on with Whitehorse Copper after their former White Pass
employer started up again after Faro went back to work.
Little was out on the highway on a mechanical job, drove into the
White Pass yard that night and was promptly notified of his layoff;
his friend Mackenzie was working in the shop when notice came
that the mines had shut down on strikes. In turn, service
industries were idle and forced to lay off their workers, too.
Little had been with White Pass for two-and-a-half years. The
scenario left him feeling very insecure.
Whereas 70 percent of the White Pass employees relished a rest
on UIC (Unemployment Insurance), he didn’t. He refused it. After
quitting his job, the diesel mechanic hurried to apply at
Whitehorse Copper. “I had $900 monthly payments to make. I had
to work. One day’s warning of layoff.”
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He likes Whitehorse Copper because nobody steals his tools.
He’s treated like an equal, like everybody else. In his hands was a
tool which Whitehorse Copper had graciously repaired because
he broke his own in the shop.
“Whitehorse Copper gives you incentive to work. Recognition. Not
the demerit system and no appreciation for a good job like other
places I’ve worked. Here, we can work many hours overtime, up
to a point.”
Mackenzie, in the Yukon since 1956, wants to work. He has a wife
to support. No way he’d return to old White Pass job, he says. He
hated unemployment insurance.
Jack Monet, top machinist and lead hand, works with machinist
John Millar.
Hovering over the Scoop are two native welders, Jack Jim and
Carl Smarch as well as a relatively-new employee, Joe Doris, and
Bud Nakamura, a Japanese; Alex Wasmuth was absent at the
relevant time.
Some of the mechanical team is out-of-sight.
Two very valuable, ace underground mechanics, Malcolm Shaw
and Harry Taylor, don’t need supervisors. They fix equipment
underground such as the grader Sam Broeden operates.
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Broeden (r) pictured 1977, a native
chap, claims he came to work at
Whitehorse Copper eight years ago
because welfare didn’t want to give
him money. To live, he had to have a
job, and Whitehorse Copper’s a good
place to work, he said. He received a
safety award from Whitehorse Copper
in 1982.
Ami Gaudette keeps the underground
crusher-conveyor belt system
humming.
Dave Nicolson, a social worker, is one
of the underground shifters.
Watson explains that machinist and lead hand Jack Monet, an
employee of over three years, came to the company sporting a
good background that grants him the clairvoyance to understand
exactly what Clark Van Steinburg or Roy Watson want.
One of Monet’s chief accomplishment was to fabricate two
underground rock breakers that are no longer recognizable from
the original ones purchased from and manufactured by Kent.
Probably no Kent parts would fit the rock breakers anymore,
surmises Watson.
Jim Graham, in charge of the drill shop where underground drills
and pumps are repaired, was blessed with a lathe. He and Jack
Monet got their heads together and conjured up money-saving
suggestions of how to build a better “mousetrap”. The end result
was $3,400 -- or $1,700 endowed to each -- through the
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Suggestion Awards incentive program for their ingenious rockbreaker proposals.
Graham saved the company $34,000 a year with modifications.
An appreciative and economically-minded company grants 10
percent of what it has saved within a calendar year.
If the idea goes one step further and makes money for the
company, then the inventor receives a certain percentage of the
earnings. A money reward is a strong incentive for guys to keep
their minds open and pencils sharp.
In the beginning, shop foreman Watson was in on the problemsolving from the standpoint of knowing full well there were
drawbacks.
It would take one mechanic eight hours a day trying to keep the
rock breaker running with factory-installed cylinders and
equipment. The men discussed it; made a couple of changes here
and alterations there. It boiled down to making their own
cylinders, pistons, rods, importing different packing.
When dealing with a group of individuals, a big portion of
Watson’s job is problem-solving. He likes to give the men the
opportunity to approach him first. If reluctant, he takes the lead.
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Ray Osborne (r) pictured 1977, an
eight-year veteran starting with New
Imperial and former president of
United Steelworkers Local 926 during
the NCPC fracas, always has a quick
smile at the ready.
The drill doctor is in the shop operating
on a drill for developing into an
underground jumbo rock drill. He
also works on jackleg drills, alias “the
miner’s fiddle”, as aptly tagged by
underground miner Ed Andre, and
stopers.
Work for drill mechanics often comes in spurts, says Osborne
whose career has taken him to lots of places -- some good; some
rugged. “Whitehorse Copper’s the best one yet. I have no
complaints. Money’s good, and my home is in Whitehorse.”
Graham echoes his fellow worker’s sentiments. “It’s a good place.
They show appreciation if you do something for them, like making
something that saves company money.”
The rock breaker conversion, for instance. He eliminated about 10
parts installed at factory and a part was still leaking oil.
The Chesterton (Company) rings are Teflon nylon. All rings and
springs in cylinder were replaced to keep oil in with one ring
inside and a copper wire set into beveling on outside. It was
economic, a hydraulic ram head for a rock breaker.
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A piece of copper wire on side to hold oil in, bevel on top of
cylinder is a simple device, which takes an awful beating,
describes Graham, a former army mechanic for 21 years in
Whitehorse.
”Did it to save myself work,” he adds about the invention. “A lot of
conversion. If too light, need something to stabilize it, keep it from
jumping around.” A new clamp conversion proved to be the ticket.
One day, prospector Pete Versluce, who, along with his two
partners optioned the Little Chief property mined by Whitehorse
Copper, brought in a vintage 1900 Canadian Rand drifter steam
drill with a hand-crank bit, called the “Little Giant”. It was made in
Sherbrooke, Quebec. Versluce had found the gem in the 1940s at
the site of the old Pueblo Copper Mine that caved in in 1917.
“He asked us to clean it up so he could donate it to the museum.”
Graham went one step further, whipping it into shape with repairs
until it ran.
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Caption on Jane Gaffin’s photo in the Northern Miner,
September 1, 1977, reads:

“Ready for Display: Jim Graham (l) and Ray Osborne, Whitehorse
Copper Mines’ drill mechanics, demonstrate a 1900 Canadian
Rand drifter, a steam rig with a hand-crank bit. Cleaned and
restored to original “purring power” by Mr. Graham, the drill was
discovered by Pete Versluce, prospector, in the 1940s at the old
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Pueblo deposit, which was mined until a 1917 cave-in. The
machine will be donated for a museum display.” †
Whitehorse Copper Goes Modern!
Graham built a cylinder tester (pointed out by Ray Osborne). After
maintenance, drills are sent underground. If leaks, it has to be
taken off. Driller is angry. It has to be sent to surface. Graham
made a pump to test to 2,000 pounds of pressure. A rock breaker
works under 1,700 pounds of pressure.
Osborne declared if they keep bringing stuff up they would need a
bigger building. To ward against such calamities, he and Graham,
who don’t want to see those drills coming back, are constantly
working on improvements and conversions.
Graham inserts, “I see the finished product, start to finish. Shop is
well-furnished with needs in tools, equipment. Needed a lathe and
got one for drill shop. Can invent, improve. Get pat on back if it
works; if it doesn’t work, nobody says anything.”
Graham, who worked for Imperial Oil in Alberta 25 years ago,
picked up machinist trade along way, but is definitely not
interested in a foreman position. He knows his own job; has no
worries; easy life. He doesn’t want ulcers again like before when
he was foreman on another job.
He is nearing retirement. If enough custom work when he retires,
he would like his own machine shop to work on others’
equipment.
He believes the Yukon is too expensive a place to retire and can’t
grow a garden for food supplements. “If I have to continue
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working I’ll stay right here. This is a better place to work than I’d
find anywhere.”
For seven years, union president Roy Watson and Jim Graham,
serving as vice president and chief steward, ran the union. “No
trouble between union and company, then or now,” he says.
The shop men stop for their lunch breaks. The expectant gophers
arrive punctually to see what is on today’s menu. When the men
rise to return to their stations, the chubby critters take their cue to
skedaddle homeward.†

*******
Roy Watson is the son of the late Hilda Pauline Watson, a high-profile political and
public figure from Haines Junction, where she died at age 74 on July 14, 1996. Mrs.
Watson was elected as the first Leader of the Yukon Party in September, 1978,
beating out Mr. Erik Nielsen, the Yukon’s long-serving Member of Parliament, by one
vote. Mrs. Watson was the first woman leader of a major political party in Canada.

Continued as A Glimpse at the Whitehorse Copperbelt, Part

VI
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A Glimpse at the Whitehorse Copperbelt, Part VI
A glimpse of the copperbelt was updated in 2014 by Jane Gaffin,
based on her book Cashing In, the Whitehorse Star’s special
LodeSTAR Mining Edition 1974; personal newspaper-article
databases, transcripts of interviews, sundry files and other
sources as noted throughout text.
This is Part VI.
___________________
The following perspective is provided by Jack Monet, Whitehorse
Copper Machinist and Lead Hand, May 24, 1977
Jack Monet (r) had sharply honed his
credentials as a master machinist and
millwright for 20 years before coming to
Whitehorse Copper where his Lead
Hand position pays an extra 25 cents
an hour.
His career trail had led him into the
Elliot Lake, Ontario, uranium mines,
furthered by a nine-year stint in the
Prince Rupert pulp mills.
“It rained all day and night,” recalls the
former resident of the British Columbia coastal town. “The pulp
mill was hit with a wildcat walkout at the pulp mill, and I walked
into Manpower. Three days later I was in Yukon working an
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interesting job with Anvil Mining at Faro. I always wanted to come
to Yukon,” adds the hobbyist photographer whose obsession is
stalking wildlife, mainly grizzlies.
He had been in the pulp mill for five years before working his way
up the ladder to a three-week annual holiday, remembers Monet.
“As soon as I was hired here four years ago, I was immediately
granted five weeks annual holiday.”
He had resigned his job at Anvil Mining to take his young son,
who has muscular coordination problems, back to Prince Rupert
for special physiotherapy and education attention. “I found out the
same facilities were available in Whitehorse. No reason to stay
south.”
Within five weeks he and his family, who like the Yukon, summers
and winters, very much, were back in a flash where his son
receives physiotherapy and special-trained teachers in a regular
school.
Monet likes Whitehorse Copper, although he doesn’t believe in life
after death for the mine, as the manager assiduously promotes
the expansion of facilities into a rebuilding plant when ore is
exhausted.
Both Monet and his wife are hooked on the Yukon and have
decided to stay in Whitehorse and buy their own home, despite
government land policies are currently tight.
“If Whitehorse Copper runs out of ore and closes, there’s lots of
work, lots of mines,” he counters. “I can’t see any future in
maintenance end of Whitehorse Copper if mine closes. I’m mainly
here for wildlife photography. Wish I’d come 15 years ago rather
than five.”
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Monet praises his job. “It’s good. Can work overtime, six days a
week, several nights a week, if want. Lot of freedom. Challenging,
like in the rebuilding aspect. The company encourages
experimentation, trying to make things better,” says Monet, who
likes machining.
“It’s a lot more challenging than just being a parts-changer. We
can see something from start to finish. See how things can be
improved drastically, dramatically. We try to make the equipment
as best as possible for the mechanic to maintain it easily, yet still
be a good strong unit.
“Days here are interesting. Not a repetitious, hum-drum job, day
after day, where you’re existing and not accomplishing. Here I can
try out new ideas.“
He believes anybody is capable of altering parts as long as they
have a bit of knowledge and technical knowhow to make those
changes which certainly save down time.
The hybrid No. 80 Scoop suffered some damage underground
and came up to surface for a rebuild. The mechanics quickly
cannibalized the front from No. 80 for installation on No. 81 that
was sitting idle in the shop and could now be returned to
underground duty while No. 80 awaits renovations whenever
spare time allows.
Monet and John Millar are in the machine shop. If Monet needs
parts for No. 80 loader, he goes in and makes his own parts,
which doesn’t tie up Millar.
“Machinists cover underground and mill maintenance, making
parts for all that, too,” Monet asserts.
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“One part giving you trouble can tie you up for a long time in
machine shop. Jim Graham is on own lathe in his drill shop
making parts for rock breakers. When you’re making the same
repair over and over again, there’s got to be a better way. Taking
up too much time, have other things to maintain; other parts to
make.”
The Scooptrams needed heavier materials, different bracing.
Simply changing the components offers ease for mechanics to
work on the unit which underwent plenty of design changes
because of the factory’s original design-congestion.
“The mechanic had to remove three or four other parts to get to
the one faulty part that needed to be removed. That is timeconsuming. This problem had to be eliminated.”
Rerouting hoses and repositioning other components allows
mechanics to easily poke their wrenches into everything. It
renders maintenance easier, thus faster, because it eliminates
needless work.
The fellows had to put their heads together and come up with new
ideas to supplant different-type controls, reposition mechanical
controls and solve the problem of mechanical ball-bearing
linkages.
They completely rebuilt the front end with heavier materials,
eliminating places that were consistently cracking. The shaping
had to be changed and reinforced with additional steel in places
where metal had been skimped on, causing design weaknesses.
Gouges and dips had to be taken out in the front fenders, and the
bucket boom, which endures constant frictional abuse, suffered
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metal fatigue and finally split. [This video exhibits the harsh
punishment a Scooptram and its parts must withstand.]
A new boom is being built, modified to eliminate areas constantly
cracking, explains Monet. The boomerang-shaped boom’s side
plates were redesigned. [This depiction illustrates the boomerang
apparatus.]
The two areas on each side, directly at the bend, started to crack.
The first job shouldered was to add extra plates. Now that it’s
been redesigned, it is heavier, straighter, says Monet.
Work on No. 80 Scooptram is assumed when no ongoing jobs or
welding pressures exist in the shop. Therefore, poor ol’ No. 80 is
relegated to “a spare-time job.” Work started on the loader in
December, 1976. It enjoyed its place of glory for over a month
before the Scoop had to be robbed of welders who were diverted
to the underground crusher. That lowered the loader’s status to
one of “uncertainty” as to when it would be ready to be returned to
service.
It goes with the job that Monet, who may be absorbed in his own
work in the machine shop, is called out to check on extraneous
jobs in other areas of the shop or property.
He spends time with Jim Graham, head of drill shop. They were
working on quite a few changes to make things easier, practical,
longer-lasting, economical. One brainchild that saves the
company money was the rock-breaker cylinders.
Various parts are now made out of materials other than what
came with the machine. The purchased parts had to be remade
because mild steel ruptures. Other than the manufacturer
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realizing a big profit, there’s no reason to craft over-priced parts
from inferior material, opined Monet.
For instance, a brass bushing of a 3-1/2 inch outside diameter
with a two-inch hole in it, is only an inch thick; nothing more than
a plain piece of brass.
“Nothing special about it,” he says. “A $180 was the last price
quoted to buy one. That’s ridiculous. I can make a dozen in 60 to
90 minutes for $200, the price to cover the cost of material. The
part is overpriced. So a lot of that type money-saving duplication
is underway in our shop.”
Parts from a manufacturer are a constant headache, one way or
the other. When Monet was employed at Anvil Mining, it was
primarily the wait of up to four months for the mine to receive
plain, non-specialty-made parts that forced the company to start
investigating making a great many of its own parts, too. Some
plants don’t start producing certain parts until they receive the
orders.
“Out of necessity,” Monet says, “the Anvil machinists had to start
producing more and more parts as delivery time got progressively
slower and slower.”
The upshot of Monet’s and Graham’s innovative powers resulted
in saving Whitehorse Copper $34,000 a year, worth a 10-percent
bonus, or $3,400. Each man received $1,700 through the
Suggestion Awards money-incentive program for their ingenious
rock-breaker proposals.
[See artistic rendering of a rock breaker. and video
explanation of rock breaker parts and how machine works
and video of tracked rock breaker at work.]
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Whitehorse Copper has come to be more or less a training
program, encouraging the involvement of the various trades in
thinking about designing and making things better. Plus, it’s a
different tactic that most people haven’t faced or thought about
before, Monet emphasizes.
It’s a rather foreign concept for those students just out of a trade
school where curriculum isn’t heavily focused on industry. The
graduates usually end up working in a small fabricating shop.
Whitehorse Copper is where they start learning. The company is
heavy-duty fabricating and doing good work introducing training in
that respect, enthuses Monet.
Manufacturers have to make parts as fast as possible and still
make money. Their marketing strategy is to produce parts that
wear out so they can sell more.
But there are better ways to make a lot of stuff, maintains Monet.
Whitehorse Copper has mechanics, welders, machinists, all
paddling in the same direction in an effort to incorporate their
unique ideas into constructing wares the best way possible.
Besides, the company encourages it.
Whitehorse Copper owns equipment that was failing considerably,
like the medium to light-weight rock breaker, a factory unit that
ironically wasn’t made to withstand the abusive, 24-hour, roundthe-clock pounding it’s put through at the mine.
“We’ve had lots of failure with hydraulic cylinders, and the design
that prevented mechanics from changing parts,” admits a
mystified Monet.
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The shaft had to be taken out, which meant tearing out all the
packing, or sealant, that prevents lubricants from slobbering. Yet,
unbelievably, its design prevented taking out the shaft. “So, we
had to redo all that; changed the head, sealing system. No more
trouble.”
For weeks on end, one man was putting in 10-hour days on a
steady basis just keeping rock breaker cylinders repaired, which,
obviously, kept him away from his rebuilding work, fumed Monet,
who was tied up making parts for it. “Over and over, making same
parts. What a waste. Jim Graham started working on it.”
The rock breaker was demanding too much unnecessary time
while other work was neglected. Something had to be done to find
a better way. But what?
Graham and Monet started discussing an assortment of changes
and how to execute them. They designed a copper ring for a
sealing gasket; changed head; found different type packing as
sealant, and so forth.
“No more trouble since,” beams Monet. “That was a year and a
half ago.”
The rock breaker is no longer coming into shop to be worked on
for the same reasons as before. Now the machine comes in when
a loader runs into the boom, bending the shaft, or the shaft is
damaged with flying rocks that nick the steel.
Monet can make up three shafts for the price of one bought
previous to the remodeling. However, it doesn’t matter what
materials are used, he confirms. “If the shaft is hit, it will bend.
Whitehorse Copper’s shaft material is not like factory material, yet
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is economical -- one-third the cost of factory price. Bending is no
longer much of a problem.”
When Monet needs a mechanic, he fetches one to make
templates. He observes what welders are cutting out, then talks
over new ideas with them to find better methods of doing
business, and provides direction.
Whereas Monet likes his job a lot, his voice discloses a tinge of
resentment having to juggle the short summers with work. He is
serious about his photography and toying with going commercial.
He collects pictures and movie film, editing later, and records
sounds of nature.
“I love the Yukon year round, summer and winter,” says Monet.
“Five weeks gives nice break from long, cold winters. Lots to do
here. Indoor and outdoors. One needs hobbies.”
Last year, a personal prize fell into his lap that augmented his
regular five weeks of leisure for 1976. A two months’ union strike
(not against the company) fell in August and September,
conveniently on the cusp of hunting season which delighted some
workers. And the daylight hours were still extended sufficiently to
give Monet a “grand time of photographing”.
When armed only with his Nikon, chasing his beloved grizzlies,
who haven’t gone into higher country yet, he’s constantly aware
that he may stumble upon and startle a fiercely-territorial bear
feeding on a fresh kill.
His basic means of hopeful escape is to ensure a sturdy tree for
climbing is always handy in case he is forced to seek immediate
refuge from one of those angry bruins bearing down on him at
terrifying, lightning speed.†
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*******
John Millar, Whitehorse Copper machinist, imparts words of
wisdom to Jane Gaffin, May 24, 1977
John Millar and his lovely wife, Jan, beautiful in spirit as well as
physical appearance, found their way North four years ago from
Ontario.
The couple, interested in mining and metals, had enrolled in the
Yukon Chamber of Mines’ basic prospecting course for an
introduction in identifying rocks. At one point, the husband-wife
team worked in their own machine shop set up on their Alaska
Highway property west of town. Admirably earning her machinist
ticket, too, often took Jan south to attend technical institute
classes until her mission was accomplished.
Millar brought his easygoing personality and quiet wittiness to
Whitehorse Copper in June, 1976. “Fix all kinds of junk so it lasts
another day,” was Millar’s opening line.
“I do most of machining while Jack Monet, the lead hand, spends
a lot of time on loader. I do all the stuff that comes in: hydraulic
cylinder work, cylinders, drive shaft, bolts, gears. Have you got
1/2,000th shutter speed on that camera so you can capture me at
work?” he teases.
After apprenticing in the Toronto area steady for five years at the
first place and six years at next place, where there were less
tradesmen than positions, mainly filled with a high European
content, Millar had been in Whitehorse four summers facing a
dearth in machine work.
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He estimated about six machinist positions available in the whole
Yukon: couple at Anvil Mining, couple at Whitehorse Copper and
a couple at a private Whitehorse firm (Jacobs Machine Shop).
“Government has all the equipment. Farms everything out now.
Why fix it for half price when it can cost double? Keep the money
moving,” Millar suggests, wryly.
However, he enjoyed a year’s hiatus working construction. Then
he and his wife bought land west of town and built a house.
Upon hearing Whitehorse Copper needed a machinist, he called
on Clark Van Steinburg, mechanical shop superintendent, a
neighbour living out in Millar’s neck of the woods.
As a Toronto shop tool-and-die man, Millar was used to
concentrating on intricate components, not on big machinery for
the long haul like at Whitehorse Copper. “Wasn’t into fussy length
of stuff,” he notes. “This is variety. Relaxed.”
A lot of guys who work here would do good to go work down
south a while, he reprimands, mildly.
“They’d sure appreciate working here a lot more. There’s 200
other guys lined up waiting for your job. Work at a place 20 years
and get bumped in seniority because you’re two days less than
next guy. Dog eat dog. Get away from that in North. And guys still
complain. Guys get away with murder. Although lot of workers
here are from Alberta and British Columbia and have an
understanding. So, not that bad.”
Like any job, Millar experiences good days and hectic days. Last
week, when Jack Monet was away, it was really bad. “Working flat
out. Can work overtime, though. A machine shop has to be
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equipped with all the necessary machines, but sometimes
machines sit empty and idle. Then for a week go like mad. Got a
lot of expensive equipment because you might need it sometime.
Like the milling machine. An old one, but it’s a good one. Use it
once a week. Last week made pinion gears on it.
The milling machine cost $11,000; new, it would be $50,000. The
pinion gears are worth $700 a piece, explains Millar, who made
the gears in a couple of days.
“Here you fix a lot of stuff you would throw out down south. No
doubt about it, you spend a day fixing something that’s worth $50
just because the part costs another $1,000 here.
“Down south you can get it next door. If it doesn’t warrant
spending a day to fix it, you don’t. It’s all figured out. Down south,
I never cut gears. You go to a place that specializes in nothing
except gear-cutting. Industrial parks where one guy does
aluminum, one stainless stuff, and so forth. All are engaged in
specialty work. At Whitehorse Copper you cover all bases as a
matter of necessity to be thrifty.”
It’s sad down there where people never see the light of day,
laments Millar. “Born and die there, never seeing rest of Canada;
having no idea of distance or where things are. Everything
revolves around the city where a person is focused solely on
having a good job, security, yet weighted down with consistently
competing with droves of people.”
If the Millars had come to Whitehorse in 1976 or 1977, they would
have never stayed in Yukon, admits Millar. “Government
discourages you from staying. We had planned on Alberta, but
four years ago, things worked out by fluke, so we stayed and love
it.”
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He turned to the electricity snafu., a subject still fresh on
Yukoners’ minds. “We have so much power potential we could
have electricity for free. But government punches a hole in a
piddly little lake without power to run itself, much less provide
power, and we pay double of what we should to compensate for
the government’s bungling. (See Copperbelt, Part V). We should
be exporting power. Gasoline expense goes up a nickel in
Vancouver, raise it a dime here, just to round it off.”
Millar was very definite that he wouldn’t stay here just for high rate
of earnings, a bit of a fable in itself. “Things are moving fast. Get
out of touch with south and what’s happening. Not sliding behind
in North but don’t make that much more here. I’m here because I
like living here. Not for money; not that much of a compensation,
anyway.”
He points out that a person can drive himself into misery if one
starts comparing expense here to everything outside and the
delays of not being able to buy commodities.
“If in mining circuit, you make good money and pay $50 for
housing. That’s great. But Whitehorse is a good change from
what we’re used to. Working in company town would be like being
in the Army. You’re taken care of completely. The company puts
clothes on you, feeds and houses you, and takes you to your job.”
Yukon’s got to be developed despite all the government abuse. As
they run out of things in the south they look to the North to provide
those exhausted things. Metal.
Millar is not worried if Whitehorse Copper closes down. “People
lived before and will live after,” he contends, optimistically. “More
mines will open.”
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Whitehorse Copper goes through loader motors like crazy and
diesel engines have to be rebuilt, he was saying, just as a dieselengine rebuild guy sauntered into the office, tossing a part on the
desk to be machined.
“It’s just come in from outside and was wrong size,” he moaned in
a ‘here-we-go-again’ tone. The work had been paid for.
Nevertheless, it would prove more economic to redo the
component in their own shop than sending it back, trying for a
make-good or a reimbursement.
“Too wide,” the man explains to Millar. “Brand new. Edmonton
reconditioning outfit messed up. Don’t get credit for it, either. Just
have to fix it ourselves. We get so much stuff in that’s no good.
Another part is on its fourth round.”
Time’s up. Millar has to crank up a machine. Regardless of these
frustrations cropping up, he’s happy problem-solving at
Whitehorse Copper instead of locked into the Toronto zoo-like
environment. †

*******
The Clark Mobile
The open and broad-minded company, always looking toward
the future, was managed by the personable, flexible Vic
Jutronich, a mining engineer from South Africa; Jack Walsh was
his assistant manager, who had previously managed Hudson Bay
Mining’s ephemeral project, the Wellgreen nickel-copper mine
near Burwash Landing that operated only 14 months.
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Vic knew what he wanted for Whitehorse Copper and how to get
the best performance from his employees -- and was extremely
persistent in going after and achieving whatever he wanted.
A trend-setter in its approach to keeping underground mining
costs to a minimum, Whitehorse Copper launched a program of
designing, building and rebuilding some of its own heavy
equipment.
One innovative example was an underground service vehicle,
the hydrastatic Clark Mobile, a legacy of Clark Van Steinburg,
the mechanical shop superintendent who invented and designed
the brainchild for John Bicudo to execute.
Van Steinburg thought heavy equipment should never break
down or wear out, especially if well-maintained. Purchasing
traded-in, fatigued machinery used over 10,000 hours, such as
the 5-yard front-end loaders that maybe nobody else would
want, except the mechanically-clever Van Steinburg, his staff of
26 mechanics, welders and machinists, like Jack Monet and
John Millar, and shop foreman Roy Watson, salvaged parts and
pieces and built their own workhorses.
Interestingly, Whitehorse Copper Mines not only rebuilt their
own equipment, but built some of their own equipment for
underground mining -- such as the Clark Mobile. This on-site
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equipment designing and construction proved itself to be lowmaintenance cost and outlasted some factory-built equipment.
After rebuilding, which included diesels, power-shift
transmissions and differentials, the mine could operate this
machinery almost continuously with little maintenance work.
Van Steinburg, in his contention that there’s a way to build
heavy-equipment machinery that doesn’t break down, went
about tenaciously fulfilling his theory in his complete-equipped
shop.
As parts became more scarce, and the waiting time for delivery
of mine machinery lengthened, Whitehorse Copper Mines
looked to the future.
The oft-asked question was where the staff at a busy mine
possibly found time to build and re-build its own equipment, a
job that normally belonged in a factory?
Most of the work was performed during slack times. As well, the
mine was blessed with a competent, qualified, stable shop team
of 26 mechanics, machinists and welders working in harmony,
who found satisfaction in carrying forth their common goals.
In fact, the entire mine enjoyed a light labour turnover of
approximately 75 per cent. Something was going right.
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The Whitehorse residents appreciated it. Although every so
often overzealous city councillors had to be stomped on to teach
them to activate their brains before setting their mouths in
motion.
City Councillors Saw Mine as a Cash Cow
Whitehorse Copper was a marginal mine, always working
financially close to the bone, and had to be operated with
extreme finesse to continue to survive the full 10 years it did.
The Whitehorse Copper premises were located within the
expansive city limits. And some of the brainless busybodies
could smell what they considered to be easy money. While many
politicians despise and resent mining, for some reason their
greed always manages to view the industry as a convenient cash
cow.
Every now and again, murmurs came forth from city hall about
levying “just a tiny” tax on the mine. If allowed to come to
fruition, councillors would try upping the ante every budget
session until a bloated tax would destroy Whitehorse Copper
and its wage-earners prematurely. Both mine and workers, as
well as service companies and contractors, were already feeding
the city with hefty direct and indirect taxes.
The foolhardy city wanted a piece of action, anyway, either
against Whitehorse Copper’s sales or its profits. One brainbox
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went so far to as suggest looking to British Columbia as an
example of taxing ore reserves still in the ground.
The New Democratic Party government in B.C. had come to
office in September 15, 1972. Whereas the reign only lasted
until December 22, 1975, the damage was done.
Two years prior to his premiership, Dave Barrett, as leader of
the opposition, had delivered a scorched-earth dictum. “Leave
the ore in the ground; it won’t rot.”
Minerals in the ground aren’t ore until they can be extracted for
a profit. For sure, the ore wouldn’t rot. But British Columbia
did. Thirty years later, Canada’s westernmost province was still
digging itself out from under that thoughtless NDP policy.
Companies had no legal secure tenure on their properties. New
anti-industry mining regulations were unclear, unsettled and
disincentives for exploring and mining. Royalties were
exorbitant and, yes, taxes were levied on “ore” still in the
ground that could not be mined and processed profitably.
Metal prices slipped a bit. Operating mines closed that couldn’t
weather the political buffeting, and exploration companies laid
off employees and folded their tents.
Some companies went offshore to friendlier pastures while
others looked toward the Yukon as an attractive place to invest
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mobile venture capital. Probably 75 per cent of Vancouverbased exploration companies arriving in the Yukon had been
forced to slacken or not start fresh exploration projects due
simply to British Columbia politics.
David Barrett was heralded as the best premier the Yukon ever
had.
A few Whitehorse city councillors were impressed with Barrett’s
style of doing business, yet stupidly blind to the consequences
that were right in front of their face. They kept harping on
levying a tax against Whitehorse Copper.
However, the city had no paramountcy, therefore no leverage, to
override the federal government’s Yukon Quartz Mining Act and
the interest in the minerals and metals vested in the claim
owners.
The hue and cry would die down until a new crop of councillors
showed up a few years hence and it would start anew.
In 1968, Ottawa had transferred surface rights of certain Crown
real estate to the Commissioner of the Yukon Territory to
control, manage and administer. In turn, the Yukon government
transferred approximately 162 square miles of Commissioner’s
lands that constitute the expansive city of Whitehorse. At one
point, the city of Whitehorse boundaries were the largest in
Canada.
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At the time of those block-land transfers, the federal government
never relinquished any subsurface rights to the Commissioner or
to the city. And the Crown retained its rights to mines and
minerals.
The municipal government had no legal jurisdiction to get
involved in the legislative process. The Crown controls,
manages and administers the mines and mineral rights on Yukon
lands and federal agents are duty-bound to enforce the Yukon
Quartz Mining Act that takes precedence over any lesser city
bylaws that was proven a number of times, regardless of how
many overpaid lawyers the city engaged to waste taxpayers’
money. (See Justice Served Up Yukonslavia Style, Chapter 5,
City and Territorial Lands Bully the Miners, pages 82 to 86.)

A Nasty Economic Reminder

As Mining Goes...So Goes the Yukon
excerpted from Jane Gaffin’s article published in The
Whitehorse STAR, 90th Anniversary Edition, June 16, 1990.
A similar message was carried Canada-wide in Jane Gaffin’s fall
of 1976 Canadian Press syndicated article headed Mine
Closures, Strikes: Yukon Economy in a Mess and her Northern
Miner front-page lead piece Who Gets the Blame? Hit By
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Strikes Yukon Economy Suffers, September 30, 1976 that
explains all.
_______
In the summer of 1976, the Yukon’s economy came to a
screeching halt when the $228-million mining industry was
crippled by government and unions.
The United Steelworkers (USW) closed three of the Yukon’s
four major operating mines as well as the Cassiar asbestos mine,
just across the border in northern British Columbia.
Labor disputes disrupted operations at Whitehorse Copper
(formerly New Imperial), United Keno Hill Mines at Elsa,
Cyprus Anvil Mining at Faro and Cassiar Asbestos (B.C.)
notwithstanding that workers at Cyprus Anvil and Cassiar were
among the highest paid workers in Canada.
The only mine unaffected by labor problems was Clinton Creek,
where Canadian Mine Workers knew their days were numbered.
The asbestos mine’s proposed 1977 closure turned workers’
concerns to severance and move-out pay.
The first week of the strike drew a quiet indifference from the
Yukon’s business community. The second week brought on an
uneasiness as business that would have normally been generated
by the mine and the Faro residents began to show on the
financial records. By the third week, there was mounting alarm.
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After a month, business people, mainly in Whitehorse, were
angry. They demanded an end to what had become a protracted,
expensive strike.
The CyprusAnvil lead-zinc mine, a $20-million net-profit
operation, was milling 10,000 tonnes of ore a day. During 1976,
the Yukon’s largest mine was hit by four legal and illegal work
stoppages. One was a protest by 400 USW members against the
federal anti-inflation board, which rolled back a wage increase
from 36 to nine percent.
Cyprus Anvil was directly responsible for half the Yukon’s
economy.
The mining company’s activities impacted around the world.
When mining stopped in the Yukon, market stability was
threatened, and workers could be laid off from jobs in foreign
countries.
The lead-zinc ore concentrates loaded on ships at Skagway,
Alaska, were destined for smelting markets in Japan and Europe
and used for manufacturing goods which circulate throughout
the western world.
Cyprus Anvil was also the Northern Canada Power
Commission’s biggest customer. With the mine closed, NCPC
lost $200,000 a month. Yukon taxpayers had to pick up the
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deficit because a federally-owned utility is not supposed to
operate in the red.
Because of mining industry’s strikes and increases in power and
petroleum prices, Yukon residents faced a long, harsh winter in
1976.
Of the 10,000 work force, many were jobless. Some residents
had to move out. Unoccupied houses with “For Sale” signs were
increasingly evident. School enrollment was down by 200
students. Small-business bankruptcies were commonplace.
On the Peripheral
The White Pass and Yukon Route, the Yukon’s largest
transportation company, laid off 290 employees, including 90
percent of its 133 truck drivers. Ship and train schedules
slackened and only a few diesel units trickled along the
territory’s gravel roads.
Merv Miller, the territory’s assistant commissioner, said
$500,000 had been lost in fuel taxes. Trucks paid 16 cents a
gallon road tax -- one of the Yukon’s main sources of income.
It was virtually impossible to calculate the loss in taxes from
unpaid wages.
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Cash circulation on the retail market level was sluggish.
Entrepreneurs reported a 15 percent reduction in business. They
were uptight about the constant increases in overhead; wages
pushed to the hilt; gas pumps glaring with the third petroleum
increase within 13 months.
Mineral Exploration Affected
The $20-million mineral exploration industry was quiet.
Companies search for minerals where they can get the most for
their exploration dollars. The North had become too expensive
and politically unstable. Exploration companies returned to a
friendlier mining climate in B.C. where the newly-elected Social
Credit government had reversed the former NDP government’s
policy, which was to leave the ore in the ground and impose
exorbitant taxes on the industry.
The Yukon reaped the benefits from the insanity. More than 150
mineral exploration companies came during the summer of 1975
and spent $20 million.
“Yukoners are close to their resources,” said the late Dr. Aaro E.
Aho, a geological engineer, who died in 1977. He was best
known for the Faro discovery.
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“The people in B.C. thought the (NDP) government would give
them money. The government was actually taking money out of
their pockets and putting it into someone else’s.”
If there was one positive result from the crippling labor strike at
the Anvil Mine at Faro in 1976, it was that there were never any
doubts left as to how vitally important mining is to the Yukon’s
economic health.†
*******
In 1976, another thing changed. Women were legally allowed to
work underground with the men. Janeane MacGillivray, the
Yukon’s first woman underground worker, was hired by
Whitehorse Copper after the territorial council amended the
Mining Safety Ordinance to eliminate discrimination in hiring
practices. The ordinance, originally designed to protect women
and children from early mines’ unfair and bad working
conditions, lifted an age-old superstition that had kept women
from even visiting an underground site because they were
thought to bring misfortune to the tunnel.
On March 10, 1976, the Yukon News ran a brief item captioned
First Woman Miner Hired: Jeanine (sic) MacGillivray will be
the first woman underground miner working in the Yukon when
mine dry facilities have been altered to accommodate both
sexes.
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Vic Jutronich, mine manager at Whitehorse Copper, said
MacGillivray has been working at the mill on the crusher but
successfully applied for a job underground. Her work will begin
as soon as the new facilities are completed in about two weeks
time.
Jutronich said his original plan was to construct the additional
facilities this summer but MacGillivray applied early and the
construction had to be begun sooner than anticipated.
MacGillivray has been employed at Whitehorse Copper for
approximately a year. Her employment underground was made
possible by an amendment introduced in the Yukon Legislative
Assembly (the previous) year in the form of a private member’s
bill from Pelly River MLA (member of the Legislative
Assembly) Stu McCall.
The Toronto-based Northern Miner, the Bible of the worldwide
mining business, chimed in with a short corresponding piece
on the subject April 17, 1975, headed Yukon Changes Law to
Permit Women to Work Underground.
WHITEHORSE -- A bill allowing women to work underground
has been passed in the Yukon Legislative Assembly and
proclaimed law by Commissioner James Smith. The bill is an
amendment to the 1971 Mining Safety Ordinance for the Yukon
that stated no female can work underground.
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She can now.
None of the three underground mines presently operating in the
Yukon expected a flood of female applications for the hard-labor
jobs.
Whitehorse Copper Mines, seven miles south of the Yukon’s
capital, has one enthusiast -- Trudy Vanderburg, expeditor for
the mine.
Other underground mines are United Keno Hill Mines at Elsa
and Carmacks Coal, owned by Cyprus Anvil Mining Corp. at
Faro, for producing fuel for the drying of lead-zinc concentrates.
The Yukon’s Mining Safety Ordinance was designed to protect
women and children from unfair working conditions existing in
mining operations. Since it was felt those conditions don’t exist
in the Yukon, the bill was passed to show no discrimination in
the practice of hiring male and female personnel in the mines.
The old bill was designed for reasons of protection.
*******
Jane Gaffin’s article, Yukoner Broke Ground for Women in
Mining, ran in relation to an earlier article publicizing
Whitehorse Copper’s forthcoming reunion, Yukon News, April
21, 1995.
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Introduction:
This year marks the 20th anniversary since the territorial government
amended an ordinance to allow women to work underground.
An age-old mining superstition, which originated to protect women and
children from poor working conditions, prevented women from entering
an underground mine.
Her presence was believed to bring misfortune to a tunnel.
As working conditions and safety practices improved, women wanted the
opportunity to earn high wages, too.
But the discriminatory Yukon Mining Safety Ordinance barred women
from the lucrative underground positions on basis of gender.
Trudy Vanderberg, a Whitehorse Copper expediter, went on a crusade
with the Yukon Status of Women and Faro MLA Stu McCall to amend the
ordinance.
A private member’s bill, introduced by McCall, passed the legislature in
March of 1975 to show no discrimination in the hiring of mining
personnel.
The change in the law did not meet with a flood of female applicants at
United Keno Hill Mines at Elsa; Carmacks Coal, owned by Cyprus
Anvil Mining at Faro; or Whitehorse Copper Mine, seven miles south of
town.
But one applicant was Whitehorse Copper mill worker, Janeane
MacGillivray.
Her numerous applications to go underground at Whitehorse Copper
were rejected until March, 1976.
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When hired as the skip tender in charge of transporting ore to surface,
MacGillivray became the Yukon’s first women underground miner.
Over the next two years, MacGillivray also worked as a rock-breaker
operator and a production driller.

Janeane MacGillivray operating underground drill at Whitehorse
Copper’s Little Chief mine. (MacGillivray Photo, c. 1976)
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Twenty-five years ago [1970], Janeane MacGillivray was employed in
her hometown of Nanaimo by a company that serviced gas station
pumps.
“A male student, hired for the summer, was in the field making three
times more money than I was in the office,” MacGillivray explained.
But her request to be considered for the field job when the student
returned to school fell on deaf ears.
Management viewed the world as divided into office girls and
servicemen.
By now, MacGillivray’s appetite was whet for a big paycheque.
But the only way she knew for a young woman, fresh from high school,
to achieve the goal was to get dirty in a blue collar, male-dominated job.
And the best place would be the Yukon, where she moved in 1974.
After an attempt to join White Pass’ steel gang who maintained the
railroad, she was hired as a laborer in Whitehorse Copper’s mill. (See
Women Wearing Blue Collars by Miriam Showalter, Whitehorse
Star, November 13, 1974, A Glimpse at the Whitehorse Copperbelt, Part
IV).
But she had never been exposed to heavy equipment or machinery. She
remembered the initial experience as stressful and frightening.
However, over the next two years she progressed confidently to assaylab sample bucker, filter operator, grinding operator and to the second
most senior job as crusher operator.
“I wasn’t interested in applying for the top mill job as flotation operator.
I wanted to go underground. Underground workers were higher paid.”
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MacGillivray was responding to what she viewed as yet another
inequality in the workplace.
“Women were not working underground because the Yukon Mining
Safety Ordinance stated that ‘no female person shall be employed in
underground work in any mine.’ ”
But a woman could go underground in the course of her studies.
MacGillivray signed up for and passed a mine rescue course.
“It was scary,” admitted MacGillivray, whose applications for
underground work were rejected.
“Even if I’d been the only applicant, it was illegal to hire me.”
Soon, a private member’s bill was introduced in the legislature by Faro
member Stu McCall. And the ordinance was amended on March 26,
1975.
One year later, MacGillivray’s tenacity paid off.
The mine dry, where workers shower and change their garb, was
expanded to accommodate both sexes in March of 1976.
“I bought my yellow rain slicks and steel-toed rubber boots,” recalled
MacGillivray, who became the Yukon’s first woman underground miner.
“My new hard hat with ear muffs made me look like a hard-of-hearing
monkey.”
Her first job as skip tender required that she load the container to
transport ore to surface. That meant overcoming a childhood fear of
elevators.
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As part of the job, MacGillivray needed a secondary blasting ticket.
MacGillivray remembered the first time she set a charge on her own. She
was shaking badly and almost dropped the dynamite.
The rock dust didn’t help her asthma. And the constant cold and damp
took its toll in the form of medical problems.
But MacGillivray was determined not to give up.
She took evening welding courses at the vocational school.
She earned an air-brake ticket so she could drive the front-end loader to
carry out her next job as rock-breaker operator.
Then she was elevated to production driller.
“To say that I was an underground miner was empowering,” said
MacGillivray, who stands about 5 foot, 4 inches. “I felt two feet taller.”
She gained a healthy respect for the miners who toil a lifetime at hard
physical labor.
But after two years earning the big union-scale wages, production
bonuses and good benefits, she left mining behind in 1978.
MacGillivray realized her vision had been somewhat akin to the
American dream that anybody could be an astronaut, regardless of
aptitudes.
She discovered her niche to be working with people and pursuing ways
to resolve conflicts by finding common ground.
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“I won’t accept the old systems built by men before my time that keep
women from participating equally in the world,” MacGillivray said.
As an example she offered March of 1908 when 30,000 women marched
on New York. They were protesting long work days, poor pay, child
labor and horrible work conditions.
Their demands were for both bread and roses.
“That’s what I continue to want and work for. Bread and roses. That’s
what women want and, indeed, what we all deserve.”†
*******
MacGillivray was forthright with herself and others. The work was
much too demanding for her as it would be for most women. The
male miners never grumbled, but did confess later that they had
to help her through shifts. The gentlemen who wanted to see her
succeed generously gave their time which translates into money
for a miner. They are paid bonuses for production, but they were
slowed down helping the newcomer carry out her shift duties
which were much too strenuous for her. It cut into their
paycheques.
Her tenacity to take courses and be licensed to compete in a
man’s world was admirable. The upshot was that the work took a
permanent toll on her health, a high price to pay for the glory of
making a statement and proving a point.
Women who enter the world of mining and construction often find
how hard one has to work to earn the big bucks. They have
admitted that when they realized they hated going to work
everyday was the signal to change occupations. Underground
mining is, after all, a man’s domain.
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Heroes of Darkness

Ed Andre wrote and compiled a
collection of stories, poems and
anecdotes about the mining
industry known as Heroes of
Darkness, thus the black cover,
as his way to honour and pay
tribute to all underground
miners, past, present and future.
A miner himself since the age of
21, Andre, who has worked for
20 mining companies and four
contractors, has spent more
than 30 years of his life
underground. (See his further
tributes to the Pueblo miners in
A Glimpse of the Whitehorse
Copperbelt, Part I, and his
profile in A Glimpse of the
Whitehorse Copperbelt, Part
VIII).
Ed Andre’s feature poem below
represents the 1996 book’s title
and has been published in other
journalists’ articles about the mining industry:
Enjoy and understand.
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Heroes of Darkness
by Ed Andre
We dig in darkness
While sedentary men slumber.
Speedy hands produce muck,
Rarely, do they stop.
We wage war against rock
Then, breathe in gases and dust.
Our faces are pale and stress-laden.
Many are the miners
With shortened lives.
We have no fan-filled arenas,
No cheering crowds.
Nor are there accounts
Of accomplished feats.
Worshippers of sunshine
May never know
The plight of the miner.
Among miners exists a camaraderie.
We are bonded trojans
And true heroes of darkness.†

Maurice “Bobo” LaRocque
Bobo LaRocque, a jovial, witty, good-natured Frenchman and veteran
underground miner, who lived on a Carcross Road acreage where he
grew lavish vegetable gardens and operated a bakery, once ran
underground mining classes for the Yukon government’s Vocational and
Technical Training School at a replica site tunneled into Grey Mountain
rock.
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Young miners were trained mainly to satisfy labour needs at Whitehorse
Copper and United Keno Hill Mines. But underground mining skills are
a portable vocation. Once graduated from Bobo’s classes, the young men
could cross the border into British Columbia, Northwest Territories, or
wherever they were offered employment. In a bona fide work
environment is where they would truly start
learning their trade.
(Right) Ore-car tracks lead into an adit driven
into the side of Grey Mountain for the purpose
of training underground mining students. The
tunnel is a small version of an authentic
underground mine, down to the last detail of a
lunch room. (Jane Gaffin Photo, 1975)
(Below) Underground mining student learns to
run the lokey. (Jane Gaffin Photo, 1975)
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(Right) Another student
hones his skills on the
jackleg drill, known to
the seasoned miners as a
“miner’s fiddle”. (Jane
Gaffin Photo, 1975)

(Right) END OF
A SHIFT.
Instructor Bobo
LaRocque (far
right) poses
with his seven
charges at
entrance to the
Grey Mountain
mine tunnel.
(Jane Gaffin
Photo, 1975)
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___________________________________________________

Unknown cartoonist depicts how he thinks Bobo’s good nature could turn a
mite testy if the greenhorns don’t pay attention to the job at hand! Not only
can the inattentive be injured -- even killed -- so can his partner or other
teammates.

___________________________________________________

BoBo LaRocque: From Breasts to Bread
by Ed Andre, Heroes of Darkness, 1996
BoBo was employed by the Yukon government as a mining
teacher for seven full years. During this time, he trained 252 men
to become hardrock miners.
“My first class was the most interesting,” exclaims BoBo. “They
were all correctional institute inmates.”
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Over half of his students have become experienced miners and
are employed throughout Canada. This is a great
accomplishment.
BoBo was a very capable miner. For 26 years he worked in
Quebec, Ontario and Yukon. Shaft sinking was his specialty. He
also drove raises and drifts. His last job was breasting in a
shrinkage stope. [A steeply inclined working face, usually
restricted to a stope.]

And now, in his older age, he bakes bread. BoBo laughs and
states that “from breasts to bread, it doesn’t matter, because I’m
still in the dough.” (Ed Andre Photo from Heroes of Darkness 1996)
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BoBo and his wife, Gail, own and operate a bakery just outside
Carcross, Yukon. They named it the Cinnamon Cache Bakery. He
is very well-known throughout the north and gives the Yukon
colour, character and, now, bread and pastries.†
_______
Celebrating BoBo’s Life
A fitting verse that captured BoBo’s temperament perfectly graced
his obituary:
He had a nature you could not help loving,
And a heart that was purer than gold,
And to those who knew him and loved him,
His memory will never grow cold.
BoBo LaRocque, born February 27, 1931 died on May 15, 2007
at age 76.
Funeral services were held on May 28, 2007 at the Sacred Heart
(Catholic) Cathedral, followed with burial in Grey Mountain
Cemetery next to his brother Joe.
Continued as A Glimpse at the Whitehorse Copperbelt, Part

VII
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A Glimpse at the Whitehorse Copperbelt, Part VII
A glimpse of the copperbelt was updated in 2014 by Jane Gaffin,
based on her book Cashing In, the Whitehorse Star’s special
LodeSTAR Mining Edition 1974, personal newspaper-article
databases, transcripts of interviews, sundry files and other
sources as noted throughout text.
This is Part VII.
The Crown Pillar
Whitehorse Copper was a marginal mine, always working financially close
to the bone, and had to be operated with extreme eﬃciency to continue to
survive as long as it did.
The death of a mine is always a sad occasion. The last act performed by
the underground miners is called the Crown Pillar. The pillar is the block of
solid ore or rock left in place to the very end for the purpose of safely in
supporting the walls or roof of the mine.
The Crown is the top, or cap, or head. In the closure of an underground
mine, the Crown Pillar indicates the end, the last hurrah, the grand finale.
It’s the last ore mined before the final good-byes are said.

Life of Whitehorse Copper Almost Over
by Kevin Shackell, Yukon News, October 29, 1982
Snow swirls down from the surrounding mountains and dances across the
slate-gray tailings pond of Whitehorse Copper.
Winter is on the verge of descending and, with it, comes the knowledge
that time is fast running out for a mine which has reached the end of its
productive life.
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By the end of December, give or take a few weeks, the last of the copper
ore from the Little Chief ore body, will have been extracted from the
ground.
Gradually, over the last eight months, Whitehorse Copper has been
reducing its staﬀ in anticipation of the closure. These cost-cutting
measures have allowed the mine to continue operations since March.
After Christmas almost everyone will be gone and only the tailings ponds
and a few scattered buildings will be left behind, a reminder that man once
toiled beneath the ground.
When the last of the 7.3 million tonnes have been mined from the Little
Chief ore body, Whitehorse Copper’s lifeblood for the last 11 years,
another chapter in the lengthy history of the Whitehorse Copper Belt will
come to a close.
The belt, a 30 km [18 m] long copper-bearing zone about five km [3 m]
west of the city, was discovered in 1897 by prospectors on their way to the
Klondike gold fields. By 1900 the Copper King claim, staked two years
earlier by Jack McIntyre, had produced 8 tonnes of hand-picked ore
graded at an incredible 46.4 per cent copper.
Other mines soon flourished. The Pueblo, the largest of the earlier
operations, produced 128,000 tonnes of ore grading 3.5 per cent copper
between 1912 and the early 20’s when it was shut down.
From 1927 to the early 1950s, limited drilling and magnetometer surveys
were conducted in some of the more important showings but no new
mining activity started.
In 1954, Aubrey Simmons was responsible for the formation of a company
called Imperial Mines and Metal which acquired control over most of the
copper belt.
The Arctic Chief and Best Chance deposits were surveyed using a
magnetometer and limited drilling was carried out.
Three years later the company was reorganized by Arnold Pitt who
continued to explore and drill the known deposits of the belt. With infusion
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of capital from the Sumitomo Metal Mining of Japan and the Toronto
Dominion Bank, the company started open pit mining the Little Chief ore
body. In 1967 the first ore from the deposit was milled.
Open pit mining of both the Arctic Chief and Little Chief deposits
continued until 1969 when they were mined out. Eﬀorts were then
concentrated on the War Eagle, Black Cub South and Keewenaw pits.
Falling copper prices forced New Imperial to cease milling operations in
June, 1971 and for a short time it looked like the whole operation would be
shut down.
Later that summer, however, the struggling company was reorganized by
Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting and Amcan [Anglo American of Canada].
The name New Imperial was changed to Whitehorse Copper.
Funding provided by the joint mining venture allowed underground
development [to begin]...(article trails oﬀ)
Development was far enough along by December [1972] to allow the mill
to resume production after an 18-month shutdown and concentrates were
once again being produced from the Little Chief ore body.
Chief Geologist Dave Tenney
Whitehorse Copper Mines’ chief geologist Dave Tenney remembers the
tumultuous period well. Formerly with New Imperial before the
reorganization bid, Tenney said it was touch and go as to whether or not
the whole operation would be closed for good.
The Little Chief ore body proved to be a good gamble.
In retrospect, the mine did pay dividends to its shareholders, giving them
about a 10 per cent return on their investment, said Tenney.
Underground operations produced almost three times more copper
concentrate than New Imperial managed to extract from six open pit
mines.
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Witnessing the birth and burial of a mine is something mining people
stoically face -- as long as the ore will make a dollar it's profitable to take it
from the earth.
“I think that’s one of the facets of mining people don’t understand well,”
commented Tenney. “Even after we’re gone from here there will still be
copper in the ground. It’s just a question of profitability.”
About 1.8 million tonnes of lower grade ore -- enough reserves for two
more years -- will be left in the ground because prices would have to
double to make it worth the company’s expense to dig it up.
“It’s price sensitive. The higher the prices are, the longer a company can
mine lower grade ore,” Tenney explained.
Ironically, Whitehorse Copper is the only Yukon mine still in production, a
fact the company’s management attributes to higher productivity and
lower costs.
Tenney said by reducing its workforce and scaling down its operations,
costs have been slashed to the point where the company is almost making
money.
Cost-consciousness, however, has been one of the company’s traits over
the years.
“I think we pride ourselves in the fact it’s been a tightly run operation and
we’ve kept our costs in line,” said Tenney.
With only months left to go until the last concentrates are milled, both
union and management employees continue their work with the same
dedication and sense of purpose which has become a Whitehorse Copper
hallmark.
Three underground crews work five days a week, feeding the mill with ore.
The mill still churns out concentrate seven days a week.
Mine Manager Joe Janssens
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Explained mine manager Joe Janssens: “There’s always been a pretty
good spirit of co-operation and a pretty high level of ability. We’ve got a
good workforce and always had a good workforce.
“At this point in time our people are our only valuable resource,” Janssens
laughed.
After more than 10 years with Whitehorse Copper, Janssens has
developed an easy-going understanding with the mine’s workers, taking a
consultative approach to the day-to-day problems associated with running
the operation.
Whitehorse Copper has only closed once in its 11-year history due to a
1976 strike. The strike, which lasted two months, was staged more in
frustration of the Anti-Inflation Board than against the company, said
Janssens.
Dismantling operations have already commenced. Part of the mine
manager’s day now includes selling pieces of equipment deemed
superfluous to the company’s requirements.
The appraised market value at the auction block is only $1.4 million. The
buildings have been written oﬀ as worthless since they’re too expensive to
move.
“It’s better to parcel out what you can. A lot of tools we’ll be oﬀering to our
own employees.”
By the end of the year, silence will prevail over Whitehorse Copper. Snowcovered tailings ponds and vacant mine buildings will remain as stark
monuments to the toil of men and machines.
The mine and its employees will leave a gaping void in economic structure
of Whitehorse. Inconspicuously tucked away west of MacCrae (sic), there
has been a tendency among local residents not to give the mine much
thought.
Going quietly and eﬃciently about its business, the mine was never a big
headline grabber in the local media.
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Perhaps the 200 jobs and related economic spin-oﬀs Whitehorse Copper
provided was overshadowed by the economic might of Cyprus Anvil
during the good years.
“I think we’ve been blindly ignored by the population of Whitehorse who
don’t see us or hear us. Sometimes they don’t even know we exist. The
loss of Whitehorse Copper is going to hurt the economy of Whitehorse,”
explained Tenney.†
_______

Closure Marks the End of a Busy Time for Roy Watson
(Kevin Shackell’s companion piece to his Yukon News article, “Life of
Whitehorse Copper Almost Over”, October 29, 1982
[Shop foreman] Roy Watson props his well-worn boots up on the edge of
his desk as he leans back in his chair for a moment of relaxation.
He hasn’t been sitting for long when the phone jangles and one of his men
asks him for advice on a piece of broken down machinery.
There aren’t many quiet moments in Watson’s day as maintenance
foreman at Whitehorse Copper.
Just outside his oﬃce is an expansive workshop strewn with tools,
equipment and repair jobs.
When he started working for New Imperial Mines 16 years ago as a welder,
there wan’t a machine shop and the mill was still in the construction
stages.
Watson has the most seniority of all staﬀ employees at Whitehorse Copper
and his length of service with the mine is surpassed by only one other
person.
From the small open pits, Watson has seen the mine grow into the larger
underground operation. And now that the mine is in its final months of
production he has no regrets about the company or the job he devoted 16
years of his life to.
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“In just about all cases, it’s been the type of thing where you enjoyed
coming into work,” commented Watson. “I think I’ve taken about three
days sick leave in those 16 years.”
Meeting repair and maintenance requirements of a mine like Whitehorse
Copper brings Watson into frequent personal contact with both mine
management and union workers.
A friendly atmosphere pervades the maintenance shop as both staﬀ and
hourly-paid workers pop in and out to consult on various jobs. Watson is
well-suited to the work.
Although now a staﬀ employee, Watson was once a union worker and has
had plenty of experience on both sides of the fence.
He was instrumental in the formation of Steelworkers Local 926 in 1966-67
and as president, negotiated the union’s first contract.
The first negotiated increase gave union workers a 15 cent raise on top of
the $3.50 per hour base rate -- a big accomplishment in those days. Top
rate at the mine is now $17.05 per hour.
Watson left the union executive in 1973 after he was appointed Whitehorse
Copper’s shop foreman.”Being on both sides of the fence really gives you
insight into it (the mine),” explained Watson. “Actually it has been a
rewarding experience financially and experience-wise. I didn’t know a mine
from a hole in the ground when I started here; now I’m familiar with the
whole operation.”
Watson prides himself in the fact that during the years he was union
president there was never a strike or a formal grievance against the
company.
“Troublemakers weren’t tolerated to some degree and if there was a
problem between union and management, five to 10-minute discussions
could sort out a grievance,” said Watson.
Watson said the mine’s workers were never treated like numbers by
company management, perhaps one of the reasons why the friendly
atmosphere is so apparent.
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Management-labor relations at Whitehorse Copper have more often than
not been characterized by consultation over confrontation.
The 43-year-old has made Whitehorse Copper a large part of his career
and when the last concentrate shipments have gone south, he’ll be
looking for work like hundreds of other unemployed miners.
Watson and his family have no intention of just packing up and leaving the
territory which has been their home and life.
Due to his seniority, Watson will receive a healthy severance cheque which
will help tide them over until the economic climate picks up.†
_______
Obituary
Joseph August Janssens
May 3, 1943 to October 30, 2010
Joe passed away quietly in his sleep after a brief illness. Joe was a loving
husband, dad, grandpa, brother and friend.
He will be fondly remembered by his wife Margaret, his children Belinda,
Tanya (Jeﬀ), Meghan (Darren), Mandy, Michael (Jenn), brother Bill (Ann),
sisters Pat (Carl), Joan (Lee), numerous nieces and nephews, extended
family and 24 grandchildren.
Joe was born in Winnipeg. His family moved to Richmond, B.C. when he
was 3. He graduated from UBC [University of British Columbia] in 1969 as
a mining engineer. His career brought him to La Ronge, Saskatchewan,
Whitehorse Copper, Flin Flon, Manitoba, and other mining operations
around the Yukon and B.C. He took great pride in his work and made
many lifelong friends along the way.
When Joe wasn’t working he enjoyed touring on his Harley “Blue”,
tinkering with anything that needed attention (or didn’t), enjoying a race on
TV or spending time with his family.
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Celebration of life to be held Friday, November 12, 2010, 2:00 p.m. at the
Old Fire Hall, 1st Avenue, Whitehorse.
In lieu of flowers donations can be made to the Heart and Stroke
Foundation or the Liver Foundation.†
*******

Dancing, Tours, Barbecues and Beer: Mining Reunion Planned
by Jane Gaffin, Yukon News, April 19, 1995
There’s going to be a party.
It promises to be a grand event. Nobody knows how to party like
Yukoners from the 1960-1970 era.
Over 300 former New Imperial and Whitehorse Copper Mines
employees will gather in Whitehorse over the Canada Day
weekend to get reacquainted and celebrate the past.
But anybody is welcome to participate. Registration fee for the
whole weekend is $75.
Fun activities are structured to promote talking and visiting.
There will be a lot of playing the remember-when game.
Remember when New Imperial and Whitehorse Copper mines
were a big part of everybody’s lives; remember when mining
meant jobs, jobs, jobs and wages kept pace with inflation;
remember when they could party till 4 a.m.and still make the
shift change four hours later.
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Copperbelters are going to party and tell tall tales till the wee
hours of the morning. And this time they don’t have to make the
shift change.
The reunion’s focal point will be the Pioneer Trailer Park. It is
located at the gateway to the Whitehorse Copper site, where
nostalgic tours will be conducted on the property.
The evening of June 30 (1995) is reserved for registration and a
reception. Registration continues at the Park on July 1. In the
evening, the crowd moves to the Mount McIntyre Recreation
Centre for a dinner and dancing. The reunion returns to Pioneer
Park on July 2 for a pancake breakfast, afternoon beer garden
and an evening barbecue.
The reunion idea materialized rather
innocently two years ago (1993), over
maybe one too many bottles of wine.
There wasn’t any particular reason.
“We just decided to do it,” said Glenis
Allen (r), a reunion organizer (Allen Photo,
1995). Allen worked for New Imperial
Mines in 1966-67, through the transition
and reorganization into Whitehorse
Copper and closure in 1981-82.
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During the last six years of her 16-year stint, Allen served as
administrative superintendent. Two years ago, Doug Linzy
returned to the Yukon for a visit. He was one of Whitehorse
Copper’s general managers.
Linzy, Allen and Cookie Morgan, another longtime mine
employee, were reminiscing the good times. Wouldn’t it be fun
to see everybody again. “We got started right away,” said Allen.
They set a target date for two years hence. And July 1, 1995 is
almost here.
Several organizers donated start-up money to the pot. Then
former mine managers Peter Steen and Vic Jutronich contributed
additional seed money.
The three key organizers phoned other Copperbelters. A ninemember committee was formed: Ed Coates, Blair Corley, Ray
Osborne, Jr., Ev Estacaille, Cookie Morgan, Pat Berube, Harry
Lowry, Glenis Allen and Doug Linzy.
These individuals have donated mega hours and bucks to ensure
the reunion is a memorable occasion.
The monumental task was to compile a list of nearly 700 mine
employees’ names and addresses. It was accomplished primarily
from several people’s memories and a lot of research.
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Reunion newsletters are mailed out on a regular basis from
Whitehorse. The newsletters are prepared in Halifax by Linzy,
who receives material from the Whitehorse committee.
Five people personally signed a loan to pay for souvenir
sweatshirts, T-shirts, coffee and beer mugs, pins and caps.
They commissioned local artist Jim Robb to design a special
WCM (Whitehorse Copper Mines) logo.
Anybody who can volunteer time or wants to attend can contact
Glenis Allen at 667-4960. Or write Whitehorse Copper Reunion,
29 Tutshi Road, Whitehorse, Y1A 3R4.†
_______
Copper Miners Reunite: Some Miners Haven’t Met in 15 Years
by Gerry Warner, Whitehorse Star, Friday, June 30, 1995, the
day the reunion was launched.
More than 200 former New Imperial and Whitehorse Coper
Mine workers will be recalling good times and fond memories
this weekend as they hold a giant reunion at the Pioneer Trailer
Park and the Mount McIntyre Recreation Centre.
Registration Friday will be followed by dinner and dancing at
the Mount McIntyre Recreation Centre Saturday. On Sunday,
there will be a pancake breakfast, beer garden and barbecue at
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the Pioneer Trailer Park located near the gates of the onceprosperous mine.
But most of all there will be truck loads of nostalgia all weekend
as the former mine employees see each other again for the first
time in more than 15 years.
“I think there’s going to be a lot of excitement,” says Glenis
Allen, the former administrative superintendent at Whitehorse
Copper and one of the key organizers of the reunion.
“When people haven’t seen each other for that long, there’s
bound to be changes in appearance,” she said. “I think there
will also be a lot of going around town and seeing all the
changes and visiting old friends.”
Allen said copperbelters are coming from as far away as New
Zealand and every rovince in Canada except Newfoundland, as
well as points in the U.S. and Northwest Territories.
A few have already trickled into town, with many of them
staying with friends, at hotels or in their motorhomes, she said.
Allen expects many of the copperbelt employees will spend a lot
of time reminiscing about a unique era of steady employment,
good wages and harmonious labor relations in Whitehorse.
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“It was a good place to work. Everybody did everything
together and there was little distinction between union and
management. Wages were good, and I think a lot of people didn’t
realize what we had until it was shut down (on Dec. 31, 1982),”
she said.
Ed Coates, a surface foreman at the mine for 16 years, supports
Allen’s view. “There was a really good rapport up there,” said
the Whitehorse resident. “When there was a party or a dance, it
wasn’t a union party or company dance. Everybody was invited.
It was a close-knit community. There was always a good attitude
there and it was as nice as a place to work as you’d find
around.”
Coates said the mine employed 175 people at its peak and was a
“big player” in the Whitehorse community until it shut down.
“It was one of the mainstays of the Whitehorse economy at that
time, and I don’t think people realized what an impact it had on
the town until it closed. The town took an awful licking after
that.”
(At that time, in the throes of the recession and the closures of
the Faro mine and White Pass and Yukon Route, the thenConservative government pursued an emergency bail-out from
Ottawa and made most of its employees take every second
Friday off to pare payroll costs.)
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Coates attributed the good labor/management relations at the
mine to the fact that the relationship between employees and
management “didn’t get too adversarial”.
Harry Lowry, a heavy duty mechanic at the mine from 1968 to
1982, agrees. “We only had one strike and most of our
disagreements got settled out one way or the other by talking.”
Lowry said the management people at the mine weren’t put on a
pedestal. “They had good management people, and they lived
right in town.”
Many of the mine employees participated in mine rescue and
first aid teams, and often competed against teams from Outside,
he said. Others participated in softball and bowling teams, and
all of this contributed to the good atmosphere at the mine, he
said.
Lowry, who started his own contracting business after the mine
closed, said he’s been looking forward to the reunion for
months. “It will be really great to get together and talk over old
times.”
Coates, who started a construction company after the mine
ceased operations, said it will be nice to see the mining industry
get some favorable publicity for a change.
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“The mining industry has been down a lot the past 10 years, so
this will be a nice thing, in a way.”†
Continued as A Glimpse at the Whitehorse Copperbelt, Part

VIII
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A Glimpse at the Whitehorse Copperbelt, Part VIII

Copperbelters
Versluce Brothers and Chuck Gibbons:
Prospectors Found Fortune in Their
Own Back Yard
This feature by Jane Gaffin is about prospectors Pete and Harry Versluce and
partner Chuck Gibbons who optioned 23 of their copperbelt claims to New
Imperial Mines and subsequently to Whitehorse Copper Mines.
(Information was extracted from Jane Gaﬃn's Northern Miner article The
Mine-Finders: Independent Prospectors at Roots of Yukon’s Mining
Industry, March 4, 1976, and from her book Cashing In.)

Pete Versluce, about 58, standing in a sea of sparkling-blue peacock
copper (bornite) on the copperbelt’s Little Chief claim, circa
mid-1960s. (Dr. Aaro Aho Photo)
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A prospector is a millionaire--even when penniless.
That's the way Yukon prospector Peter Versluce described the profession
of the self-educated geologists who read about rocks all winter and breaks
them all summer.
"Although some people are disbelievers, we're also the best
conservationists," Mr. Versluce added. "Not only do we respect the land
that oﬀers our living, but we carry white-man food in the bush to keep from
killing the wildlife."
Mr. Versluce took the conservation measure one step farther in the winter
of 1975. He sponsored a trip and accompanied his Catholic priest friend to
their native Holland. Father Henk Huijbers was born in Holland on June 8,
1916, and served as a chaplin for the Dutch army before coming to the
Yukon in 1947. He was best known for the many years he served as priest
in Mayo and later in Burwash Landing, where he was instrumental in
establishing a new rectory and museum.
In Holland, where Mr. Versluce was born in 1907, the two gentlemen
showed Yukon wildlife and conservation films to church and school
groups. Mr. Versluce, who hadn't spoken his native tongue for over 40
years, said the Dutch language came back immediately. "It was just
dormant."
As further proof of Dutch loyalty, a friend later caught Mr. Versluce
propped up in a Whitehorse hospital bed drinking a Heineken beer. Five
unopened green longneck bottles were lined up neatly on the window sill,
cooling. The doctors had prescribed the tonic for the patient's heart
condition.
One of Mr. Versluce's personality traits was to start observing the distant
white-cloaked mountains in January despite minus 45-degree F.
temperatures. A rolled map tucked under his arm as he walked along the
streets, he was as restless as a child on Christmas Eve while waiting the
first sign of melting snow. But he wasn't going to wait long.
"Rocks are easier to break when they're frozen," teased the delightful
prospector who came to the Yukon in 1940, before any network of roads
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existed. He and his brother, Harry, and another adventurer walked the
overland trails for 18 months to reach the Yukon from a starting point at
Fort St. James, a town located near Prince George in central British
Columbia.
"It was lots of fun, wonderful experience," recalled Mr. Versluce, who had
toiled eight years in British Columbia underground mines. "I was one of the
first mountain hippies into the country. In the Yukon, I looked for mines so
others could do the underground work."
After arriving in the north land on foot, Mr. Versluce was in the Yukon for 12
consecutive years before he accepted an invitation to go Outside to
Vancouver as a guest of the Engineers Club. The compulsory necktie was
a suﬀocating experience for a free-roaming prospector. "I fought tying a
knot in that tie. Yet I'd spent years tying knots in horse and dog hitches but
ended up having to pay a hotel boy five dollars to tie a knot for me so I
could slip the tie on and oﬀ over my head."
Like so many independent prospectors who would have been good
catches, Mr. Versluce escaped the matrimonial knot. Eyes sparkling, he
teased, "When things got too close I'd go, leaving no forwarding address.
Sometimes I'd rather be eaten alive by a million mosquitos than stay and
face the consequences."
On his hike north, Mr. Versluce said he fell in love with a Stikine Indian
princess, and she was oﬀered to him by the Chief. "The first time I couldn't
make up my mind, so I ran, sending the Chief a box of cigars. The second
time when I went back, I couldn't catch her."
Smile fading, he admitted that years ago the British Columbia mining
camps where he worked underground were unsuitable places to take a
young lady to live.
Mr. Versluce was a gentle, mild-mannered soul whose serene disposition
let him enter heated frays where angels feared to tread and come out
unscathed--usually! He was an animal-lover and the animals sensed it. He
could wade into a tangled heap of scrapping canines and break up the
most vicious of fights without even a scratch inflicted.
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One time his luck changed but it was a spirited pack horse that kicked him
in the left side of the skull, leaving a deep and permanent indentation near
the eye socket. "But he was a damned good horse," admired Mr. Versluce
without malice.
Although Peter and Harry Versluce were involved in a number of highprofile mining projects, they are best known and probably were best
rewarded for discovering the Little Chief orebody. The Versluce brothers
and partner Chuck Gibbons literally staked claims in their own back yard.

Harry Versluce, pictured at age 67, was named Prospector of the
Year by the Yukon Prospectors’ Association in 1988. (Jane Gaﬃn
Photo, 1976)
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The parcel they optioned to New Imperial Mines included such famous
properties as the Little Chief, Middle Chief and Big Chief, as well as the
Peter, Oro, Zircon.
The copperbelt extends into where the Versluce brothers' homestead
property housed a group of independent prospectors who constructed
their small houses and cabins in a treed nook appropriately tagged as
Bachelors' Cove.
"Too often prospectors doggedly hold onto property while waiting for
prices on the metal market to go up," Peter explained. "But you have to do
a hundred dollars worth of assessment work on the claims every year -trenching, geophysics and so forth. Sometimes it is impractical. It's best to
get rid of that property then go look for something else...in your own back
yard."
In the 1960s, the prospectors did that. They went out the back door of
their homes, built on the fringe of the Porter Creek subdivision west of
Whitehorse, and staked in the historic, 17-mile-long, crescent-shaped
copperbelt that has been mined since 1898. It parallels the west side of
the Alaska Highway and extends from the Carcross Road (Klondike
Highway) north to the Crestview subdivision.
In 1967, New Imperial Mines owned a package of 700 copperbelt claims,
including properties optioned from the three prospectors. Over the years,
various orebodies along the copperbelt were open-pit mined to feed the
newly-constructed mill. New Imperial, financed by Sumitomo Metals and
Mining of Japan and the Toronto-Dominion Bank, had started open-pit
mining the Little Chief on May 1, 1967.
Sadly, the operation had to close in 1971. Copper prices had tumbled
below 45 cents a pound on the international market and dictated an 18month production hiatus until prices struggled upward in 1972.
In a joint-venture agreement, Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting and Anglo
America Corporation reorganized New Imperial into Whitehorse Copper
Mines, which tunneled underground to continue extraction of Little Chief's
deep copper-gold-silver ore to provide feed for the 2,000-ton-a-day
concentrator.
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"Whitehorse Copper ran quite successfully for 10 years," remembered
Dave Tenney, the chief geologist during the underground mine's entire
lifespan.
Wages kept pace with inflation; jobs were plentiful and long term. The
mine, conveniently located seven miles south of Whitehorse, injected a lot
of money into the community. City and territorial government oﬃcials
appreciated industry in those days.
Whitehorse Copper finally exhausted its ore in 1982, the same year the
major economic collapse took its toll on the Cyprus Anvil Mine at Faro,
United Keno Hill Mines at Elsa as well as Cantung across the border in the
Northwest Territories and Cassiar Asbestos in nearby northern British
Columbia.

Chuck Gibbons, as pictured in his Bachelors’ Cove house in 1976. The
Yukon Prospectors’ Association inducted him into the Prospectors’ Hall of
Fame in 1988. (Jane Gaﬃn Photo, 1976)
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`The historic White Pass railroad, running the 110 miles to Skagway,
Alaska, since 1900, did not escape the mining crash, either.
Meanwhile, Bob Hilker, New Imperial's chief geologist from the 1960s, was
still praising Peter and Harry Versluce and Chuck Gibbons as good
prospectors and very responsible people. "They're extremely honest men
who are willing to work out problems and will bend over backwards giving
the benefit of any doubt. You just don't find better people."
A common thread running through the three prospectors was personal
honesty and integrity and their reluctance to discuss their personal
business aﬀairs. They often worked on gentlemen's agreements, as did
many decent people of the day. They were good for their word at any time
and expected no less from others they met and did business with.
In his mature years, Peter Versluce was still physically capable of
outworking anybody in the field. When he saw somebody dragging
around, Mr. Versluce would say "he's walking like he has black sand in his
boots."
Mr. Versluce kept going full-tilt, refusing to let a heart condition
inconvenience him. In mid-August, 1980, he died suddenly of a heart
attack while out in the field doing exactly what he loved: prospecting. He
was 73. Mr. Versluce was interred in the Pioneers Plot #P-120 of Grey
Mountain Cemetery on August 21, 1980.
Mr. Versluce, as well as Chuck Gibbons whose death date is unknown,
were inducted into the Prospectors' Hall of Fame in 1988. Their names are
engraved in the base of the bronze prospector statue that watches over
downtown Whitehorse from Main Street and Third Avenue.
Harry Versluce, whose name is engraved in the statue, was named
Prospector of the Year for 1988. Both Versluces are credited with
Whitehorse copperbelt discoveries as well as prospecting work that led to
the finding of Canalask Nickel and Canol Mines.
Harry, a long-time resident of Bachelors' Cove in Porter Creek, was born
two years after his brother Pete in 1909. Harry passed away quietly on
August 15, 2002. He was 93. He had given up his physical labours in the
field several years before. But, up to 2001, his avid interest in the mining
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industry kept bringing him out every November to the Geoscience mining
conferences.
According to his obituary, Harry Versluce immigrated to Canada from
Holland in the mid-1930s. He worked first as an immigrant farmhand. Then
he turned to mining and was certified as a powderman. He became a
successful mineral prospector and businessman.
As further proof of his spunk, he was 36 years old when he went overseas
with the 4th Battalion, the Canadian Scottish Regiment, serving two years,
1945-46, with Occupation Forces Europe. He earned the Canadian
Voluntary Service Medal and Clasp. He was forever proud of having served
with the prestigious regiment.
Haryy Versluce was laid to rest with a Yukon Order of Pioneers (YOOP)
graveside service at Grey Mountain Cemetery on August 27, 2002.
Both Harry and Peter Versluce generously shared their wealth and quietly
donated money to individuals and causes they deemed worthy without
any desire for publicity or fanfare. A Versluce Brothers Memorial Fund
(under Projects and Scholarships) was established in 2005 with the Yukon
Foundation to be applied for the benefit of senior citizens.
(Whitehorse-based prospector Allen Carlos sponsored the preparation of this article for
posting on the Yukon Prospectors’ Association’s website.†)

Paul White

Making the Copperbelt Work: Paul White
and Bob Hilker Helped Put Whitehorse’s
Historic Copperbelt Back on the Economic
Map, by Jane Gaffin, Mining Review, The Official Publication of the B.C.
(British Columbia) and Yukon Chamber of Mines, July/August 1986
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An independent spirit and a love of Canada’s North brought Paul
White to New Imperial Mines just when the company was in need of a
skilled surveyor. (Jane Gaffin Photo, c. late 1970s)
Paul White, a recent resident to Whitehorse, was sipping draft and reading
a James Bond adventure novel in the shaft of sunlight streaming through
the Edgewater beer parlor’s doorway.
Charlie Brown strolled in.
Charlie Brown was a geological engineer and advisor to White Pass &
Yukon Corporation. His job was to find work to sustain the transportation
company’s narrow-gauge train and fleet of transport trucks.
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To do that, Brown evaluated Yukon mineral potential and provided direct
and indirect assistance to the mining industry.
Brown was looking for a land surveyor.
“You don’t have to look far,” said Paul, who offered to talk with the owners
about locating some old copperbelt Crown grants on property belonging to
Imperial Mines.
After the Pueblo cave-in of 1917, all copperbelt mines had closed and only
sporadic attempts had been made to reopen them
The Richmond Yukon Company reactivated the Pueblo briefly in 1927; and
Noranda Mines half-heartedly reopened it in 1936. Otherwise, low copper
prices had kept mining dormant until after the Second World War.
In 1947, Noranda had carried out some geological and exploratory work on
the Pueblo, Arctic chief, Big Chief, Middle Chief and Keewenaw; five years
later Hudson Bay drilled Cowley Park.
Then mineral activity waned until Imperial Mines was organized in 1956 by
Aubrey Simmons, the Yukon’s member of Parliament. He had decided that
the historic copperbelt could be a profitable venture. A year later the
company was re-organized into New Imperial Mines.
by 1962 Charles Brown of White Pass was offering encouragements to the
mining venture.
Paul White put down the book and talked in his slow, friendly, casual way.
He was tall, blond and had a checkered academic and work background
that was going to become even more varied and exciting as new Yukon
mineral deposits were uncovered during the 1960s.
An enterprising young man, Paul had always wanted to be his own boss
and was wooed by the North.
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He thrived on independence.
For years his aspirations to manage himself and his own affairs kept
meeting opposition. He bounced from pillar to post in search of something
that he couldn’t quite pinpoint.
Born in Toronto on November 19 1929, he spent his first few years around
Huntsville, Ontario, where his grandfather owned a hardware store and
hotel. Paul’s parents separated when he was five. He and his sister moved
to Montreal with their father, an engineer.
As a young teen, Paul quit attending a Montreal public school to serve with
the Royal Air Force Transport Command during the Second World War.
Two years later he returned to West Hill High in late fall 1944.
“I was issued what the Protestant School Board referred to as a ‘leaving
certificate,’ ” Paul said. “In other words, it meant goodbye. From there I was
expected to go to work in the CR (Canadian Rail) shops, or somewhere
equally as unenticing in downtown Montreal.”
Instead, Paul became a construction laborer and a surveyor’s helper. He
journeyed to Labrador in 1949 as a prospector for the Labrador Mining and
Exploration Company, then on to a pioneer survey to determine the
potential location for the future Quebec North Shore and Labrador Railway.
For two years Paul lived in tents and for transportation used dogs, canoes
and his legs.
“I suppose I walked over most of what is now the railroad, and other pieces
of territory in there not on the railroad, for a distance of 500 miles over
those two years,” he said.
Paul was befriended and greatly influenced by a mining engineer, brought
out of retirement to participate in the railway adventure.
“I began to realize that I had been tramping over virgin territory prospecting
in northeastern Canada with practically no specific knowledge of what I was
doing,” Paul said.
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He decided to go back to school.
“When I attempted to register as a mining engineering student at the
University of Toronto I didn’t even know the word for ‘geology’. All I knew
was ‘minerals’ meant ‘mining’ “.
University life stifled the bushman who knew only the freedom of the wilds
and was unfamiliar with forests of people and clock-punching.
“I was not the most well-adjusted student,” Paul recalled. “I had spoken
French and Indian for the previous two years. And at that time, going to
university was like taking a bus and putting in a shift at Oakville at the Ford
plant and going home again.”
Paul finished his last exam in late April.
When he fled Toronto for an underground mining job for the summer in
northwestern British Columbia, he was not aware of his tremendous
achievement; he had been one of two in a class of 10 who passed.
On his way back to Toronto via Vancouver, Paul realized the beautiful
coastal city hosted a mining school that was recognized as one of the best
in the country.
“And the fees were half those in Toronto,” Paul said.
He registered at the University of B.C. and finished his formal education in
1956, interspersing studies with summer work around Yellowknife as a
metallurgical researcher, assayer and tramp miner.
Contract mining was an extension of Paul’s desire to be independent. He
was an underground businessman and moved freely with a partner from
one mine to the next, carrying out small contracts.
“It was a happy, independent arrangement,” Paul said.
Then a recession hit mining in 1957. Jobs became scarce.
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Paul’s strong motivation, kindled earlier in Labrador, drew him back into
northern Canada. But it was difficult to find suitable work.
He wasn’t keen on prospecting for a Texas oil company with offices in
Calgary.
He struck out on his own again.
As a mining engineer registered in the Alberta Association of Professional
Engineers he had earned his ticket to independence. Paul migrated into
northern Alberta and engaged in field engineering, locating oil-well sites.
Wanting to broaden his economic base, he focused attention on northern
Canada. As a sideline occupation he apprenticed as a land surveyor with a
fellow who owned an Edmonton-based business and with whom Paul had
worked in Labrador.
“I was skilled in my trade as a surveyor as well as other occupations,” Paul
said. “He got the best out of me, and I got to apprenticeship with him
without much supervision. He let me take a crew into northern Canada; I
sent the results by mail. And sometimes by return mail, he sent me a
cheque.”
Paul was commissioned as an Alberta land surveyor and stayed in constant
motion in the territories during the early 1960s. He followed mining
companies’ exploration programs.
It was not always rewarding or satisfying, living a vagabond lifestyle out of
a truck because hotels were scarce, never staying any longer than two
weeks in one place before pushing on.
Although Paul still yearned to live in northern Canada and practise as an
independent engineer in the mineral exploration business, he realistically
recognized a conflict between his goals and the thin northern market.
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No engineer or land surveyor lived in the Yukon Territory simply because
there was not a strong enough economic base to provide the morsels
necessary to sustain professionals.
Paul White and Dennis Hosford formed a small survey company in northern
Alberta.
They conducted a very scientific market research in 1962, by dividing
Alberta’ population by the number of land surveyors who were on the list of
those commissioned.
“We ended up with 10,000 people in Alberta supporting one land
surveyor...the only settlement in Alberta that had 10,000 people and no
land surveyor was Grande Prairie.” There, they carried out prospecting
contracts, locating oil companies’ well sites.
As planned when the survey company became financially strong, Paul’s
first paycheque bought an airline ticket for the North. In Whitehorse, Yukon,
he stepped down from the plane and declared himself “open for business”.
Paul followed Charlie Brown to a log cabin on Lambert Street where the
Imperial chiefs conferred on a course of action.
New Imperial Mines had been organized in 1957 from Imperial Mines and
Metals, a company put together with a package of 100 Whitehorse
copperbelt claims. At the time, low copper prices had caused larger
companies to shun the known mineralized areas as too small for interest.
New Imperial had made money from selling 10-cent shares, then blown it
on an unsuccessful underground venture elsewhere in the Yukon and was
now looking for better rewards.
Dr. Gus Skerl, a geological engineer consultant, had encountered some
problems locating the old wooden posts marking the Crown grants,
surveyed at the turn-of-the-century.
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Paul was hired for half a land surveyor’s pay of $30 a day. Part of the deal
-- because Paul did not own a vehicle -- was for the New Imperial people to
drive Paul to and from the property each day for the week’s work.
Monday morning he was left at a spruce tree with instructions to return to
the same spot in the evening to be picked up.
The first day, Paul searched the forest, returned to the spruce by noon and
ate lunch from a brown paper bag. When the truck turned up the bush trail
in the evening, the Imperial people were mildly alarmed to find Paul dozing.
He walked the Imperial people over the property, showed them the
evidence and accepted an offer to continue working.
Paul sent to Grande Prairie for a truck and crew so the Yukon branch of
White & Hosford could prospect, survey and explore the copperbelt with
Gus Skerl, who had faith in the copperbelt’s future.
Although larger companies did not agree, Gusk Skerl considered a grade of
1.4% copper at 30 cents a pound to be economic. He recommended a $6million pre-production program.
New Imperial drilled old deposits and proved mineralized showings to be
plentiful on the War Eagle, Arctic Chief, Little Chief and Cowley Park.†
_______
Obituary
Paul Sanson White Jr.
November 19, 1929 to October 8, 2011
P.Eng - UBC Delta Kappa Epsilon 1956; Dominion Land Surveyor (Retired)
With great sadness the family announced the passing of Paul S. White on
Saturday, October 8, 2011 at age 81.
Paul passed peacefully, family at his side. His wit, charm and keen intellect
will be missed. Never short for words or opinion, he was a strong
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personality that would take challenges head-on. His entrepreneurial spirit
brought involvement in many great ventures and adventures from the Iron
Ore fields of Labrador to aerial survey of the Arctic and gold and silver
mining from the Yukon to Australia and Russia.
He was a proud member of the Lions Club for over 50 years and supported
many community programs.
A Jazz aficionado, his love of Jazz music as a scholar historian, a musician
and enthusiast was well known as was his support for the community of
Jazz musicians. A master wordsmith and orator of considerable skill, his
storytelling and accounts of various adventures captivated many an ear.
Now it is time for his story to be told. Son of Paul Sanson White and Helen
Orvis, Paul is survived by his children Paul White III, Corri Coy (nee White),
Dean White, Paula Morrison (nee White), Alita Sauve and their children.
His siblings Judy Row, Gary White, David McCart, Wendy McCart Porritt.
Predeceased by siblings Gayle Hungerford and Ian McCart.
Please join us in a celebration of his life. Services to be held on Saturna
Island, B.C. (British Columbia) at Saint Christopher’s Anglican Church at 1
p.m. on Saturday November 26, 2011 followed by a reception at the
Saturna Community Hall accompanied by the Jazz music he loved.
A celebration of Paul’s life will also be held in Whitehorse, Yukon in the
Spring or Summer of 2012, details to follow.†

Bob Hilker

Bob Hilker Helped Put Whitehorse’s Historic
Copperbelt Back on the Economic Map
by Jane Gaffin, Mining Review, The Official Publication of the B.C. (British
Columbia) and Yukon Chamber of Mines, July/August 1986
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(Some adaptations of this profile were published as Profiles and
Predicaments: Rocks in His Head by Jane Gaffin, Yukon News Weekender,
June 25, 1976; and Discoverer of Little Chief’s Deep Ore: Exploration
Geology is the Profession for Bob Hilker, by Jane Gaffin, Northern Miner,
March 3, 1977)

When Bob Hilker arrived at New Imperial Mines in 1965 he had never
before seen a skarn. (Jane Gaffin Photo, 1976)

Bob Hilker fit New Imperial Mines’ need for an exploration
geologist.
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The company wanted someone with a natural bent for finding
additional and economic ore reserves that would allow the
copperbelt properties to go to production.
There was only one problem.
When Bob came to the copperbelt from Calgary, Alberta in July,
1965 as chief geologist, he had never seen a skarn.
“I’ll never admit it again,” Bob said. “In fact, I’d probably deny
it.”
He nevertheless found himself facing a rock collection on 700
mineral claims that contained a mixed bag of everything from
epidote to magnetite.
So, he had to apply a bit of wizardry.
Of the scientific laws that govern the universe, Bob viewed the
one most appropriate to an exploration geologist as ‘any
sufficiently-advanced technology is indistinguishable from
magic’.
But an exploration geologist, in Bob’s opinion, had to be more
than a magician.
“He must have a desire and curiosity to want to know what is
beyond the far horizon and enjoy the hardships.”
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Geologists are often in the field in excruciating cold, and the
ability to make a record-breaking sprint is a must.
Bob recalled once when the temperature had dipped to 50-below
zero. He was tucked clothesless inside a Three Star and had to
take his turn to feed the airtight, an uncomfortable 14 feet away.
“I knew it was cold,” he said. “The birch trees were cracking
like pistol shots.”
In rapid-fire succession he hit the floor, threw three pieces of
wood into the stove, slipped the lid down, turned it on full
damper and was back in the sleeping bag before a breath of air
touched him.
To Bob, who loved exploration as a profession, such incidents
had a way of “making geology fun”.
“I’ve spent many winters in a tent at frigid temperatures,
digging out snow with snowshoes to pitch a tent, cutting spruce
boughs for the floor, furniture and poles. There is a lot of
satisfaction from it.”
Unless an exploration geologist likes bushlife and learns to read
mineral signs, Bob said he will be a dropout.
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Bob believed in a solid science education. He got his at
Michigan Tech, but knew that it was only after the classroom
that the geologist started to learn.
“You must know about the bush, ore bodies, rocks, minerals,
setting up programs for diamond drilling, geophysics and
geochemistry,” Bob said.
“Too many geologists go haywire over rock types and theory.
There are two rock types -- ore and non-ore. And it’s easy to
distinguish between the two.”
Bob was successful because he left the hardcore theory to the
laboratory researchers.
“Exploration geologists must concern themselves with finding
mineralization, interpreting surface showings and trying to
make sense out of the results,” Bob said.
“The two main ingredients are confidence in yourself and a
professional dedication. Otherwise you may as well hang your
spurs over the back forty rail because the moment of truth
eventually will arrive.”
On the copperbelt, Bob decided there was a need for deep-drill
holes, but his request for a budget to drill them was rejected by
skeptical directors.
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One and a half years passed before the mine manager squeezed
$35,000 out of the directors for two deep holes at the Little
Chief.
Bob had to be tight-fisted with the money.
He drilled 1,700 feet from surface, each hole costing between
$15,000 and $18,000.
“Obviously I chose the most promising spot for the first drill
hole,” Bob said. “It clicked!”
At the second location more ore, referred to as the Little Chief’s
deep ore, was intersected.
“The rest is history,” Bob said. “The money didn’t stop coming
after that.”
But a geologist does not have time to savor success. He is
expected to give an encore.
With the Little Chief strong and predictable, Bob looked at the
Middle Chief, chose a drill spot and again approached the mine
manager, who was a bit dubious. But Ross Kenway had faith in
his geologist and once more asked for and got the money.
One morning while the drill churned on the Middle Chief,
Kenway confronted his geologist.
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What was wrong with Hilker’s calculations? They were all
wrong.
Kenway was right. Hilker’s calculations were off. The drill had
intersected ore four feet short of the geologist’s predictions.
About five million tons of underground ore, grading 2% copper
and containing minor amounts of silver and gold, were indicated
by the deep hole.
“It was extremely gratifying,” Bob recalled. “When you’re
successful, things are fun. Everybody’s smiling. It’s a good time
to be around a property.”
One day a doctor of geology from the U.S. Geological Survey in
Alaska visited Bob’s office.
As the two men casually discussed basic geology the doctor
glanced at the colored maps of the Little Chief. Something
caught the doctor’s attention.
He exclaimed, “By gosh! It’s got to be that way!”
He said the ore body was like the fingers on the hand, the main
part of the ore body being the arm. Drilling had tickled the top
part, and there was a good possibility that Bob had interpreted
the down-trend correctly.
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The possibility delighted Bob, as well as Peter Versluce, another
visitor in the office.
Brothers Peter and Harry Versluce and partner Chuck Gibbons
had staked a claim group on the copperbelt that extended into
their homestead property in Porter Creek, northwest of
Whitehorse. The claim parcel optioned to New Imperial Mines
included the Little Chief, Middle Chief and the Big Chief.
Peter and Harry Versluce and another adventurer had walked 18
months from Fort St. James, B.C. (British Columbia) to the
Yukon in 1940.
“It was lots of fun, wonderful experience. I was one of the first
mountain hippies into the country,” said Pete, who had toiled
eight years in B.C. underground mines. “In the Yukon I looked
for mines so others could do the underground work.”
With a 2,000-ton-per-day concentrator, New Imperial started
milling the Little Chief’s open pit ore on May 1, 1967. By
mid-1971, however, copper prices had tumbled to 45 cents per
pound on the international market. And the uneconomic openpitting operation was suspended.
A reorganization into Whitehorse Copper Mines followed.
Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting Co. and Anglo American
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Corporation of Canada participated in a joint venture which
enabled development of the deeper, higher grade ore to continue.
Underground production from the Little Chief started in
December, 1972 and continued until ore reserves were
exhausted and closed the mine in 1982.
During that time Bob tacked up a shingle in Whitehorse -- R.G.
Hilker Ltd., consulting geologist -- before moving his consulting
firm to Calgary where he works and retains an active interest in
Yukon mining and mineral exploration. “It’s a profession that I
dearly love…”†
Bob Hilker Elected Vice-Chairman, CIM Yukon Branch

CIM enthusiasts kickstarting the Yukon Branch into action are Bob Hilker (l),
Terry Heard (c) and Mike Marchand (r) (Jane Gaffin Photo, 1976)
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Yukon Branch Staging Comeback by Jane Gaffin, CIM Reporter,
October, 1976
The Yukon Branch of The Canadian Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy made an enthusiastic comeback from its virtualmothball condition. In the spring, two luncheon meetings
inspired 30 members to informally get together to discuss
mining and related problems of the Yukon’s No. 1 industry. CIM
Members hope to generate public awareness and interest in the
important Yukon resource industry with each member bringing a
guest to subsequent meetings.
Program chairman R.G. (Bob) Hilker announced the subjects for
spontaneous discussion on Benson’s white paper on taxation.
The second meeting’s topic brought impromptu remarks about
the federal government imposing a tax on Alberta oil that
benefits people east of the Ottawa Valley.
The CIM Branch recessed for the summer months and promised
to reconvene in the fall with a “Back From the Bush Bash”.
Newly-elected executives (pictured above) are Chairman Terry
Heard, United Keno Hill Exploration; Vice-Chairman Bob
Hilker, R.G. Hilker, Ltd.; Secretary-Treasurer Mike Marchand,
DIANA (Department of Indian and Northern Affairs).†
_______
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Obituary
Bob Hilker
August 7, 1929 to April 23, 2013
Robert George (Bob) Hilker, born August
7, 1929, died peacefully on April 23,
2013 at the age of 83.
According to his obituary, Bob is
lovingly remembered by his amazing
wife Roxanne; daughters Anne (Jan),
Susan (Chris), Roberta (Dustin) and
Rhonda; grandchildren Jordan, Rebecca,
Andie, Erin, Russell, Caitlin and
Michael; and his sister Joyce (Romeo).
Bob was born August 7, 1929 in Stettler,
Alberta. He was a geologist, receiving his degree at Michigan
Technology in 1961. He started his own geological consulting
business in 1969 in Whitehorse, Yukon. In addition to hard rock
mineral exploration, he was also a specialist in placer gold
mining. Bob had many experiences in his field of work,
travelling across Canada, the U.S., and even as far as China and
Bolivia. Since 1991, Bob has been an active member of the Al
Azhar Shriners Air Corps.
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He loved reading, time with his grandchildren, jelly beans,
scotch whiskey, rocks *, ice cream in Cochrane [Alberta],
coffee, cooking, walks and warm sweaters.
A celebration of Bob’s life was held in Calgary April 27, 2013.
In living memory of Bob Hilker, a tree will be planted at Big
Hill Springs Park, Cochrane.†
_______
(* Note: This writer can vouch for Bob’s love of “rocks”. An article Profiles
and Predicaments: Rocks in His Head, Yukon News WEEKENDER, June
25, 1976, opens with: “Exploration geologists have rocks in their head! Bob
Hilker of R.G. Hilker, Ltd., will talk about any topic as long as it’s “rocks”, or
closely-related thereto...Rockies, rocky, rocker, rock salt, rock’n roll, and
trying to divert his mind to another subject proves frustrating…”)
*******

Dave Tenney
Miner’s Career an Open and Shut Case
by Jane Gaffin, Yukon News, January 23, 1998

Dave Tenney was fished out of Lynn Lake by Curragh Resources for a
Yukon homecoming in 1989.
For several years, the mine geologist had been working in northern
Manitoba for Sherritt Gordon Mines. When the company sold the small gold
mine to a group of independent investors, Lynn Gold Resources went
bankrupt.
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Mining consultant Dave Tenney has seen many mines close
during his career. (Mike Thomas Photo, 1998)
“That wasn’t a happy experience to see it go down the tube,” recalled the
Whitehorse-based mining consultant. “However, the chief geologist doesn’t
control the destiny of those places.”
In the Yukon, he served two years as the Faro open-pit geologist and
consulted on the underground mine tunneled into the wall of the Faro pit.
Then he relocated to Watson Lake. Curragh had oﬃcially opened the
nearby high-grade, zinc-lead underground mine in September, 1991.
After about 14 months, the financially troubled company closed the Sa
Dena Hes [Oldtimers' Mountain], on December 2, 1992. It never reopened.
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It was job-hunting time again. A former general manager of Whitehorse
Copper Mines, where Tenney had spent 12 good years, was president of
Wheaton River Minerals.
The Toronto-based company bought the Golden Bear Mine at Muddy
Lake, near Telegraph Creek, B.C., in 1993.
Vic Jutronich hired Tenney, who described the 18-month weight-reducing
schedule “as fun”. But a temporary closure rendered Tenney jobless again.
Meanwhile, the assets, which once belonged to the bankrupt Curragh
Resources, were on the auction block.
Some of the former Curragh principals regrouped under the banner of
Anvil Range Mining and acquired the Faro properties in November, 1994.
Tenney returned to Faro on the first day of December.
About two months prior to another impending shutdown, that finally came
on December 20, 1996, Tenney had resigned.
“Fred Svienson, a well-known mining man in Western Canada, had been
appointed president of United Keno Hill Mines and was developing the
silver mines at Elsa. He hired me to run the geology part.”
Tenney champions UKHM as a fine place for a geologist to work. But
UKHM exhausted its funds and closed in March, 1997, too.
“The job of a mining geologist is always interesting,” said Tenney, whose
consulting business has kept him busy this past year.
“The relationship between geology and the economics of the operation is
an interesting study of the marginal cut-oﬀ grades and the break-even
grades. It’s a study in itself to establish what eﬀect changing the grade will
have on the bottom line. And break-even grade is a spatial variable that
should be investigated thoroughly before a company starts to mine.”
Tenney’s 35-year career, which has taken him into 15 mines, began in the
diamond fields of the tiny West African country of Sierra Leone.
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“We sampled creeks very much like creeks are sampled around Dawson for
gold.”
He liked the job that paid double what he could earn in his home country.
The English-born Tenney grew up in the shadows of Windsor Castle,
graduated from the University of Leicester in 1961 and studied a year in
London at the prestigious Royal School of Mines.
On a return trip to England from Africa, he visited his alma mater. A letter
had arrived from a former university classmate. His friend was searching
for an assistant in a small underground silver mine in Northern Ontario.
By Christmas of 1964, Tenney was working in Canada for Siscoe Metals.
Eventually, he pressed on to Chibougamau,Quebec. One day he saw an
enticing ad in the Northern Miner.
New Imperial Mines in Whitehorse was scouting for a mine geologist. It
was right up his alley.
For the past six years, Tenney had been finding ore, directing miners
where to mine and advising what to expect for tonnage and grade.
Although he’d never seen limestone-hosted skarns, Bill Dean hired him
anyway.
“Every time you change mines, you have to get a new education, until you
get older. With experience you begin to see what you’ve seen before -- if
not identical things at least similarities.” He laughed. “Then you can be a
consultant.”
Unfortunately, his first task was to shut down the Gem, one of New
Imperial’s uneconomic open pits near Wolf Creek. It didn’t take long to see
that the tonnage was smaller than the interpretation, Tenney recalled.
By mid-summer of 1971, all the pits were dormant.
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“From the day I arrived, New Imperial didn’t make a profit. It’s a matter of
the eﬃciency of the operation. Nevertheless, it didn’t make me feel very
good.”
Hudson’s Bay Mining and Smelting, which held a strong stock position,
decided to develop the Little Chief, where reserve grades were a bit higher
than in the pits.
An 18-month hiatus ensued. New Imperial reorganized into Whitehorse
Copper Mines and started milling underground ore in December, 1972.
“The mine ran quite successfully for 10 years.”
Tenney echoes the sentiments of other geologists and miners about
Whitehorse Copper days that were as close to ideal as a mine gets.
Wages kept pace with inflation. Jobs were plentiful and long term.
The minesite, located seven miles south of town on the west side of the
Alaska Highway, allowed industry people to live normal lifestyles.
“Whitehorse Copper was my favorite job, actually” admitted Tenney. “From
a family perspective, Whitehorse is a fine place to raise my three children.
“It was a very sad day when we had to shut down on December 31, 1982.
“If Whitehorse Copper were still running, I’d probably still be there.”†
_______
Dave and his first wife, Donna, were married in Ontario in 1968. They had three
children, two daughters, Patti and Carol, and a son. Donna died of cancer. Her
memorial service was held December 21, 1991 in Faro, Yukon, where Dave had worked
a couple of years for Curragh Resources.
Dave and his second wife, Kay, married on Boxing Day in 1996.
*******

Andy Hureau
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Geologist Swaps Stable Home for Work
by Jane Gaffin, Yukon News, March 10, 1993

Geologist Andy Hureau (Hureau Photo)

Whitehorse resident Andy Hureau has been an exploration and mine
geologist for nearly 30 years.
To have a job for the last 10 years in his chosen profession is a big
bonus.
“A lot of geologists are not even employed,” said the Echo Bay
geologist, home on a brief visit from the Lupin Mine, located 400
kilometres (about 250 miles) northeast of Yellowknife.
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His job as a hardrock mine geologist is to find the ore, then direct the
miners where to mine and advise what to expect for tonnage and grade.
But commuting long distances to the workplace can be very disruptive to
a family. His schedule was revised to four days in camp and three days
out, which allowed him time to be home for only seven weeks last year.
One thing he misses here is hockey, so he treated himself to a noon
scrimmage with friends at Takhini arena. When life was more normal, he
was a member of the Edgewater Hotel team.
“Then we would come down to the lounge after the game to
recuperate.”
Those were the stable days when the Yukon was strong with four major
mines. One was Whitehorse Copper, where Hureau worked as
exploration geologist from 1971 almost until it closed in 1982.
“Whitehorse Copper offered industry people a normal lifestyle in the
community.” He remembered the good set up. “There was no townsite
or camp. There are not many jobs where a geologist can work and live a
normal life, too.”
After earning his degree in 1961 from Nova Scotia’s St. Francis Xavier,
his career started with Inco’s nickel producer at Thompson, Manitoba.
He moved on to a copper mine in Chibougamau, Quebec, and did some
exploration in Vermont before coming North.
After Whitehorse Copper’s Little Chief ore was exhausted, Terra Silver
Mines found Hureau. From 1983 to 1987, he commuted from
Whitehorse to Great Bear Lake, then to the Bull Moose gold property,
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100 kilometres (about 60 miles) east of Yellowknife, on a month-in
month-out rotation.
After the mine closed, he joined Echo Bay in 1987.
“One frustration is that my $8,000 annual travel expenses is not tax
deductible.”
The mines have camps. And the government believes people should
relocate to wherever the company picks up the workers; in this case,
Edmonton.
“Lots of commuters live in B.C. (British Columbia), even in Nova
Scotia,” he said. “There is no advantage to living in Yellowknife. It is too
expensive.”
Another drawback is the Arctic storms which cause plane delays. He
often sits these out in Edmonton.
“It is hard to look into the crystal ball and make decisions to relocate.
There are no guarantees to a mine’s longevity. In this industry, a year
can be long term. Because of gold prices, there is pressure on a mine to
be efficient. A lot of people are laid off, even those who thought they
would be there until they retired.”
Hureau made the decision and sold his Whitehorse house in 1987 and
bought one in Edmonton.
“The family didn’t adjust. And we still had children and grandchildren
living here. We moved back in November of 1989.”
It also proved to be a bad economic move. During a two-year absence,
Whitehorse houses nearly doubled in price. And, financially, it was
difficult to reorganize.
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“If a family is established in a community, I would much rather incur the
travel cost than the expense of uprooting,” he said.
“I can be laid off anytime. With the mining industry in bad condition,
one has to be careful about which job to accept. As mines go, the Lupin
is good. Living conditions are good. If the gold prices don’t get much
worse, the mine could go for several years.”
The Lupin orebody is consistent, predictable and the company is
efficient. So a profit can be made at low prices, even in the hard isolated
conditions, 90 kilometres (about 55 miles) south of the Arctic Circle.
From the 2,200 tons of ore mined every day, 550 ounces of gold is
produced, adding up to about 200,000 ounces a year. The gold bricks,
poured at the minesite, are flown to the Ottawa Mint for refining.
If a base metal mine goes into production 80 kilometres (about 50 miles)
to the west, Minova and Metallgesellschaft will need a port for shipping
concentrates.
A winter road to haul the concentrates to the coast would allow Echo
Bay to transport its fuel from the coast, thus saving on the gold mine’s
high power-production costs.
That one economic factor could extend the Lupin’s life.
The weekly round trip from Edmonton to Lupin is 1,600 air miles for the
commuters. Since Hureau cannot come home often, his three-day
weekends are spent in Edmonton.
His lifestyle may sound awkward and less than ideal. But at least he is
working in a good job in his chosen field -- and that’s more than a lot of
people can say.†
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*******

Ed Andre

Ed Andre: Mole in His Soul
by Jane Gaffin, Northern Strategies, April 1991

For 25 years, Ed Andre (r) (Jane Gaffin Photo,
1989) has been on one end of a jackleg
drill, which he refers to as his miner’s
fiddle.
“To be an underground miner and like it,
you have to be part gypsy and have a little
mole in your soul,” said the 46-year-old
miner from his spacious, spotless
apartment in downtown Whitehorse.
He was home on a 28-day rotation from Cheni Gold’s mining camp,
located between someplace and no place in northwestern British
Columbia (B.C.).
After 28 days of 10-hour shifts at hard physical labor, a two-hour plane
flight, followed by a six-hour drive from Dease Lake, Ed is a bit of a
zombie when he first comes home. He spends the first week catching up
on sleep and the hockey games.
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Ed loves his work which offers independence. As long as a miner is not
doing anything unsafe, he is left alone to work without a boss hovering
over him.
“Underground mining is a test of a man,” he said. “It is a challenge to
overcome the natural depression which comes with the darkness and the
gloominess from working in a cavernous hole. There is also the danger
element.”
The dangerous environment creates a close camaraderie among the men.
Without warning, best friends can be killed instantly in bizarre accidents.
Born in Prud’homme, Saskatchewan of Hungarian and French Canadian
parentage, Ed is one of seven children, fluent in French and proudly
points out that his hometown is the same as Jeanne Sauve, Canada’s
former Governor General.
Ed was 21 when wanderlust set in. He left the farming community,
carrying all his worldly possessions in the back of his pickup truck.
Becoming a “tramp miner”, tramping from job to job, seeing new places,
was an extension of his personality.
“At the end of those years,” he said, “I had eight dollars. And I could
probably still put all my belongings in the back of a pickup.”
In northern Manitoba with Hudson’s Bay’s Snow Lake copper-zinc mine
he started his underground-mining education, learning to drill holes to
pack with explosives in preparation for blasting. He then moved to
Sherritt-Gordon’s Lynn Lake mine.
In northern Saskatchewan, he worked for Anglo-Rouyn and a U.S.
Borax potash mine before moving to the Yukon in 1968.
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For 12 years he stayed at Whitehorse Copper, leaving only a short time
prior to the mine’s 1982 closure.
Since Whitehorse Copper days, Ed has done time in almost every Yukon
mine.
For the last year, Ed has been with Cheni Gold. The mine’s ground is
good, so is the food and each man enjoys the privacy of his own room.
The disadvantage is a long commuting distance.
But miners must go where the jobs are. The Windy Craggy deposit may
correct that problem for Yukon miners when the B.C. mine comes on
stream.
While underground mining is still made attractive by high salaries,
miners’ take home pay has been reduced because of lower incentives, or
production, bonuses.
At present, there are more miners than jobs.
“Supply and demand,” Ed pointed out. “I’m sure this subject is boring
for anybody who lives in and never goes outside a tent and doesn’t drive
a car. But mining is essential for those of us who want to live in houses,
drive cars, cook on a stove, use washing machines and plumbing. You
can’t simply say ‘no’ to every mining project.”†
_______

Ed Andre: Miner Faces 2,300-Mile Commute
by Jane Gaffin, Yukon News, March 5, 1993
Most people would not want to commute 123 miles to work, much less
2,300 miles.
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And many would not want to descend farther than a lighted basement
office for an eight-hour day, much less do heavy labor 3,646 feet
underground in the dark for 12-hour stretches.
Ed Andre, an underground miner, has joined the ranks of other
Whitehorse miners, engineers and geologists who are forced to travel
thousands of miles to reach the workplace.
He works for Echo Bay’s Lupin Mine in the NWT. The 2,200-ton-perday gold mine is located on the north tip of Contwoyto Lake, 250 miles
northeast of Yellowknife and 56 miles south of the Arctic Circle.
Many of the 380 employees live in Cambridge Bay and nearby Arctic
communities. They are shuttled to and from the minesite by the
company’s planes, which also transports the gold.
“Gold flies,” said Dorothy Atkinson, Northern Affairs district geologist
of Yellowknife, speaking at last fall’s Geoscience Forum in Whitehorse.
“It is not like concentrates. There is no infrastructure within the
Northwest Territories.”
So gold is a real boon to the territories, she said.
Echo Bay Mines Ltd., the third largest gold mining company in North
America, also operates two mines in Nevada and one in Washington
state. It has two gold development projects at the AJ and Kensington
near Juneau [capital of Alaska].
Andre pays his own travel expenses on Canadian Airlines from
Whitehorse to Vancouver and to Edmonton, where he overnights. From
Alberta’s capital, he is Echo Bay’s guest on the company’s two-hour jet
flight to the Lupin.
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Of the 27 years Andre has been on the end of a jackleg drill, which he
refers to as his miner’s fiddle, he has worked in numerous camps of all
sizes.
“But this is the best,” said Andre, home on a two-week rotation. “It is a
deep mine. But the ground is good hardrock in the Precambrian Shield.
Everything underground is bolted and screened. The company is very
safety-conscious.
“Workers don’t have to go outside to go to work, if they don’t want to.
We can go from the bunkhouse to the kitchen, walk through a tunnel to
the headframe, then go underground.
“This is the first mine I ever worked in with a lunch room underground.
We get 45 minutes. The company serves a hot meal. I don’t have to pack
a lunchbox or take a Thermos of coffee to work anymore.”
At the Lupin, Andre was reacquainted with a safety supervisor. They had
worked together in the now-closed Cheni Gold in northwestern B.C.
(British Columbia). That job was a long distance from Whitehorse, too:
a six-hour drive to Dease Lake and a two-hour plane ride into camp.
“My partner at Lupin is Bill Chernoff, a guy I worked with in Lynn Lake,
Manitoba, back in 1967.”
Andre laughed about the coincidence, after all the years of travelling the
miner’s circuit.
Their work offers independence. As long as a miner is not doing
anything unsafe, he is left alone to work without a boss hovering over
him.
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“Underground mining is a test of a man,” said Andre. “It is a challenge
to overcome the natural depression which comes with the darkness and
the gloominess. There is also the danger element.”
Heavy equipment and explosives are part of their job. They cannot relax
their attention for a second, even though mines are safer now than when
Andre started in the business in 1966.
Born in Prud’homme, Saskatchewan, of Hungarian and French Canadian
parentage, he is one of seven children and speaks fluent French.
At age 21, he left the farming community, carrying all his worldly
possessions in the back of his pickup truck to become a tramp miner,
seeing new places.
In northern Manitoba with Hudson Bay’s Snow Lake copper-zinc mine,
he started his underground mining education. He learned to drill holes to
pack with explosives in preparation for blasting. He then moved on to
Sherritt-Gordon’s Lynn Lake mine.
In northern Saskatchewan, he worked for Anglo-Rouyn and a U.S.
Borax potash mine before moving to the Yukon in 1968. For 12 years he
stayed at Whitehorse Copper, leaving only a short time prior to the
mine’s 1982 closure.
Since those days, he has done time in almost every Yukon mine.
He has worked on most of Main Street Mining’s projects in the Yukon
and B.C., including the Windy Craggy development in 1987-88.
Andre is a Friend of Windy Craggy and believes the copper deposit is
too big not to go ahead.
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It would certainly correct the long-distance commuting woes for a lot of
people. “As well, it would be incredible for Whitehorse’s economy.”†
*******

Erich Stoll
Old Mole Rehashes Tricks on Seminar Circuit
by Jane Gaffin, Yukon News, January 15, 1997

After 35 Years of Mining, Erich Stoll Has Hung Up His Hard Hat (Jane Gaffin
Photo, 1997)
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Erich Stoll -- better known in mining circles as Yukon Erich -- enjoyed his
richly rewarding career impersonating a mole.
Now he has hung up his miner’s costume and wants to bequeath the
inhalation of diesel fumes and the operation of heavy equipment to the
younger set.
“I had to stop,” he said, a tad wistfully. “Thirty-five years in the mines is long
enough. Even lawyers and doctors quit sometime, eh?”
Yukon Erich and Associates’ last hurrah was about 1992. The unsavory
assignment took him back to his alma mater at the Keno Hill camp at Elsa.
He opened an old cavern that the new United Keno Hill Mine owners
inherited with the rest of the claim block. A concrete plug was going to be
installed as an experimental effort to stem metal-infested water from
seeping into a creek.
“This was dangerous,” admitted Stoll. “The workings had sunk. Pushed
down. At one time it had frozen, then thawed. Dangerous going into an old,
old mine, especially with water. Lots of time we hit no oxygen. Timber was
rotten.”
Stoll survived without mishap. But he is finished pushing his luck with the
guardian angel who has protected his hide for countless years.
Although he can no longer do the heavy physical work, the seasoned miner
is far from retired. He is in the very enviable position of exporting expertise
to South American countries to consult on mining projects.
“Nothing much came out of it,” commented Stoll, whose other new niche for
his knowledge is regaling seminar groups about small-scale mining.
Stoll was born in Germany’s Black Forest region in 1935 -- during what he
referred to as the “big mess”.
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“The city of Freiburg is a university town of maybe 20,000 students. I only
saw the university from the outside.”
He took trade school courses in plastering and stucco, which related to his
father’s construction work.
Although ample job opportunities were available in his birthland, the youth
developed wanderlust. He crossed the Atlantic Ocean on the Seven Seas
that docked in Halifax, Nova Scotia, in the winter of 1957.
The 22-year-old Stoll and a group of Germans took the train to Winnipeg,
Manitoba. All were offered mining jobs in the wilds of Northern Ontario.
“Rounded us up like cattle, anybody who wanted to go. Got off Northern
Railroad at Seven Lake, a little place, near Pickle Crow.”
Stoll’s debut to underground mining was at Pickle Crow Gold Mine, where
he stayed nearly three years.
“It was hard labor. The wages were good. About $1.10 an hour. We didn’t
know anything.” They didn’t have to know much. “Jobs were plentiful then,”
recalled Stoll, who started out hand-mucking with a shovel.
Gradually, he learned the art of sinking shafts, punching holes into rock
walls with a jackleg drill, and packing holes with dynamite to break the rock.
Restless, he started to push westward in 1961.
At Edmonton, Alberta was an office where men were hired for
Falconbridge’s Giant Yellowknife Gold Mine and the United Keno Hill silver
camp.
Here or there? “I decided for Keno Hill because I had to go to Whitehorse -a place I wanted to see because of the funny name.”
He was on UKHM’s payroll for three years. Then he joined the contractor.
One day he was being paid by the company to work in No. 7 mine. The
next day he was paid better to work for Canadian Mine Development in the
same mine.
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A sad event that is indelibly etched in his memory was Hector-Calumet’s
1963 cave-in. “It was poor rock. When timbers don’t hold, rocks peel off
and come down. Two men work together on a shift. One escaped. The
other was buried. It’s the company’s duty to find the man.
“The company made up three rescue crews. Eight hours a shift, around the
clock, we worked to try to find this young Irishman. A huge stope, a cave
maybe 40 feet high. Nobody knows where he is.
“We’re supposed to dig him out as carefully as possible. He may still be
alive, if trapped where he still has air. Third day he was found. Not on my
shift. It was a sad job to do. We all knew him.
“But worse was he was a young guy, saved money to go back to Ireland to
get married and buy a farm. This was his last shift. I don’t know. It seems to
be strange.”
Stoll flitted hither and yon for the mine contractor. He did time in Arctic Gold
and Silver and the Venus mines near Carcross; then out to the remote Anvil
camp to drive the main tunnel to the orebody during the winter of 1967-68.
Soon he was back at Keno Hill camp sinking the Husky shaft. Keno Hill
began to annoy the single fellow. He was sick of living in bunkhouses.
He landed a job at Whitehorse Copper. It was like a breath of spring air for
12 years.
“An ideal mine, being part of the community. Whitehorse Copper was good
for everybody. It brought a lot of money into this town. There was no camp.
That was good for the company. They didn’t have to feed us. You feed
yourself. You come to town. There was a good chance to meet somebody. I
finally married.”
During those years, he was a member of the Whitehorse Copper Mine
rescue team. Victorious in the 1978 Yukon competition over UKHM’s team,
they headed for Glace Bay, Nova Scotia where they competed in the
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national championships. Whitehorse Copper brought home the trophy that
declared the men to be the top hardrock mine rescuers in all of Canada.
Whitehorse Copper’s mineable ore reserves were exhausted in 1982. The
mine closed permanently, along with the White Pass railroad and other
mines that suffered from a soft global metal market.
Stoll set up his own contracting business under the banner of Yukon Erich
and Associates. Once again he dashed from one prospect to another.
He went to the Mactung property in Macmillan Pass at the Yukon-NWT
border and nipped out to Quill Creek nickel in the Burwash area. Long-term
salaried jobs later took him to Skukum Gold Mine in the Wheaton Valley
and Cheni Gold’s fly-in camp in northern B.C. (British Columbia).
Those hard labor days are behind him.
“Not too many of us experienced underground miners around any more.
Lots of us who worked those mines are getting older and leaving the
business.”
He believes that fact could eventually spell hardship for companies wanting
to reopen old mines or switch to underground mining from the open-pit
method.
He doesn’t see any young people being trained to replace the veterans. †
*******

Staking a Claim in Whitehorse
COPPERBELT ALLEY: A 27-kilometre Copper-Rich Belt
Parallels the Alaska Highway from the Carcross Road to
Crestview Subdivision by Jane Gaffin, Yukon News, April 23, 1997
The city of Whitehorse attempted to turn a negative mining-related staking
incident into a positive, community-oriented initiative.
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Last year (1996) a Mineral Activity Working Group was formed to find a
mutually-agreeable resolution to conflicts that have resulted over multiple
use of land.
However, the committee’s efforts stalled for six months, which greatly
frustrated the private sector.
Now plans are once again in the mill to get the process back on track with a
May (1997) meeting. And the much-delayed mineral resource assessment
(MRA) on city-held lands will be getting into motion very shortly.
Within city limits, Crown land abuts Commissioner’s lands -- the real estate
Ottawa has transferred for the territorial government’s use. In turn, the
Yukon government has transferred 41,442 square hectares (162 square
miles) of Commissioner’s lands that constitutes (the city of) Whitehorse.
Miners can stake claims on the Crown-owned land in the city. And that has
caused problems. Over the last several years, minor altercations have
occurred between miners and the city.
Also, residents have complained that mineral-claim staking was too close
to private property.
Rob Hamel, an equipment operator and director of the Yukon Chamber of
Mines, staked a 40-claim group in the War Eagle dump area about two
years ago (1995). His claims and the city’s landfill expansion plans came
into a monumental conflict and remains a thorny issue.
Last year (1996), a second staker tied onto Hamel’s claim block. The tie-on
staker triggered a minor public outcry.
He felled trees for claim posts in a greenbelt area of the Porter Creek C
subdivision near Grove Street and Rabbit’s Foot Canyon. He was operating
within his legal rights under provisions of the Yukon Quartz Mining Act.
But an alarmed resident notified the city. The individual, Carole Bookless,
was not particularly concerned about a few cut trees. The worry leaned
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more toward the possibility of a disruptive exploration program in
homeowners’ backyards.
Also, the city council was in the midst of pondering a McIntyre West land
development in the copperbelt.
The 27-kilometre- (17 mile) long, crescent-shaped copper-rich belt parallels
the Alaska Highway on the west. It extends from the Carcross Road north
to Crestview subdivision.
The copperbelt has ben targeted for economic mineralization since 1898.
At various intervals in history, the area has hosted important producers of
copper, gold and silver. The latest was Whitehorse Copper Mines, which
exhausted the Little Chief ore in 1982.
The council, which is entertaining the land-development business, was
trying to meet the public’s demand for more country residential lots. But city
land-use planners neglected to check claim maps.
Unbeknownst to councillors, the McIntyre West development was proposed
in the middle of prime exploration country. The mining industry wasn’t
amused by the city’s encroachment on legal mineral claims.
As soon as council recognized the error, the subdivision decision was
deferred. Councillors realized the economic value of mining and wanted to
resolve conflicts in a shared approach with industry and other land holders.
Nobody was eager to duke out the problem in a costly, unproductive court
battle, especially since the federal mining act takes precedence over city
bylaws and YTG (Yukon Territorial Government) legislation.
Council assigned city administration staffers to find a way to a harmonious
solution. Rob Roycroft contacted the Yukon Chamber of Mines manager,
after the fact. [He had already approached the Yukon government about
appealing to Ottawa for a staking moratorium.]
While sorting out the puzzle, the two parties agreed [sic] that a temporary
staking moratorium within the city limits was probably a good idea. The city
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(had already) appealed to the Yukon government’s lands branch, which
issues lands for the city’s use.
The YTG lands branch asked Ottawa for a two-year moratorium. The
request was granted in late summer of 1996.
“The city recognizes the good mineral potential and the importance of
mining and is not trying to stop mining activity in the city boundaries,”
assured Roycroft, director of community services. “The task became
focused. And we established a Mineral Activity Working Group to decide on
the opportunities and the problems to address.”
The first meeting was held in the city offices last September (1996). The
group is comprised of representatives from three levels of government:
Whitehorse; YTG’s Economic Development and lands branch; Northern
Affairs’ geological and exploration services and the mining recorder’s office.
The mining community is represented by the Yukon Chamber of Mines and
the Yukon Prospectors’ Association.
The big question was whether or not to conduct a mineral resource
assessment (MRA). The mining people argue that government MRAs have
proven worthless and a waste of time in the past.
Yet the members finally decided that an MRA (mineral resource
assessment) could be a valuable tool.
An MRA is conducted prior to making land-use decisions that might affect
the amount and type of other activity permitted in that area. The initiative
came from (YTG’s) Economic Development.The representative offered the
services of the department’s mineral-assessment geologist.
At the second meeting in October (1996), Daniele Heon explained an
MRA’s purpose, benefits and limitations.
The purpose is to estimate an area’s relative mineral potential, she noted.
But she cautioned that assessments must be revised and updated as
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knowledge about mineral deposits evolves and as new geological
information becomes available.
“This type study represents a best guess at the time on a resource that is
hidden in the ground and cannot be quantified with absolute certainty.”
Whereas the working group hoped to have an MRA in place by April, it is
behind schedule. In fact, it hasn’t even started.
A variety of reasons caused a delay in receiving YTG’s permission for Heon
to begin the MRA on all lands within the city of Whitehorse. Now Heon has
received directions and will soon be devoting full time to the mineral
resource assessment.
She is confident that field work, mapping, research and interviews will be
completed by October (1997).†
*******

Bureaucrats who exercise their discretion to enforce a law
contrary to fair and natural justice are engaging in what the law
calls “an exercise of abuse of discretion”.
Yukon Supreme Court Decision
Whitehorse Star, June 20, 2001
City Wedged Between Rock and Hard Place
Miners and City Officials Squabble About Claim-Staking Rights
by Jane Gaffin, Yukon News, August 19, 1998
While the Yukon Territory paid tribute to the miner during the 100th
anniversary of the Klondike Gold Rush, 1996-1998, the city of Whitehorse
was recognizing mining in a less than celebratory way.
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The city convinced Ottawa to withdraw all lands within municipal
boundaries from mineral staking for two years.
Prior to the moratorium’s expiry date of June 30 (1998), people complained
the sky would fall if the ban were lifted.
It didn’t happen.
Only three prospectors staked 35 new claims within Whitehorse’s 162
square miles (approximately 41,442 square hectares) that constitutes one
of the largest municipalities in Canada.
Backlit by the media, a few residents and councillors impugned that miners
had the legal right to run roughshod over private property.
“It’s simply not legally possible for us to do that,” insisted the past president
of both the Yukon Prospectors’ Association and Yukon Chamber of Mines.
www.ask.com
Exploration geologist Jim McFaull (r) Jane Gaffin, Photo,
1993) had to trade in his rock hammer for a briefcase of
law books while industry duked out the arguments with
city and other government officials for 18 months.
He waved a copy of the mining industry’s Bible.
“Here’s the federal government’s answer to dealing
with potential conflict between surface and subsurface
rights.”
Jim McFaull

The Yukon Quartz Mining Act lists exceptions to an individual’s rights to
acquire mineral claims. Section 14 exempts lands occupied by any building
or land that falls within the yard of any dwelling house.
And Section 15 states that a person cannot enter lands for mining purposes
or mine on lands that are owned or lawfully operated by another person
unless the miner has written consent from the surface-rights owner.
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Also, a security bond must be posted that satisfies the mining recorder.
“If we cause damage, we pay,” continued McFaull. “It’s not legally possible
for us to rampage through people’s yards and tear up their gardens.”
For a century, miners and property owners co-existed compatibly until
uninformed city officials, out of admitted ignorance, over-reacted and took
offense to claim staking on its turf.
Yet, traditionally, some of the best places to stake is the prospector’s back
yard.
“Too often prospectors doggedly hold onto property while waiting for prices
on the metal markets to go up,” the late Pete Versluce used to say.
“You have to do a hundred dollars worth of assessment work on each of the
claims every year. Sometimes it’s best to get rid of that property then go
look for something else in your own back yard.”
Several decades ago, Versluce, his brother, Harry, and a partner did that.
They went out the back door of their Bachelors’ Cove homes, located on
the fringe of the Porter Creek subdivision. They staked in the historic, 17mile long, crescent-shaped copperbelt that has been mined, off and on,
since 1898.
It parallels the west side of the Alaska Highway, extending from the
Carcross Road north to Crestview subdivision.
In 1967, New Imperial Mines owned a package of some 700 copperbelt
claims, which included properties optioned from the Versluce brothers and
partner Chuck Gibbons.
The company mined and milled open-pit ore until copper prices tumbled,
stopping production for 18 months until prices struggled upward in 1972.
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New Imperial Mines was reorganized into Whitehorse Copper Mines. It
tunneled underground to extract Little Chief copper-gold-silver ore that
provided feed for a 2,000-ton-a-day concentrator until the deposit was
exhausted in 1982.
“The mine ran quite successfully for 10 years,” recalled Dave Tenney, chief
geologist during the mine’s lifespan.
Wages kept pace with inflation; full-time jobs were plentiful; and the mine,
seven miles south of town, injected a lot of money into the community.
Then, city officials appreciated industry.
Another mineral deposit of equal wealth could be hidden beneath city
lands. But mining people warn that it can’t be found if ground is sealed off
from mineral exploration.
Though city kingpins want the economic benefits of mining activity, they
contradictorily don’t want claim staking.
This became clear on May 16, 1996.
Ivan Elash was staking a tie-on claim to Rob Hamel’s 40-claim block near
the city’s War Eagle garbage dump.
The War Eagle property, a former New Imperial open-pit mine, was a
Crown Grant transferred by Hudson’s Bay Mining to the city around 1974 to
use as a municipal dump.
Mr. Hamel, an equipment operator, had been a burr under the city’s saddle
for three years. The city accused him of thwarting land-fill expansion plans.
Yet the city had no legal rights to the tract unless it was officially withdrawn
from mineral staking.
Instead of expropriating the property and fairly compensating Mr. Hamel,
the city chose to spend a large, undisclosed amount of taxpayers’ money
on lawyers’ fees in a useless threat to push the case to court.
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Federal statutes take precedence over city bylaws.
Mr. Hamel has made several overtures about an out-of-court settlement.
But the city didn’t want to set a buyout precedent because there are 335
claims in good standing within the city boundaries.
So, the city was poised to pounce when Ivan Elash felled a couple of trees
to fashion claim posts and blazed a swath through the green belt of Porter
Creek C subdivision.
A city bylaw prohibits tree-cutting. Yet there is an exception for every rule. It
is common practice for the utility company to clear out trees that might fall
across electrical lines and disrupt power delivery.
Although Mr. Elash could have exercised better judgment working in a
congested area, he actually broke no laws. The Yukon Quartz Mining
Act specifically instructs how to stake a legal, recordable claim, which is
about 50 acres in size.
The act, however, does give latitude insofar as the staker can carry in 4x4
rough lumber for posts and flag a line with survey tape.
He didn’t.
And it was a natural reaction for alarmed homeowner Carole Bookless to
phone city hall. But city hall’s knee-jerk reaction was not natural.
After a hundred years of claim staking in and around the copperbelt, a
minor public outcry over a 1,500-foot line sparked a major crisis.
In a hasty reaction from Rob Roycroft, who did have to resign his position
as the city’s director of community services on August 7, 1998 over the
fracas, was on the horn to the Yukon government’s Lands Branch which
administers Commissioner’s lands.
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In 1968, Ottawa had transferred surface rights of certain Crown real estate
to the Commissioner of the Yukon Territory to control, manage and
administer.
In turn, the Yukon government transferred approximately 162 square miles
of Commissioner’s lands that constitute the city of Whitehorse.
At the time of those block-land transfers, the federal government never
relinquished any subsurface rights to the Commissioner or to the city. And
the Crown has retained its rights to mines and minerals to this day.
Yukon government officials phoned Ottawa.
An Order in Council was authored for signature by Ron Irwin, the-then
minister of the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development
(DIAND).
A staking moratorium clamped a lid shut on all city lands for two years.
Ostensibly, it was to “facilitate the protection and orderly development of
the city.”
At one point, the city council was trying to meet public demand for more
country residential lots. Land-use planners didn’t know claim maps existed
and gave wrong advice to councillors who didn’t know the proposed
development encroached on prime exploration country.
As soon as the error was recognized the subdivision had to be deferred.
Officials were growing more irked by the minute at miners.
It was after the fact that Mr. Roycroft suggested a meeting between
government and industry people to figure out how to resolve the issue.
Finally, the city decided the answer would be to incorporate city zoning
applications on all federal mining claims within municipal boundaries.
That move was sunk by the acting director of Northern Affairs’ mineral
resources in Whitehorse. Marion Dejean’s straight-forward letter of March
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20 (1998) informed Mr. Roycroft that Ottawa was not in a position to apply
city zoning regulations to federally-authorized mining claims.
She further advised that the city has no legal jurisdiction to get involved in
the regulatory process. The Crown controls, manages and administers the
mines and mineral rights on Yukon lands.
In addressing the physical claim-staking practices, the mining recorder’s
office cannot advise the public to not comply with the law. Federal agents
are duty-bound to enforce the Yukon Quartz Mining Act.
“Why wasn’t this said in the first hour?” wondered Mr. McFaull, visibly
annoyed by a series of time-wasting meetings.
The original fracas focused on two men, a garbage dump, two trees and a
cut-line. The problem could have conceivably been resolved quietly and
efficiently if city officials had contacted the Yukon Chamber of Mines and
local federal mineral-resource agents.
By instigating a spat with the whole industry, the city may have done itself a
lot of harm.
“Moratoriums scare off mining companies,” explained Mr. McFaull..”Mining
people get gun-shy when they see moratoriums floating to the surface.”
He suggested the logical thing is for people to go back to business as usual
and hope for the best.
“We’ve promised to walk softly.”†
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*******
The following is an excerpt from
Justice Served Up Yukonslavia
Style by Jane Gaffin, pages 86 to
93.

Stay Out Of Land Offices
Rob Hamel (r), a heavy
equipment operator by trade
and a mineral prospector by
passion, was mildmannered, shy and retiring,
never raising his voice. He
tended to tuck his chin
toward his chest and look up
from under his eyebrows
when he spoke. He
sometimes would become
nervous, unable to fully
articulate his instructions or
thoughts to a person who
didn’t want to hear.
But he knew what he wanted and would stand up for his rights.
He avoided confrontations at all cost. But everywhere he turned, he was
bucking government officials, mostly at the city and territorial levels, who
thought he had no rights. City solicitors were writing him terse letters and
government workers were withholding information from him.
Yet it is a criminal offense for a government agent to withhold something
from a person who has a legal right to demand it, and employees in the
Yukon Lands Branch should have been stopped in their tracks by virtue of
Section 337 of the Criminal Code.
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It states: “Everyone who being or having been employed in the services of
Her Majesty in right of Canada or in right of province or in the service of a
municipality and trusted by virtue of that employment with receipt, custody,
management or control of anything and refuses or fails to deliver it to a
person who is authorized to demand it and does demand it, is guilty of an
indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 14
years.”
Hamel did not use this tool. Instead, the lands people took him to court. He
denied the accusation that he had punched a lands branch worker, but had
no witness to back up his ineffectual defense. Even if Hamel were a
scrapper, which he was not, the act would have required extraordinarily
long arms. Or he would have had to jump up on top of the wide counter
designed for unrolling large maps.
Lyle Henderson, director of Yukon Lands and Property Assessment Branch,
and other lands office personnel were establishing a fairly solid track record
of denying service to anybody they considered a nuisance.
They would file an unsubstantiated accusation with the police. They
accused people of uttering threats, as happened later with a land owner,
Alfred Herzog, who beat the frivolous rap at trial for a stunning $15,000.
Or the person may have to appear before a judge, who would rule the
lands branch off-limits, which happened to Hamel twice.
On Thursday, March 25, 1999, visiting British Columbia Judge Michael
Hubbard banned Hamel from entering the lands disposition offices in the
Yukon government administration building for a year. To the judge’s way of
thinking, a ban would prevent the offense from occurring. Hamel could
make his inquiries in writing, either through email or deliver a letter to the
front desk for expediency. But he couldn’t talk to anybody.
The judge heard that Hamel had displayed aggressive behavior in the
lands disposition office in May, 1998. He was alleged to have thrown a
“tantrum” and punched a worker in the face. Hamel was charged. From
thereon, he was supposed to deal only with Director Henderson and other
supervisory staff, who wouldn’t serve him properly. Henderson accused
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Hamel of habitually bypassing the front desk and trying to find other staff to
help him.
A government letter of November, 1998 told Hamel to deal with the lands
branch through written correspondence only. Hamel didn’t have time to wait
on Henderson’s delays in responding. In February, 1999 he appeared early
one morning in the lands office.
Henderson is a big, towering man, with an athlete’s physique. He looks
quite capable of self-defense against a passive opponent. Yet Henderson
claimed to have felt threatened. He said Hamel refused to leave and
started “flapping his arms”. Henderson refused to provide information –
either because he didn’t know the answers, or because he was in a
position to withhold something Hamel needed.
Any person involved with issues over city lands can be assured of getting
on a treadmill. The city officials would send the person to the Yukon
government who sent the individual back to the federal government who
sent him back to the city. Around the person goes, until even a saint would
become dizzy with frustration.
Henderson’s excuse to the judge was that he “feared” any of his answers
might set Hamel off. He said it was difficult to carry on a conversation with
Hamel in a regular manner. Henderson seemed to have trouble carrying on
conversations with a lot of people who tried to do business in the lands
office.
Henderson alleged that Hamel accused him, through the lands disposition
office, of entering into a conspiracy with the city of Whitehorse against the
prospector.
In view of the history of the staking moratorium and the heavy hand of
governments of all stripes coming down on Hamel from every direction, a
conspiracy was not far-fetched. There had been documents falsified at the
city level, but which did not come to light until the unsigned, unnotarized
paper was filed later as evidence with the surface rights board.
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Whenever the city’s director of community services was contacted about
Hamel-related matters, Rob Roycroft became unduly testy and defensive. It
was difficult to carry on a regular conversation with him, either.
An idea was floated to go to the police to swear out a complaint against the
mayor and councillors, Roycroft, Henderson and on up to Ron Irwin, the
federal Northern Affairs minister in Ottawa, for all these back-room
shenanigans. It never came to pass, simply because there was guarded
optimism that sanity would prevail and government agents would stop
bullying the public.
Henderson wanted to nip the conspiracy theory in the bud before it had a
chance to blossom. Possibly he thought it was a way to silence Hamel
while the city continued to threaten him with legal action.
Henderson could not have possibly felt physically threatened by a passive
person like Hamel. But he knew all the perfect accusations to garner the
RCMP’s sympathy: “physical assault”, “felt threatened”, “flapping arms”,
“raised voice”, and “abusive language”.
The only favorite bureaucratic buzz-words deleted from his accusatory
vocabulary were “spitting” and “agitated”.
“I never used any kind of abusive language.” Hamel told the judge he
tended to talk loudly in the territorial lands offices because he was hard of
hearing.
The people who seemed hard of hearing were the workers inside the lands
branch. But they had the law on their side, and it didn’t cost them personal
time or one cent to keep dragging individuals into the courtroom.
Hamel complied with the judge’s restraining order. He didn’t like going into
the lands office anyway. But the city and territorial lands branch officials
were not through with him. They had ways and means of getting the upper
hand while hiding behind their suits and titles with impunity.
Hamel could not find refuge from their relentless pestering.†
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City Challenges Rob Hamel
Board Explores City-Miner Land Dispute by Jane Gaffin, Whitehorse
Star, December 6, 2000.
The thorny multiple land-use conflict that had raged between the city for
surface rights versus prospector Rob Hamel’s subsurface rights on his War
Eagle dump claims came to a head after five years.
The city could have bought out Hamel’s interests but didn’t want to set a
buy-out precedent for the 335 mineral claims staked within the 162 square
miles that constitutes the expansive city limits.
Rather, the city opted to try squeezing out the independent prospector, and
several times toyed with the idea of legal action. Since the Yukon Quartz
Mining Act was a federal statute, the case rightfully should have been
heard by a Yukon Supreme Court justice.
It wasn’t.
The government had established a Yukon Surface Rights Board to
adjudicate land disputes. But nobody on the panel was qualified to act as a
judge over such legal complexities.
Nevertheless, the matter went before the Yukon Surface Rights Board on
November 17, 2000. It met in the Westmark Hotel for a full day. The threeperson panel heard the city absurdly jack up its $1 million security request
to $3 million.
How did the city come to those figures? The City of Whitehorse’s
engineering department subscribed to doing number-crunching by gazing
into a crystal ball, the Yukon Surface Rights Board was told at its first
hearing.
The Hamel case represented the first application approved for a dispute
hearing since the quasi-judicial board was established about four years
prior. The three-member panel adjudicating the case consisted of chair
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Stephen Mills, lawyer Brian MacDonald and engineer Bruce Underhill.
There were no Supreme Court judge talents present.
In August 1997, former city solicitor Bruce Willis had written a letter to the
mining recorder seeking a $1-million bond. Pursuant to Section 15.1 of the
Yukon Quartz Mining Act, the mining recorder notified Hamel to post $2,000
per claim on Hat #1, Hat #3 and Hat #27.
The city applied to the Yukon Surface Rights Board on February 22, 2000
to appeal the decision of the Whitehorse mining recorder with regards to
the amount of security to be posted by Hamel for three of his Hat mineral
claims.
During the hearing, the city’s legal counsel Dan Shier, who inherited the file
from Bruce Willis, raised the stakes to the $1 million per claim. Under
persistent grilling from board chair Stephen Mills, Shier wasn’t clear on
whether he was talking $1 million total or $1 million per claim. Mills wanted
to know how the city’s request for security tripled.
“It grew from $2,000 to $1 million per claim,” said Shier. “What we’re doing
here today is appealing the decision of the (federal) mining recorder.” For
clarity’s sake, the discussion narrowed at one point to Hat claim #1 and
land-fill cell #2, which was only used for storage of metals and was not for
domestic waste.
“Can you tell me on Hat #1 how you came to $1 million as you request?”
asked Mills.
“It’s a certain amount of crystal-ball gazing,” responded Shier. He admitted
that no cost accounting or mathematical calculations were done to arrive at
that figure.
“In your notice of response, you question the mining recorder by simply
stating a flat amount and not looking at the costs?” asked Mills. “You have
set a million dollars but not really identified the method by coming to that
amount? You appealed – or questioned – the amount of security set by the
mining recorder’s office but are unable to provide us with...”
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He hesitated. “It’s hard to figure out exactly what level you want to find this,
other than setting an arbitrary amount on the other end of the scale.” To
Mills’ way of thinking, $2,000 and $1 million dollars were not on the same
end of the scale.
Shier decided it wasn’t really a million dollars a claim the city sought. In
fact, it was $2,000 for certain activities per area. And perhaps security
could be arranged between parties on a graduated scale.
Mills wanted to know how the graduated scale worked and how it grew to
$1 million dollars.
Shier thought the process could be negotiated between the parties under
an agreement like the one drawn up between the city and Kluane Drilling, a
company which was a 50-percent owner in the Hat claims. The other half
interest belonged to the respondent, Norwest Enterprises, which was
represented by Hamel, who could not afford to retain legal counsel.
The Yukon Chamber of Mines, represented by director Jim McFaull,
intervened on behalf of the respondent.
Trying to force Hamel and Norwest off their claims by exceeding the
security provisions of the Yukon Quartz Mining Act is totally unacceptable
to the mining industry and is not lawful, was the chamber’s position. Its
membership was adamant that third-party interests would not erode
miners’ legal rights as spelled out clearly in the Yukon Quartz Mining Act,
which protected miners from third-party interference.
“The City of Whitehorse has no judicial authority whatsoever to stop Mr.
Hamel or Norwest from exercising those rights...And any demand by the
City of Whitehorse for additional security is therefore frivolous or vexatious
at best, and exorbitant or extortionate at worst,” McFaull added.
It was further pointed out that the city hadn’t spent any money in the area
where Hat #3 touches on cell #3, which was not contemplated for
development until the years 2007 to 2013. The claim touched the next cell
that wouldn’t be prepared for use until possibly the years 2013 to 2023.
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However, based on a consultant’s recommendation, the city had invested
$8.5 million to develop the 504-hectare land-fill expansion site using an
Alberta model. Shier referred to land-fill as “a delicate operation”.
Hamel submitted that the city could have cleaned up and carried on for
another 12 years using the War Eagle mining pit which Hudson’s Bay
Mining gave the city for one dollar around 1974.
Six lots transferred to the city were Crown Grants. In the good old days of
the early 1900s, Crown Grants were issued. Besides subsurface rights,
these claims included surface rights as well as other resources such as
timber and water. Crown Grants were granted in fee simple title in
perpetuity and became a taxable property. As long as the taxes were paid,
the property remained in the hands of the person or company. As spelled
out in the Yukon Quartz Mining Act, Crown Grants and mineral claims are
to be used for mining purposes – not for garbage disposal.
The city, which is not in the mining business, was operating without the
proper permits or water license and had tried to force Hamel to relinquish
his property rights ever since he staked the claims, five years previously, in
August, 1995.
Hamel said that his 48-claim package was recorded as legal quartz claims
first, before any land titles were transferred to the city from the Yukon
government. He wanted the city to stop scattering garbage over his claims.
“I’m not mining this site,” explained the prospector, who viewed this
tempest in a teapot blown out of proportion at great taxpayers expense.
“I’m doing exploration work. The city is doing more damage to my claims
than I am to their cells. Their garbage is producing methane gas.”
His statement about finding good mineralization was corroborated a few
days later by government geologists who gave talks at the annual
Geoscience Forum.
But it’s a lot of work to excavate garbage to find the minerals, declared
Hamel. Keeping with the basic principles of law, he felt that as a law-
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abiding person he should not have his legal rights taken away and given to
someone else.
There are allegations both ways as to who is operating within the law and
who isn’t, Mills reminded. “We are dealing with the issue of a person who is
going to exercise certain rights he has on quartz claims and certain rights
the city has under Section 15.1 for adequate security to protect the city,
should loss or damage occur from those activities.”
Under the federal mining land-use regulations, Hamel was required to
backfill trenching and do certain reclamation work. If he went into Hat #3 to
so some trenching work, Mills wanted to know where the million-dollar loss
entered the equation.
Shier assured the city was not suggesting for a moment that every activity
falls into that million-dollar range. “A gradient security would meet the city’s
requirements.” The city was willing to go back and re-gaze into the crystal
ball and re-examine a graduated scale.
Why hadn’t the city done its homework first and negated any reason to
bring the land dispute before the board?
The board instructed the city to provide substance by the end of November
(2000). Hamel was given the time-consuming task of responding to the
city’s written submission before the end of the year.†
A Day For Persecution
The all-day Yukon Surface Rights Board hearing extended to 6 p.m. on a
Friday (November 17, 2000). A group of mining people, who attended to
offer support to Hamel, had to leave at various intervals to attend other
meetings. One was down the street in the Premier’s office to discuss secret
back-room deals of withdrawing lands for a Yukon park. Another contingent
dashed across the street to the courthouse to offer support to Allen
Carlos.
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It was highly unusual for important meetings to be held on Fridays, anyway,
and definitely a puzzle why all three overlapped. Was it to serve as a
method to persecute and harass miners in one fashion or another?†
Surface Rights Board’s Decision, Dated April 6, 2001
Back where it started, the board merely required Hamel/Norwest
Enterprises to post security in relation to mining activities conducted
pursuant to the Yukon Quartz Mining Act on undeveloped land.
The city was directed to provide Hamel/Norwest Enterprises with at least a
year’s notice in writing of its intentions to change the designation of land in
the extended land-fill site from undeveloped land to developed land.
When working on developed land, Hamel/Norwest Enterprises would be
required to follow the mining land-use regulations (MLUR’s) as described in
the Yukon Quartz Mining Act.†
________

The End
Hence and forevermore, the governments opened land to blanket the economic
copperbelt with a recreation centre, expansion of a network of cross-country ski trails, a
residential subdivision at one end of the belt, a country residential subdivision at the
other end, and finally, one after another, subdivisions were planted until virtually the
whole belt was covered and industry had been practically dismantled -- as was outlined
in the 1992 provisions of the United Nations Agenda 21, a blueprint for how the world
would turn in the 21st century.
*******
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